




FRONT COYER: Travertine walerfalls of Virginia, clockwise from top left photo$aph; waterfall (about 8.5 m) at the crossing
of State Road 706 and Marl Creek near Riverside, Rockbridge County; Glenn Falls, twin falls (about 6 m) along Marl Creek near
Steeles Tavern in Rockbridge County; 2l-m watprfall, severely damaged during Hurricane Camille, on Moores Creek,
Rockbridge County; Falling Spring Falls (about 21 m) along Falling Spring Creek, Alleghany County, J. S. Herman in lower left
forefront; western-mostt€rminal cascade (about7.5 m) of Falling Spring Runatits junction with MiddleRiver in Augusta County;
Beaverdam Falls (about 8.5 m) on Sweet Springs Creek at its junction with Dunlap Creek, Alleghany County; northern-most of
the Cypress Falls of Sheep Creek at its junction with South River, Rockbridge County, M. M. Lorah in right forefront; center
photograph, Marlbrook Falls (about 10.5 m) along Marlbrook Creek, Rockbridge County @hotographs by David A. Hubbard,
Jr.).

Please note that all of these walerfalls are on private property and permission must be obtained before visiting them.
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DEFIMTION OFTERMS

The freshwater carbonate deposits of Virginia are pre-
dominantly found in the Valley and Ridge physiographic
province. The majority of ttrese deposits wereprecipitated by
spring and stream waters and can be subdivided into two
groups: carbonate materials deposited in the subsurface in
caves or carbonate materials precipitated by surficial waters.
The papers in this volume on travertine-marl focus on various
aspects of the surficial carbonate deposits.

Calcareous materials deposited by spring and stream
waters have been variously termed calcareous sinter, calcare-
ous tufa, calc-tufa, marl, spring-sinter, travertine, tufa, and
tufaceous mad. The American Geological Institute Glossary
(Gary and others, 1972) lists calcareous tufaas aredundant
form of the term tufa, which is defined as "A chemical sedi-
mentary rock composed of calcium carbonate, formed by
evaporation as a thin, surficial, soft, spongy, cellular or
porous, semifriable incrustation around the mouth of a hot or
cold calcareous spring or seep, or along a s6eam carrying
calcium carbonate in solution .... It may also be precipitated
by algae or bacteria." Travertine is defined as "A hard, dense,
finely crystalline, compact or massive but often concretion-
ary limestone, of white, tan, or cream color, often having a
fibrous or concentric sEucnrre and splintery fracture, formed
by rapid chemical precipitation of calcium carbonate from
solution in surface and groundwaters, as by agitation of
stream water or by evaporation around the mouth or in the
conduit of a spring (esp. of a hot spring)." In Virginia, ttrese
carbonate materials are more accurately described as precipi-
tates from spring or stream waters supersaturated with re-
spect to calcium carbonate. In an attempt "to avoid semantic
confusion," Julia (1983) suggests the use ofthe term traver-
tine for freshwater "carbonate incrustations on plant remains

(in place and debris) without reference to the pore volume or
density." Marl is defined as "An old term loosely applied to
a variety of materials most of which occur as soft, loose,
earthy, and semifriable or crumbling unconsolidated depos-
its consisting chiefly of an intimate mixture of clay and
calcium carbonate in varying proportions, formed under
either marine or esp. freshwater conditions ...." (Gary and
others, 1972). Freshwater carbonate materials have been col-
lectively referred to as marl by commercial operators who
mined it for use as agricultural lime. The phrase "deposits of
travertine marl" was used as early as 1837 by Rogers (188a)
to describe stream-depositedcarbonate materials foran annual
report of the Geologic Survey of the S tate of Virginia for ttre
State legislature. The term travertine-marl is herein advo-
cated for general use in reference to surficial freshwater
carbonate materials deposited by spring and stream water.
The use of the terms mad, travertine, or tufa are appropriate
when tiese specific components are discussed (see the glos-
sary appended to this paper). Most of the sixty known
calcareous stream deposits in Virginia contain various pro-
portions of marl, travertine, and tufa.

TRAVERTINE.MARL DEPOSITS AND
HOW THEY FORM

A considerable range in morphology is exhibited by the
travertine-marl deposits of Virginia. Extensive low-relief
deposits dominated by marl are typical of the sites in the
northern portion of the Valley and Ridge province. Traver-
tine buildups, forming bluffs or falls in active stream chan-
nels, are noiable components in most deposits throughout the
State (see cover photograph). Some deposits contain exten-
sive broad accumulations of mad upstream from travertine

'Virginia Division of Mineral Resources, P.O. Box 3667, Charlottesville, V A 22903
2Department of Environmental Sciences, Clark Hall, University of Virginia, Charlottesvrlle,Y A 22903
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buildups. Mining of marl has altered the morphology of
some deposits and resulted in a series of dissociated travertine
buildups along a stream valley. Most travertine-marl depos-
its are recognized only because of the waterfalls created by
travertine buildups in the sfeam channel. The marl accumu-
lations upstream from these depositional sfuctures are typi-
cally obscured by vegetation and soil development, but they
may be exposed in the banks of entrenched streams.

The active deposition of calcite is often observed season-

ally from late spring to fall. Deposition most commonly
occurs as encrustations on organic surfaces, such as plants
and their debris, and on inorganic surfaces, such as rock, in
and along the stream or spring. The deposition of travertine-
marl is highly variable both within individual sites and
between different sites. Erosion appars to be exceeding
accretion at the majority of Virginia's travertine-marl depos-
its. Marl accumulations are entenched by streams and have
developed soil profiles. Most travertine buildups are notched
by the curent sfteam channel. During high-flow events,
erosive stream water can destroy tavertine-marl features.

A generalized depositional model describes the develop-
ment of many of these deposic (Hubbard and others, 1985).
Rain water percolating through soil overlying carbonate rock
dissolves COrconcentrated in the soil by plant root respira-
tion and the microbial decomposition of organic matter. The
high CO, content of the percolating water greatly increases
the amount of CaCO, the water can dissolve. The Co;rich
wat€r migmtes through frachres in folded or faulted carbon-
ale rock, and the groundwater approaches equilibrium with
respect to calcite. upon emergence from the ground as a
discrete spring oras diffuse flow through a stream bed, water
withanelevated level of dissolved CQis driven towardequi-
librium with the lower atmospheric CO, level. The rate of
CO, outgassing from spring or stream water is influenced by
the level of supersanration with respect to COrand the degree

to which the water is agitated. Carbon dioxide outgassing
results in supenaturation with respect to calcite and its sub-
sequent precipiation in the form of travertine-marl. Traver-
tine buildups further increase the agitation of the water and
provide surfaces for calcite deposition and for growth of
biologic substrates such as algae and mosses. Organic debris
also provide significant surface area for calcite deposition.

Calcareous sediments accumulate upstream from ag-
grading navertinebuildups. The aggrading stream bed forces
the stream to migrate across the valley and form a broad, flat,
valleybottom upsfream from thelateral travertine dam struc-
ture. A series of these features result in a step-like stream
valley alternating between low-gradient, broad segments of
accumulated sediments and laterally transecting high-gradi-
ent cascade-bluff sructures of travertine.

During the last two centuries the burial of travertine-marl
deposits by noncarbonate alluvium has increased as a result
of agricultural practice$. The higher levels of noncarbonate
sediment have diluted the carbonate mineral content of the
travertine and associated marl deposited during this time.

ldan-made modifications of the landscape have increased

runoff and the magnitude of flooding. The combination of
higher water flows wittr greater fractions of noncarbonate

sediment has increased the erosiveness of the streams. Abra-
sive sediment-laden flood water erodes travertine buildups
and incises mad accumulations.

PAPERS PRESENTED IN THIS VOLI.JME

Interest in surficial travertine-marl deposis in and around

Virginia over the past decade has resulted in a number of
research projects. The 15 invited papers in this volume report

the results of some of those research prcjects and include
several papers on aspects of travertine-marl research con-

ducted outside of Virginia.
Some of the reported research focuses on the hydrogeo-

chemical origins of Eavertine-marl deposits. The process of
COroutgassing along Falling Spring Run, Augusta County,
is related to the stream-water chemistry and the hydrological

agitation imparted by the sream channel morphology. The

outgassing model presented by Hoffer-French and Herman

describes how the sream water is driven to high degrees of
supersaturation with respect to calcite and subsequently pre-

cipitates calcite. The relationship between CO, outgassing

and calcite precipitation is quantitatively examined by Lorah
and Herman. Their study of Falling Spring Creek, Alleghany
County, utilized computerized geochemical models to calcu-
late aqueous speciation and saturation indices, Pco, values,

and mass transfer of CO, and calcite. Calcite precipitation

rates calculated from the mass transfer results and from a
published rate law are considered 0o be more accurate than

rates obtained from growth on calcite seed crystals placed in
the creek. Kirby and Rimstidt conducted a geochemical study
of a travertine-depositing stream that apparently is fed by
diffuse groundwater in Falls Hollow, Montgomery County.
They report the greatest degassing of CQ occurs upstream

from the waterfall and calcite prccipitation is localized at the

waterfall. Using assumptions of a constant stream discharge,

aconstantrateof CaCQprecipitation, no loss of travertine to
erosion, and an estimated volume of travertine, these re-
searchers have estimated a conservative age of 5500 years for
the deposir A comparative geochemical study of travertine-
marl and its associated stream or spring water is presented by
Herman and Hubbard. The calcium- and bicarbonate-rich
water is similar in composition for each of the 12 study sites

and the composition at each site changes in the downstream

direction as a result of CO, outgassing and concomitant
increases in pHand, ultimately, calciteprecipitation. Sream-
associated active fravertine-marl generally has a smaller ratio
of calcium carbonate to the noncarbonate fraction than does

the erosionally isolated older travertine-marl.
The detailedperographic study of travertine deposits in

the Arbuckle Mountains of Oklahoma by Love and Chafetz
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provides insight to Virginia travertine deposits. Observa-
tions of the morphology, texture, and inorganic and organi-
cally associated constituents of Eavertine enabled them to
discuss the formation and diagenesis of the deposits.

Comprehensive examination of fiavertine-marl deposits
are reported in the two generalized site studies in this volume.
Dennen, Diecchio, and Stephenson evaluated the geologic
setting of the travertine-marl deposit along Falling Spring
Creek, Alleghany County. Within a geological context,
hydrological and geochemical factors are shown to control
the geomorphic evolution of the site. A discussion of a com-
mercially utilized deposit of marl along Redbud Run in
Frederick County is presented by Giannini. In addition ro rhe
economic history of ttre deposit, paleontological aspects and
archaeologic age associations are presented.

A number of papers examine specific aspects of traver-
tine-marl deposits. Archamlogical associations with these
deposits are discussed by Gardner. The Darlington traver-
tine-marl deposit located along Redbud Run in Frederick
County was overlain and underlain by datable archaeological
artifacts, and the reported dates span a range from 500 B.C.
to 200 A.D. and 7200 to 6800 B.C., respectively. In addition
to the dating by archaeological associations (Gardner, Gian-
nini) and by precipitation rates (Kirby and Rimstidt), traver-
tine may be datable by a number of other techniques. Radio-
carbon, uranium series, electron spin resonance, and tler-
moluminescence techniques are among the dating methods
described in a review paper by Schwarcz. A comparative
discussion of the algal biota found worldwide is advanced by
Pentecost. Biota from sample identifications as well as the
literature are described. The abundant and diverse algal flora
is hypothesized to play an active role in the deposition of
travertine. A compendium of the commercial utilization of
travertine-marl deposits in Virginia is documented by Sweet
and Hubbard. Available production figures and operational
details are arranged by county. The morphology and sftati-
graphy of a calcareous alluvial+olluvial fan along an un-
named tributary of New Creek in Mineral County, West
Virginia, are described by Kite and Allamong. This unusual
fan is developed along a mountain strezrm thatreceives little
coarse colluvium. Recent incision of the deposit, dated by
tree ring studies, is thought to be a result of local adjustment
to t}te Euncation of the fan. A carbonate mineral-rich soil, the
Massanetta Variant Soil Series, is described by McFarland
and Sherwood. They describe ttris Rockingham County
deposit, situated along an unnamed tributary of the North
River, and present several theories on its origin. Soil proper-
ties and classification are influenced by the secondary disso-
lution and deposition of calcite in ttre travertine-marl-soil
prohle according to the study of Edmonds and Martens.
Secondary deposition of calcite results in the occlusion of
micronutrients and the formation of insoluble phosphorous
compounds in travertine-marl bearing soil near the conflu-
ence of Spout Run and the Shenandoah River in Clarke
County. Sulfide oxidation is advanced as a contributory proc-

ess in the genesis of Cesspool Cave in a Quaternary traver-
tine-marl deposit along Sweet Springs Creek, Alleghany
County. The pools and stream in this cave contain three
genera of sulfur-oxidizing bacteria that are apparently utiliz-
ing the sulfide that enters the cave as IlS in the rising spring
water. Cave formation is occurring as theresultof dissolution
by stream water and by $S-rich water films on walls and
ceiling.

CONTEMPORARY AND SUGGESTED
TRAVERTINE.MARL RESEARC H

The research reported in the 15 articles in this volume
encompasses many topics of travertine-marl investigations.
This comprehensive volume includes all of the studies of
travertine-marl in Virginia that were made available to the
editors. A few aspects of research that have been pursued are
not addressed in these 15 articles.

Travertine-marl deposits have been examined in two
physiographic regions of Virginia. tn addition to the major
sites in the Valley and Ridge province, deposits exist in the
Coastal Plain province. Burmester (1987) has characterized
a deposit of Eavertine at Burwell Bay,Isle of Wight County.
Travertineprecipitation occurs atsprings and seeps. Thehigh
levels of dissolved CaCO, in the groundwater are the result
of the dissolution of calcareous shells in the Moore House
member of the Yorktown Formation.

Although numerous papers in the volume note tlte asso'
ciation of travertine-marl deposits with faults, none of the
papers discuss this relationship in detail. Thomton and Gold
(Thornton and others, 1987) have examined deposits associ-
ated with faults and lineaments in Virginia and Pennsylvania.
They hypothesize that the fault zones are the source of
CaCOr-saturated water that derives from contact with crushed
limestone created during movement on the faults. Because of
the generally young age ofthe travertine deposits relative to
the origin of the faults, they conclude that recent movement
along the faults is indicated and datable by the resulting trav-
ertine buildups.

All of the ravertine-marl deposits discussed in this
volume as well asall of thosein Virginiaknown to tleeditors
are surficial deposits. The various dating methods which
have been employed on a few ofthese deposits indicate that
they are of recent age. It is not likely that stream-deposited
travertine-marl older than ttre Quatemary will be found
because of tle lack of preservation of that type of deposit in
the older sedimentary rocks in Virginia. The recognition of
pre-Quatemary travertine-marl could prove difficult, espe.-

cially if it has undergone diagenetic alteration.
Two soils associated with travertine-marl are discussed

in this volume. The current soil classification does not clearly
identify travertine-marl as a primary or parent materid. Ap-
parently a primmy travertine-marl material can undergo
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dissolution and reprecipitation during soil forming processes

that obscure the identity of the parent material to observers
unfamiliar with these deposits. The soil classification does

not distinguish between soils with high contents of calcium
carbonate whether they are primarily the result of caliche for-
mation, associated wittr marl precipitated in lakes, orderived
from travertine-marl deposited in sEeams.

The published hydrochemical studies of travertine-de-
positing sreams in Virginia rely on inorganic geochemistry.
Very little work has been conducted with the stable isotopes
t'C, ttO, and 2H, even though the utility of these isotopes is
geat. The study of stable isotopes can provide information
about the chemical, ctmatological, and hydrological proc-
esses during the genesis of travertine-marl. Isotopes also can
be used as conservative tracers to verify models of equilib-
rium or kinetic reactions.

A few of thepapers in tlis volumeintimated thattherole
of flora in the deposition of travertine-marl is poorly under-
stood. Whether ttre flora serve only as a substrate or if
biological processes actively drive the deposition of traver-
tine-marl has not been resolved. The study of the flora and
fauna preserved in these deposits has only been briefly
touched upon in this volume. Ecological and climatological
information could be obtained from appropriate paleontol-
ogical investigations of ttre Quaternary travertine deposits in
Virginia.

The papers in this volume present the current state of re-
search on travertine-marl in Virginia. Theseresults and ideas
should be more fully compared to research on streamdepos-
ited travertine-mad and lake-deposited travertine and marl in
other regions of the world. The full geological significance
of travertine-marl deposits can berealized only if knowledge
of the major environments and processes influencing its for-
mation are integrated.
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GLOSSARY {'

c al car e o us si nte r Trav errtne.

calcareous tufa Tufa.

calc-tufa Tafa.

marl Soft,loose, earthy, and semifriable or crumbling un-

consolidated deposits consisting chiefly of a mixture of clay
and calcium carbonate in varyingproportions, formed chiefly
in freshwater conditions; content can vary from a minimum
of 35 percent to almost pure calcium carbonate. The term has

been used commercially to apply to all spring- or stream-

deposited freshwater carbonate materials including traver-
tine and tufa.

s prin g- s int er Travertine.

tophus Tufa.

travertine Hard, dense, finely crystalline, compact or mas-

sive but often concretionary limestone, of white, tian, or
cream color, often having a fibrous or concentric structure
and splintery fracture, formed by rapid chemical precipita-

tion ofcalcium carbonate from solution in surface orground-
water by agitation of sfteam waterorother means of outgassing

of CO2 around a spring or along a stream. It may also be
precipitated by or on bacteria or algae and on other plants,

organic or inorganic substrate. The cellular or less compact
variety is tufa.

.travertine-mnrl Generalized term for freshwater spring or
stream deposits comprised of various intermixtures of marl,
travertine, and tufa.

ttda Chemical sedimentary rock composed of calcium car-

bonate; formed by precipitation or to a lesser degree evapo-

ration as a thin surficial, soft, spongy, cellular or porous

semifriable incrustation around or along a spring or stream. It
may also be precipitated by or on bacteria or algae and on

ottrer plants or organic debris. The hard, dense variety is
travertine.

tuf,aceous mnrl Tufa or travertine.

*terms modified from Gary and others (1972).
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ABSTRACT

The travertine dams found along Falling Spring Run in
Augusta County, Virginia, are formed through the interplay
between the chemical composition of tle stream water and
the earth's atmosphere. A positive feedback also exists
between the solution composition of the stream water and the
physical morphology of the channel. Carbon dioxide outgasses
from the supersaturated stream in response to the chemical
gradient between the solution and the atmosphere. At the
cascade sections of the stream, CO, outgassing is enhanced
by hydrological agitation and dispersion of the water.
Outgassing drives the solution to high degrees of supersatu-
ration with respect to calcite. Yet, calcite precipitation is ki-
netically inhibited until the solution reaches at least five times
supersaturation. Precipitation is pronounced at the cascades
as a result of the rapid loss of CO, and a reduced kinetic
inhibition to precipitation. Kinetic inhibition is less at the
travertine dams due to the availability of nucleation sites and
the presence of mosses and algae which provide fresh sur-
faces for crystal growth. Outgassing is the fundamental
process that drives calcite precipitation and hence the forma-
tion of travertine dams at Falling Spring Run.

INTRODUCTION

Travertine, a sedimentary rock composed of calcite
precipitated from freshwater, is commonly found in localized
deposits along river and stream channels. These deposits may
range in scale from rimstone dams measuring only millime-
ters in height to massive buildups with waterfalls cascading
over a hundred meters. Falling Spring Run in Augusta
County, Virginia, is a small travertine-depositing stream with
a series ofcascades that offer an excellent field site to study
some of the chemical and physical processes contributing to
the formation and localization of ravertine dams. This paper
focuses on the process of CO, outgassing and uses chemical
and hydrological observations to explain the feedback mecha-
nism ttrat exists between the composition of the solution and
the morphology of the stream channel.

Travertine deposits typically form at, or downstream
from, sites where carbonate groundwaters emerge as springs
(Chafetz and Folk, 1984; Hubbard and orhers, 1985). The
partial pressure ofcarbon dioxide (Pco2) in such groundwa-
ter is usually gleater than levels in the atmosphere. Pearson
and others (1978) report that partial pressures of CQ in
groundwater can range from 10 to 100 times greater than the
atmospheric value of 10'35 atm. When groundwater super-
saturated with CQ emerges as a spring, CO, is outgassed in
an attempt !o equilibrate with atmospheric CO, @earson and
others, 1978). Physical obstructions to flow and steep stream
gradients enhance COroutgassing along the channel (Chafetz

and Folk, 1984; Herman and Lorah, 1987). Outgassing was
quantified along a well-defined travertinedepositing stream
(-orah and Herman, 1988 and this volume) where 10- to 3G
fold increases in the rate of loss of CO, were reported at a 20-
m-high wat€rfall. Lower rates of CO, outgassing were
reported for stretches of less turbulent water downstream
from the waterfall.

As COris lost from solution, the equilibrium solubility
of calcite decreases, the solution becomes supersaturated
with respect to calcite, and precipitation of the mineral may
occur. The importance of CQ exchange in driving the
precipitation process has been stressed by many investigators
of calcite-precipitating sEeams (for example, Barnes, 1965;
Hubbard and others, 1985; Herman and Lorah, 1987). Itrah
and Herman (1988) documented the direct relationship be-
tween CO, outgassing and calcite precipiadon. At least two
other studies have reported that the greatest loss of Ca2t from
solution occurred at points along a channel where water
velocities were t}te mostrapid and outgassing was presuma-

bly greatest (Jacobson and Usdowski,1975; Dandurand and
others, 1982). Amundson and Kelly (1987) noted that the
largest reductions in Caz* concentrations occurred where the
stream gradient increased dramatically as the stream flowed
over the steep face of a fravertine terrace, although flow
velocity and CO, partial pressures were not determined.
Kirby and Rimstidt (this volume) report ttre largest decreases

in Pco2and geatest calciteprecipitation they observed werc
localized at a l5-m-high waterfall.

Calcite precipilation does not occur immediately as the
solution reaches supersaturation due to kinetic inhibition
(Jacobson and Usdowski, 1975; Usdowski and others, 1979;
Dandurand and others, 1982; Suarez, 1983; Amundson and
Kelly, I 987 ; Herman and Lorah, 1988). Calcite precipitation
in two surface streams did not begin until at least. five or ten
times supersaturation was reached (Jacobson and Usdowski,
1975; Dandurand and others, 1982). One study reports
calcite precipitation at four times supersaturation in a warm
spring-fed strezrm (Herman and Lorah, 1988; Iorah and
Herman, this volume), while another reports that no notable
precipitation was found in the Colorado River even at six
times supersaturation (Suarez, 1983). These studies reveal
the complexity of calcitereaction kinetics in surface streams.

The main purpose of the present study is to gain a better
understanding of the physicochemical processes that influ-
ence CO, exchange and drive calcite precipitation in a Eav-
ertine-depositing stream. The effect of stream hydrology,
especially hydrological agitation, on the processes of CO,
outgassing and calcite precipitation is assessed. Previous in-
vestigators of calcite-precipitating streams have noted that
CO, exchange influences calcite precipitation, although ttre
relationship was not always substantiated and the underlying
causes not clearly defined. This field study focuses on quan-

titatively defining the chemical changes occurring in a car-
bonate stream as they are influenced by stream hydrology.
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LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF STUDY SITE

The field site of the present study is located in central
Augusta County, Virginia. The area lies entirely within the
Shenandoah Valley of the Valley and Ridge physiographic
province. The region is underlain by folded and faulted
limestone and dolomite of Cambrian and Ordovician age,
including the Conococheague, Elbrook, and Beekmantown
formations (Rader, 1967).

Falling Spnng Run is a small spring-fed stream. Two
large carbonate-rich springs, issuing downstream from a
regional fault along the southeast limb of the Middlebrook
anticline, provide most of the stream discharge. The studied
section of Falling Spring Run begins at the downstream
spring (Figure 1). From this point ttre strezrm flows approxi-
mately 2.5 km before it spills into the Middle River. Over
mostof itscourse,thechannel isless than 5 m wideand30cm
deep. The stream divides to form two distinct forks in the

fnal240 m; both forks flow over a travertine scarp into the
Middle River (see cover, bottom middle phorograph is west-
em-most terminal cascade). At least nro additional sources

of small amounts of discharge arelocatedalong theflowpath.
A small spring is located just downsneam from the first
cascade and a spring-fed tributary enters Falling Spring Run
downstream from the second cascade.

Three distinct travertine-marl terraces have developed
along the course of Falling Spring Run @igure 2). The
terraces form a gently sloping topography bounded by the
steepe.r faces of the travertine cascades on the ascending and
descending sides. The first cascade is man-made and is
located 0.080 km downstream from the beginning of the
studied section. The otler three cascades are txavertine
buildups. The entire travertine-marl deposit is reported by
Collins (1924) 0o extend for approximately 1.6 km along the
stream and to have a maximum width of 135 m, thus under-
lying over 16 hectares of meadowland. The series of cascade

and terrace deposits rise over 40 m above the Middle River.
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Figure l. Topographic map of study area showing locations of fiavertine cascades and water sample collection points along Fall-
ing Spring Run.
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! uassive travertine

Tl Mart, unconsotidated. may conrarn some massive travertinet.J (-granular travertine. in Coltins, 1924)

ffi eeatV tayers interstratitied with travertine and marl

Figure 2. Schematic cross section of travertine terraces along
Falling Spring Run (sketch not !o scale; after Collins, 1924).
The frstcascade (FlA-FlB) is fartherupstream anddoes not
appear on this figure.

METHODS

FIELD METHODS AND SAMPLE COLLECTION

Water samples were collected from 12 stations along
Falling Spring Run (Figure 1) on July 2t, t985. Sampling
sites included one of the springs (S2), a smooth stretch of
stream above the first cascade (C1), at tlle crest and base of
each of the fourcascades (FlA andFlB ,F2AandF2B,F3A
and F3B, FRA and FRB), a smooth section below the third
cascade (C3), and above ttre fourth cascade on the eastern-
most fork (CRA).

Samples for analysis of major ions were collected in
acid-washed 250-mL polyethylene bottles. Acid-washed
25GmL dissolved-oxygen bottles with ground glass stoppers
were used to collect samples for alkalinity tirations. All
water samples were immediately refrigerated.

Temperature, pH, and conductivity were measured in the
field. Duplicate pH measurements were made with a portable
Orion Model 23lpHfion meter and an Orion Ross combina-
tion electrode. The meter was calibrated with Fisher Scien-
tific pH 4.00 and 7.00 buffers before each measuremenq pH
was reproducible within 10.02 units. Conductivity was
measured with a YSI Model 33 conductivity meter and probe;
cell constants were established in ttre laboratory.

A Marsh-McBirney portable wat€r-current meter was
used to me:rure mean flow velocity at sites where cross-
sectional areaof the stream was determinedwitl ameasuring
rod and tape. Mean flow velocities were measured at depths
of 0.6 of the total depth of the watercolumn and water depths
were measured at 0.2-m intervals across the stream. Dis-
charge was determined from mean flow velocity and cross-
sectional area of the stream.

Flow velocities along the second ravertine cascade were
obained using the surface float method (U.S. Geological
Survey, 1977) on two dates in 1986. The travel time of a
partially filled 60-mL polyethylene sample bottle was meas-
ured with a stopwatch. The travel distance was determined
using a measuring tape. A coefficient of 0.85 was used to
convert the average surface velocity [o a mean velocity. Sur-
face float velocity measurements can be in error by as much
as 25 percent (U.S. Geological Survey, 1977).

Shear stresses along the second cascade and along the
relatively quiet flow path above that cascade were approxi-
matedby using abalance between shearforces andforcesdue
to gravity. The average bed or shear stress was calculated by

x=pgRS (l)

where p is the density of water (1 g/cm3), g is the acceleration
due to $avity (980 cm/s2), R (cm) is the hydraulic radius of
the stream, and S represents the slope or stream gradient. The
hydraulic radius can be approximated by tlre mean depth of
the stream in relatively wide channels with approximately
rectangular cross sections (Dingman, 1984). This expression
applies under a case of no acceleration. Thus, the calculated
shear stress values are only approximations at t}te cascades,
where sharp acceleration occurs. The sream gradient was
determined by measuring the relative change in elevation
between survey points along the channel, above thecascade,
with a survey level and measuring rod. A combination
Suunto compass and inclinometer was used to survey eleva-
tion changes between points along the cascade. In May and
June 1986, water depths were measured with a rod at 0.20-m
intervals across tlre channel.

LABORATORY METI{ODS

Samples for analysis of major ions were filtered through
0.45 pm Millipore filters within Z hours of collection. A
portion of the filtered sample was acidified and later analyzed
for Ca2*, Mg2', Na'and K'by srandard atomic absorption
procedures on an Instrumentation I"aboratories Model 751

atomic absorption spectrophotometer. Unacidified samples
were analyzed for SOoz, F-, Cl-, andNOl by ion chromatog-
raphy on a Dionex Advanced Chromatogaphy Module.
Replicate dilutions and quality control analyses were per-
formed to determine analytical precision and accuracy. The
relative standard deviation of Ca2' concentrations ranged
from I to 4 percent; for the 95 percent confidence interval, the
concentrations were accurate wittrin I to 3 percent.

Duplicate alkalinity tifrations were performed with
0.02 N Baker HCI on a 50-mL unfiltered sample within 48
hours of collection. Titration endpoints were taken as tle
inflection points in the cumulative acid versus pH curve. The
only species contributing significantly to alkalinity was as-
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sumed to be HCO3-. The duplicate measurements agreed
within I percent.

DATAANALYSIS

Saturation State Calcutations

The saturation slate of the water with respect to carbon
dioxide gas was calculated using a computerized aqueous
equilibrium speciation model, WATEQF @lummer and
others, 1976), and an interactive progam for generating
WATEQF data input files, WATIN (Moses and Herman,
1986). The model calculates the theoretical CO2 partial
pressure (I'co2) of a hypothetical coexistent gas phase with
which the water sample is in equilibrium by

&ncor- 4rr
Pcq=

K,(T) KcqlR

where q indicates activity of species i, Kr(T) is ttre first dis-
sociation constant of [CQ, and Kcor(T) is t]re Henry,s Law
constant at sample temperature. From previous analyses for
ttris site (Hoffer, 1987), the discrepancy between pco, values
obtained from direct measurements and the values calculated
from solution analyses using WATEQF was used to establish
thatlog Pco, values can be reportedwith anaccuracyof
+0.44.

The saturation scate of ttre water sample with respect to
minerals was also calculated by WATEQF. The logarithm of
the ratio of the ion activity product, IAp(T), to ttre equilibrium
solubility product, K"(T), at sample temperature is the satu-
ration index for calcite

It*crt-l
sI"=1st 

LErl
The value of this index indicates whether the solution is
undersaturated (SIc< 0), supersaturat€d (SIc > 0), or at equi-
librium (SI" = 6; wittr respect to calcite- Based on the
analytical errors in pH and in Ca2. and HCO"- concentrations
and the errors in the thermodynamic data, tie SI. values can
be reported to 10.05 units.

Although outgassing causes the stream water [o become
supersaturated withrespect 0o several carbonate minerals, for
example, aragoni&e, calcite, dolomite, and magnesite, only
calcite is likely to be deposited. O0rer carbonate phases have
notbeen identified as important mineralogical constituents of
low-temperature freshwater tavertine deposits (Hubbard,
1985). Samples were collected from a Favertine deposit at a
cascade. The mineralogy of the samples was identified by

(2)

powder X-ray diffraction to be calcite with a trace amount of
detrital quartz (R.S. Mitchell, 1986, personal communica-
tion).

Mass Transfer Calculations

The mass Eansfers of chemical constituents intooroutof
the solution phase were determined using simple mass bal-
ance calculations @lummer and Back, 1980). Calcit€ mass
transfers were calculated as the change in lotal Ca2* concen-
tration between two consecutive sampling points along the
flow path. Calcite solubility is described by

CaCOr(s) + CO'(S) + ItO : Ca2+ + 2 HCO; g)

After subtracting the amount of HCO; lost due to calcite
precipitation, which was quantified by ttre mass balance on
Ca2', the mass transfer of CO, gas was calculated as the
change in total inorganic carbon concentration between two
consecutive points along ttre flow path. Mass fiansfer quan-
tities are expressed as moles of reactant per kilogram of
wat€r. Negative mass transfers indicate calcite precipitation
and CO, outgassing while positive mass transfen indicate
calcite dissolution and CQ ingassing. Mass transfer values
are expressed as numberof moles of calcite or CQ reacted per
one kilogram of Hp, and the units are expressed as molkg.

Reaction Rate Calculations

Carbon dioxide and calcite reaction rates were calcu-
lated using the mass transferresults and estimates for reaction
time. The reaction times between successive sampling sites
were computed from the distance between each pair of sites
divided by the sream velocity. The distance between sam-
pling sites was eitlpr surveyed or read from a topographic
map. Reaction rates were computed as the mass transfer of
CQ or calcite (in units of moles per kilogram of }lO) divided
by the reaction time (in units of seconds), and the units are
expressed as mol/kg.s.

RESULTS

STREAM HYDROLOGY

The four cascades along the channel delimit broad,
relatively smooth, gently sloping stretches of the stream
channel referred to as terraces (Figure 2). Topographic
measurements for the second travertine cascade and a small
segment of the terrace upsEeam from it are representative of

(3)
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the cascade and terrace sections of Falling S pring Run. A plot
ofthe shear sftess for the surveyed portion ofthe stream atthe
second cascade (Figure 3) reveals two distinct hydrological
regimes characteristic of the cascade and terrace deposits
along the streirm. The relatively low-gradient channel up-
stream and downstream from the cascade produces a quiet
flow regime in contrast to the agitated flow tiat occurs along
the steeper gradient of the cascade (Figure 3). Figure 4
graphically illustrates the flow velocity along the surveyed
segment.

1.6 1.7

Distance downstream. km

Figure 3. Average shear sEess at the second cascade versus
distance along the stream. Figure includes data collected as
part ofa larger study (Hoffer, 1987).

r May3, 1986
a June 17,

1.5 1.6 1.7

Distance downstream, km

Figure 4. Flow velocity at the second Eavertine cascade
versus distance along the stream. Figure includes data
collected as part of a larger study (Hoffer, 1987).

STREAM CIIEMISTRY

The chemical concentration data and field pH and tem-
perature are given in Table 1. The dominant ions in the spring
and stream waters are Caz* and HCOI. Concentrations of
Ca2t and HCq- decreased along the stream with notable

declines occurring at the final three cascades (Figures 5 and

6). The pH values ranged from 7.01 at the spring o 8.23 at
the base of the final cascade. The pH values rose along the

flow path; pronounced increases were observed ateach ofthe
cascades (Frgure 7).

o.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

Distance downstream, km

Figure 5. Millimolar Ca2t concentration versus distance
along the stream. Sample locations are shown in Figure l.
The origin of the studied flow path (0 km) is at the upsream
spring.

5.O
o.4 0.8 2.O 2.4

Dlstance downstream, km

Fiqure 6. Millimolar HCO3- concentration versus distance

along the stream. : :

The ttrermodynamic state of the stream water with re-
spect to carbon dioxide and calcite is reported in Table 2. The
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Table 1. Raw chemical concentration data for samples from Falling Spring Run collected on July 21,1985.
Sample locations are shown in Figure l. Cond. is conductivity. All concentrations are expressed 

^ 
rg/L.

11

Sample T Cond. pH

fC) (ttS/cm)
HCO; Ca2' Mg" Na* K+ F- Cl- sq' NOt

Spring sample
s2 r4.5
Stream samples

15.0
r7.5
r7.5
19.1

19.5

20.5
20.0
22.0
2r.8
2r.2
2r.0

328

394
459
456
472
476
500
476
505
500
492
481

7.01

7.r5
7.70
7.81
't.94

8.04
8.05
8.r2
8.14
8.14
8.19
8.23

350

353
349
349
347
327
336
331

323
323
320
314

65.2

65.7
65.3

66.8
65.9
63.5
65.0
&.3
61.1
59.6
57.6
55.7

28.5 0.6 1.1 0.4 r.2 2.6 3.6

cl
FlA
FIB
F2A
F2B
F3A
F3B
C3
CRA
FRA
FRB

28.3 0.6
28.3 0.9
28.3 0.9
28.0 r.2
27.5 r.2
27.8 1.3

27.8 1.3

27.3 1.3

27.4 1.3

27.0 t.2
27.2 r.2

1.r 0.4
1.3 0.3
r.2 0.3
1.5 0.3
1.4 0.3
1.6 0.3
1.6 0.3
1.9 0.3
1.8 0.3
1.7 0.3
1.7 0.3

2.5 4.2
2.6 3.9
2.5 3.7
3.1 4.5
3.0 4.4

3.2 4.0
3.3 3.7
3.5 4.0
3.4 4.0
3.3 4.0
3.3 4.2

1.4

1.7

1.7

2.4
2.3
2.5
2.6
2.8
2.6
2.6
2.6

Pco2 at the spring (S2) was 10r.s4 affn, nearly 100 times
geater than the atmospheric Pco, of 10-3.5 atm. Carbon
dioxide partial pressures decreased downstream as a result, of
COroutgassing. The spring water was undersaturated with
respect to calcite (SI" = - 0.25). Downsream from the spring,
Sl"values increased. Similar to trends observed for Ca2* and
HCO; concentrations and pH values, the most dramatic
changes in Pco, and SI" values were observed at the most
turbulentportions of the stream, that is, at the cascades (Table
2).

8.O

7.4

-o 7.6

7.4

7.2

7.O
o o.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.O 2.4

Distance downstream, km

Figure 7. pH versus distance along the stream.

channel excluding one segment above the final cascade.

Calcite precipitation did not begin until the Pco, dropped
from I O{'sa to I 0-233 atm, or from I 00 to 1 5 times greater th,an

atmospheric levels, and the solution was five times supersatu-
rated with respect to calcite. Calcite precipitation (Table 3)
was calculated for the initial portion of the sfteam below ttre
firstcascade and for theentire flow path downstream from the
second cascade.

Table 2. Theoretical partial pressure of carbon dioxide gas

(Pco2) and calcite saturation indices (SI"). Results were ob-
tained from WATEQF calculations.

Sample log Pco, SI"
8.2

Spring
s2

The chemical behavior of the water in Falling Spring
Run is characteizedby CQoutgassing and calcite precipi-
tation (negative mass Eansfer, Table 3). Outgassing begins
at tle spring and continues along the entire length of the

Stream
c1

First Cascade

FIA
FIB

Second Cascade
F2A
F2B

Third Cascade
F3A
F3B

Stream
c3

Fourth Cascade

CRA
FRA
FRB

-r.54 -0.25

-1.68 -0.10

-2.22 +{.47
-2.33 +0.59

-2.46 +0.73
-2.59 +O.79

-2.58 +0.84
-2.6 +0.89

-2.68 +0.90

-2.68 +0.89
-2.74 +0.91
-2.79 +0.93

r
'2nd

t

i

l

isro
I

l

4th

lst
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Table 3. Calculated mass transfers and reaction rates. All mass transfers are expressed as moles per kilogram of }lO (molkg),
and all reaction rates are mass Eansfers per second (mol/kg.s). Positive values indicate calcite dissolution and carbon dioxide
ingassing; negative values denote calcite precipitation and carbon dioxide outgassing.

Mass Transfers Reaction Rates
Sampling Sites
(initial to final) COrGas COrGasCalcite Calcite

52 to Cl
cl roFlA
FIA to FlB
FIB toF2A
F2A tO F2B
F2B to F3A
F3A to F3B
F3B to C3
C3 to CRA
CRAtoFRA
FRA TOFRB

*Cl t0 F2A
*CRA to FRB

+1.0 x l0-s
+1.0 x l0-5

+4.0 x l0-5

-3.0 x 105

-6.0 x 10-s

+4.0 x 10'5

-2.0 x l0'5
-7.0 x 10'5

-4.0 x 10-5

-5.0 x 105

-5.0 x 105

+2.0 x 10-5

-1.0 x 104

-3.3 x 104
-8.0 x 104

-l.l x 104

-8.0 x 10r
-3.1 x 104
-9.0 x 10's

-8.0 x l0'5
-8.0 x 10'5

+4.0 x 10-5

-1.0 x 10{
-7.0 x l0-s

-9.9 x lOa
-8.0 x 105

+7.5 x l0-e

+1.9 x lO-e

+2.4x l}a
-4.7 x l0-e

-2.1 x l0'7
+1.7 x 10{
-6.7 x 10-8

-5.4 x 10-8

-4.0 x 10{
-4.5 x 10{
-3.2 x lOa

+1.7 x
-3.8 x

-2.5 x l0-8

-1.5 x 10-7

-6.6 x 10t
-1.3 x 104

-1.1 x 10{
-3.7 x 10{
-2.6x104
-6.2 x lOa

+4.0 x 10-8

-9.0 x 104

-4.5 x 10-8

-8.4 x
-3.0 x

10{
108

10-e

l0-8

o.3
o
o'
{ o.2
o
Et-
- o.1

o
olo
.E(,
o
b. -o. t
o
:Ell
_(9 -O.2

-o.3

1.2
an

-9 r.o
oE o.a

i o.u
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S o.z
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4.2

* Mass transfers and reaction rates calculated for longer stretches of the stream.

o.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

Distance downstream. km

1.6 2.O

Distance downstream, km

Figure 9. Calcite precipitation rates between sampling points
versus distance along the stream. Values of the reaction rate

are listed in Table 3.

channel (Figure 9). An exception occurs between the third
and final cascades, where calcite supersaturation states re-
sulted in high precipitation rates upstream from the final cas-

cade. Precipitation at the second cascade exceeded the rate of
all other segments of the studied flow path. Here, the rate

increased by a facmr of 40 over the rate immediately up-
stream as the water cascaded over the travertine dam.

2.41.2o.82.42.O

Figure 8. CO2 outgassing rates between sampling points
versus disCance along the stream. Values of the reaction rate
are listed in Table 3.

Rates of reaction are also reported in Table 3. Outgassing
rates were rapid where ttre most disturbed flow was observed
(Frgure 8). The rate increased by almost two orders of
magnitude as the stream flowed over the second cascade and
decreased nearly the same amount downsfteam from the
cascade. Calcite precipitation rates were also greater at the
cascades compared to the less turbulent sections of the

I Cascade sections

fl othersectlons
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DISCUSSION

The carbona0e groundwater issuing from the spring
contains elevated CO, concentrations wittr respect to the at_
mosphere. This disequilibrium between the supersaturated
solution and atmoqphere is ttre driving force for Ce outgassing
(JacobsonandUsdowski, 1975; Dandurandandotlrers,lgg2r.
Carbon dioxide gas begins to escape to the atmosphere at the
spring and outgassing continues along the entire flow path.
Decreasing HCO; concenffation (Figure 6) and increasing
pH values (Figure 7) reflect the loss of CO, from solution.
The partial pressure of COrdecreases by ahbst a ttrird of its
original level along ttre initial 170 m of flow path. Although
Pco, values drop along the entire length ofthe sfream (Table
2), the sfteam water remains supersaturated with CO, even
after 2.5 km of flow path.

The rate of CQ exchange along the flow path depends on
the degree of hydrological agitation of the flow. High rates
of outgassing were found at tle cascades (Figure g) where
flow resistance was high. Outgassing along the cascades of
Falling Spring Run is particularly fast relative to other seg_
ments along the channel (Figure 8), because CO, is able o
outgas more readily where tlre water is hydrologically agi_
tated (Figure 3). These findings are consistent with the
observations of Lorah and Herman (l9gg and this volume).
They quantified *re most rapid outgassing rates for the more
turbulent shetches, above and at the 20-m waterfall, of
Falling Spring Creek, Virginia. Although ourgassing rates
were nol quantified, Kirby and Rimstidt (this volume) also
observed large decreases in CO, pafiial pressure upsream
from, and at, a l5-m-high waterfal in Falls Hollow, Virginia.

The degree of hydrological agitation along Falling Spring
Run is related to the shear stress along the boundaries of the
stream. Factors such as skin friction, form drag, variations in
slope, and hydraulic jumps contribute lo the shear sffess
acting on the water flowing along the channel. These facton
all reduce the energy available to the main flow in the stream
(Dingman, 1984) and lead to random velocity fluctuations, or
turbulence. Flow resistance is higher at the cascades (Figure
3) compared to other segments of Falling Spring Run Ue_
cause: l) the Eavertine dams have a larger surface area to
resist flow,2) the deposits have irregular surfaces, and such
inegularities result in increased form drag and produce
hydraulic jumps, and 3) ttre steep topographic gradient at the
cascades causes the flow velocity to increase.

Outgassing along the cascades is also influenced by
dispersion of tlte stream wa@r. The surface flow disperses, or
spreads out, as itflowsoverthe travertinedams increasing the
arca over which CO, escape is possible. Dispersion under
low-flow conditions resulted in rapid outgassing in a stream
observed by Dandurand and orhers (1932). High outgassing
rates were also calculated for stream water cascading and
dispersing over a waterfall (Herman and l,orah, lggg).

As CO, escapes from solution, ttre equilibrium solubil_

ityof calcite decreases and the solutionbecomes increasingly
supersaturated. Calcite precipitation is theoretically possible
whenever enough CQ is lost from solution to shift the calcite
sahrration state above the equilibrium value. The saturation
state with respect to calcite increases downstream from the
springs which feed Falling Spring Run (Table 2), yet Cah and
HCO; concentrations (Figures 5 and 6) indicate that meas-
urable calcite precipitation does not occur until the stream
water reaches the second travertine cascade. Here, the
solution is between five and six times supersaturated, enough
to overcomekinetic inhibition to precipitation. This thresh-
old value is consistent with the level reported for precipitation
in another Eavertine-depositing sream (Jacobson and Usdow-
ski, 1975). Herman and Lorah ( I 988) observed small amounts
of precipitation at lower degrees of supersaturation in Falling
Spring Creek.

Calcite precipitation does notkeep pace with outgassing,
as evidenced by increasing saturation slates along ttre flow
path of Falling Spnng Run (Table 2), yet rates of both
reactions do show parallel trends. precipitation rates were
high at the second cascade (Figure 9) where outgassing was
rapid (Figure 8). Precipiration rat€s were also high along the
final section of the sream, which includes thefourth cascade,
where high degrees of supersaturation with respect to calcite,
driven by the greatesl extent of outgassing, were observed
(Table 3). The results for Falling Spring Run are similar to
those of Lorah and Herman (1988 and this volume). They
observed that most of the calcite precipitation in Falling
Spring Creek occurs at the waterfall where the stream expe-
riences the most rapid CO, loss. The greatest calcite precipi-
tation in tle stream in Falls Hollow was also observed at the
waterfall where the CO, partial pressures dropped signifr-
cantly, although declines in Pco2 upstream from the waterfall
were greater (Kirby and Rimstidt, this volume).

The present investigation has shown that hydrological
agitation of the stre:lm water plays a major role in the
localization of calcite deposition along Falling Spring Run.
Although not specifically addressed in this paper, other
factors, including biological processes, may also influence
travertine deposition along Falling Spring Run. The uptake
of CO, by biological activity has been shown tobe negligible
for this stre:lm (Hoffer, 1987; Hoffer-French and Herman,
1989); however, the mosses and algae which thrive at the
travertine dams may lower the kinetic inhibition to calcite
precipiation by providing additional fresh growth surfaces
forcalcite nuclei @meis and others, 1987). Regardlessof the
exact role of biological processes in this system, tle present
study iltustrates the importance of stream hydrology on CO,
fluxes along a calcite-precipitating strqtm.

CONCLUSIONS

The exchange ofcarbon dioxide gas between the stream
and the earth's atmosphere influences calcite precipitation
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ABSTRACT

This field study focuses on quantitatively defining the
chemical changes occurring in a travertine-depositing stream
and on comparing different methods of calculating calcite
precipitation rates. Carbon dioxide outgassing and calcite
precipitation control the chemical evolution of Falling Spring
Creek,located in Alleghany County, Virginia. Mass balance
calculations were used to determine the mass transfer of CO2
and calcite. The mass transfer results were combined with
reaction times, estimated from stream discharge, to calculate
rates of CQ outgassing and calcite precipitation.

The stream, fed by a carbonate spring, is supersaturated
with respect to CO, along the entire 5.2-km flow path that was
studied. Outgassing of COrdrives the water to high degrees
of supersaturation with respect to calcite. Calcite precipita-
tion is relatively slow along ttre stream segment above t}te
crest of a 20-m-high waterfall. At the waterfall, greater water
turbulence causes the most rapid escape of CO, and calcite
precipitation rates reach a maximum. Recent travertine
deposits are located in the stream bed immediately above, at"
and below the waterfall. Netcalcite precipitation occurs at all
times of the yearbut is greatest during low-flow conditions in
the summer and early fall. Using an experimentally derived
rate law, calciteprecipitation rates were calculated andfound
to be wittrin a factor of I to 45 of the mass transfer rates.
Calcite precipitation rates could not be quantified accurately
by measuring calcite accumulation on seed crystals that.were
placed in the stream.

INTRODUCTION

The relationship between carbon dioxide flux and calcite
solubility is a critical factor in the geochemical evolution of
carbonate water systems. The partial pressure of carbon
dioxide in groundwater typically reaches values 10 to 100
times greater than theatmospheric value (10-3.5 atm, Pearson
and others, I 978 ; Butler, I 982). As this groundwater emerges
at the earth's surface, the water loses CO, in an attempt to
equilibrate with the lower CO, concentration in the atmos-

phere (Jacobson and langmuir, 1970; Langmuir, 1971).
Carbon dioxide outgassing is the dominant cause of super-
saturation with respect to calcite and subsequentprecipitation
of this mineral in many carbonate waters. Although carbon
dioxide outgassing and calcite precipitation have been exten-
sively studied from a theoretical and experimental approach,
field-based investigations of the interplay of these prccesses

and their reaction rates are still lacking.
Thermodynamic, or equilibrium, models can be used to

determine if a solution will tend to evolve carbon dioxide or
to precipitate calcite; however, kinetic information is re-
quired io determine the rate at which these reactions occur.
One method of obaining reaction rates is to calculate mass

transfers of a mineral or gas along a flow path using observed
chemical data. This method has been used to model chemical
changes in carbonate groundwater systems @lumm er,I977i
Plummer and Back, 1980; Back and others, 1983). Another
approach consists of theoretical and experimental study of
reaction rates in the laboratory. Many laboratory studies of
calcite dissolution andprecipitation havebeen conducted (for
example, Plummer and otiers, 1978; Reddy and otlers,
1981), but the rate laws that were developed require further
testing in field situations @lummer and Back, 1980).

The first objective of this field investigation was to
quantify the rates of carbon dioxide outgassing and calcite
precipitation in a travertine-depositing stream. Reaction
rates were determined using a combination of mass balance
calculations and hydrologic measurements. The second
objective was to comparc the calcite precipiation rates ob-
tained from tlte mass transfer results to an experimentally
derived rate law and to measurements of the amount of calcite
growth on seed crystals placed in the stream.

FIELD SITE DESCRIPTION

The study area is located along Falling Spring Creek in
Alleghany County, Virginia, and lies in the thermal springs
alea of the western anticlines of the Valley and Ridge prov-
ince (Figure 1). The surficial geology consists of IowerOr-
dovician dolomite, Middle and Upper Ordovician
limestone,which contains significant shale interbeds, and Si-
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Figure 2. Photographs (courtesy of David A. Hubbard, Jr.) of
Falling Spring Creek. (A) The waterfall showing the recenr
travertine deposits at its base. (B) A small recent travertine
dam above the waterfall.

the only one which attempts to describe both calcite dissolu-
tion and precipitation at all solution pH and Pco, values
(Plummer and others, 1979; Inskeep and Bloom, 1985). The
equation relates the net dissoluLion rate (R) in units of mass

of calcite per unit surface area in a unit of time (units

expressed as moVcm2.s) to the activities (a) of H', Ca2t,

HCOI, and HrCOr'.

R = kraH'+ Lan "o,' 
+ \aqo - koilc."8Hco,- (l)

where [COr' is COr(aO + [COro and the \ are rate

constiants. Although the rate law has been tested and sup-
ported by several laboratory kinetic studies (House, 1981;

Reddy and others, 1981; Suarez, 1983; Inskeep and Bloom,
1985), it has not been tested with field data.

METHODS

FIELD AND LABORATORY METHODS

The results presented in this paper were oblained from
seven field trips to collect water samples along Falling Spring
Creek between June 1984 and April 1985. Twelve sampling
sites were established along a 5.2-km stretch of Falling
Sprin g Creek Ctable 1, Figure I ). Three of the distinct springs

emerging from the breakdown pile downsueam from Warm
River Cave were sampled (S - l, S -3, and S -2). All the springs

combine to form Falling Spring Creek upstream from site
D-1. Site D-3 is downstream from the junction of a small
intermittent tributary (D-2) with Falling Spring Creek. The
tributary rarely flowed and was, therefore, infrequently
sampled. Samples were also collected near the crest of
Falling Spring Falls (F-1 and F-3), immediately below the

waterfall (F-4), and down s tream from the waterfall (F- 5, F-2,
and F-6). The last sampling site (F-6) is approximately 4 km
downstream from the waterfall.

Calcite seed crystals were placed at one location at the

crest of the waterfall (F-3) and at three below the waterfall
(F-4, F-5, and F-6). Calcite rhombohedrons were suspended

by nylon monofilament inside cages (1O-cm cube) fashioned

ou'tof 1.27-cm mesh galvanized hardware cloth. The cages

were anchored to metal posts approximately 30 cm beneath
the water surface during one collection trip and removed on
the next trip. The amount of calcite precipitated was meas-

ured by the change in weight of the seed crystal.
Temperatue, pH, and discharge were determined in the

field. A portable pH meter and a combination electrode were
used to measure pH after calibration with pH 4.00 and 7.00
buffers, which were allowed to reach thermal equilibrium
with the stream water. Duplicate pH measurements, repro-
ducible within + 0.02 units, were made on samples immedi-
ately after collection in a beaker (Wood, 1976). Discharge
was obtained by measuring flow velocity with a portable
current meter and by determining the cross-sectional area
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of fte sEream. Discharge was measured near site D-3 on each

nip and atadditional sites, nearF- 1 andF-6, during four of the

sampling trips.

Table 1. Nature of water sampling sites. Locations of sites

are shown in Figure 1. The analytical and calculated results

from water samples collected at these eleven sites are shown
in Figures 2 to 6. Site D-2, an intermittent tributary that enters

the stream at about 190 m, is notplotted.

Sample Distance
name downsfieam

(m)

Nature of the sample

centwith amaximum errorof 2percent. Becausepreliminary

work established ttrat the difference in alkalinities between

filtered and unfiltered samples was within the error of tira-
tion, all subsequent measurements were performed on unfil-
tered samples. The average error induced by performing the

titrations in ttre labralory rather than in the field was 4 percent,

whereas the maximum error was l0 percent (Lorah, 1987).

DATA ANALYSIS

Calculation of Geochemical Evotution

To describe the geochemical evolution ofFalling Spring

Creek, the necessary data analysis included defining the

saturation state of the waters with respect to calcite and

carbon dioxide and determining the rates of mass Eansfer of
calcite and carbon dioxide gas along the flow path. The raw

chemical concentration dataand the field pHand temperature

foreach sample were inputtoWATEQF, acomputerprogram
for geochemical modeling @ummerandottters, 1976). Based

on thermochemical data, WATEQF calculates the activities

of all species in solution and the saturation state of the water

wittr respect to mineral phases.

The saturation index for calcite (SI") is the logarithm of
of ttre the ratio of the ion activity product to the equilibrium
solubility product at sample temperature. The value of the

saturation index indicates whether ttre solution is undersatu-

rated (negative SI"), supersaturated (positive SI"), or at equi-

librium (SI" = g; with respect to calcite. Given the errors in
the pH values, the Ca2* and HCO; concentrations, and the

thermodynamic data, the SI" values can be reported to +0.05

units. The theoretical CO, partial pressure (Pcor) of a hypo-

thetical gas phase with which the water sample is in equilib-
rium is also calculated by WATEQF, using the ionic strength,

HCO; concenfation, and pH of the sample. The stream-

water samples were considered to be supersahrrated with
carbon dioxide if Pcorvalues were greater than the normal

atmospheric Pco, of 103'50 atm. The error in calculated log
Pco, values is +0.03.

The calcite and COrmass transfers (moles of reactantper

one kilogram of {O, herein molkg) were determined by
using a mass balance on ttre total calcium concentration and

the total inorganic carbon concentration between successive

pairs of sampling sites. The calcite mass transfer is simply the

change in calcium concentration befween two points. The

CO, mass transfer is the change in total inorganic carbon

concentration minus the change in calcium concenEation,

which accounts for ttre loss or gain of HCO; due to calcite
precipitation or dissolution. Negative mass transfer indicates

calcite precipitation and CO, outgassing; positive mass trans-

fer indicates calcite dissolution and CO, ingassing. The mass

balance calculations were performed for stream segments

s-l 0
s-3 29

s-2 30
D-l 72

D-3 200

spring, beginning of the surface stream

spring
spring
well-defined surface stre.Im established;

mass ftansfer calculations begin here

downstream from occasional nibutary
input

F-l lI2O among travertine dams near crest of
waterfall

F-3 1220 crest of waterfall
F-4 1240 directly below waterfall
F-5 Am among travertine dams below waterfall
F-2 nn among travertine dams below waterfall
F-6 52ffi farthest downstream sampling point

Samples for chemical analyses were collected in acid-
washed 250-mL polyethylene bottles. Samples for labora-
tory alkalinity titrations were collected in acid-washed 250-
mL glass bottles wittr ground glass stoppers. All samples

were immediately refrigerated. Within 24 hours of collec-
tion, samples were filtered through 0.45 pm filters, and a
portion of each filtered sample was acidified with concen-

trated HNO3. Acidified samples were later analyzeA for the

cations Ca2*, Mg2', Na*, and K- by standard atomic absorp-

tion procedures. Replicate dilutions and analyses were per-
formed to determine tJp maximum relative standard devia-
tions for concentration values: 4.0 percent for Ca2', 34
percent for Mg2', 6.8 percent for Na*, and 3.5 percent for K+.

The detection limits were 0.019 mg[L C*',0.0096 mg&
Mg2., 0.074 mg/L Na*, and 0.059 mg/L Kt. Concentrations
of SQ', F-, Cl-, NQ-, and POo3- in the unacidified samples

were determined by standard ion chromatographic tech-
niques. Environmental Protection Agency standards for F-
and SO'L were analyzed, and the concenFations were within
tle range given for a 95 percent confidence interval.

Duplicate alkalinity titrations were performed on each

sample within 36 hours of returning to the laboratory. Titra-
tion endpoints were taken to be the inflection poins in the

cumulative-acid-added venus pH curve, and alkalinity val-
ues were converted to HCO3- concentration. Analytical
enors in HCO; concentrations were usually less than I per-
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beginning slightly downstream from the springs @-1) and
ending at the last site (F-6). Mass balance calculations were
not attempted between the springs and site D-1, because the
three springs had variable chemical composition and dis_
charge (Lorah, 1987). Because fresh ftavertine from Falling
Spring Creek was identified by powder X-ray diffraction lo
be calcite with a trace amount of detrital quartz @ S. Mitchell,
1986, personal communication), calcite was the only CaCe
mineral considered for the mass ftansfer calculations.

Rates of calcite precipitation and carbon dioxide
outgassing (moles of reactant per one kilogram of Hp in one
second, herein mol&g.s) were calculated by dividing each
mass transfer by an estima[ed reaction time. Reaction time
between successive sampling sites was computed from dis-
tance between successive sampling sites divided by flow
velocity. An average uniform velocity, which was deter_
mined from the discharge mqsurements, was assumed to
exist along the stream for each sampling trip. The results gen_
erated a discontinuous curve with a conslant reaction rate
between pairs of sampling sites.

Calculation of Calcite precipitation Rates

Calcite precipitation rates were also calculated from the
rate law developed by Plummer and others (Equation 1;
1978). The activities of ions observed in the stream warcr ar
each sampling site were obtained from the WATEeF calcu-
lations. The rate constants in Equation (l) were calculated
from the temperaturedependent expressions given in plum-
mer and others (1978); the term k,'was assumed to be 10
times larger th* \ @lummer and others, l97g; Suarez,
1983); and activities of ions on the calcite surface were
assumed to equal those in the bulk water sample.

Themodel of Plummerandothers gives therates in units
of moVcm2.s. An estimated surface area for the stream bed
and the volume of water flowing between trvo sampling
locations was used to convert these rates to mol/<g.s. If the
stream bottom and sides are assumed to have smooth rectan-
gular shapes, the surface area, A, can be calculated from

A=2ld+lw (2)

wherel is the length of the stream segment, d is themaximum
water depti, and w is the width of the stream. The depth and
width, which were obtained at the discharge measurement
sites, were considered to be constants along the sream. The
mass of water (tg 40) flowing between successive sites was
calculated by multiplying the discharge by the reaction time.
Multiplying tle rate in units of moVcm2.s by the surface area
and dividing by the mass of water gives the calcite precipita-
tion rates in moVkg.s.

Calcite precipitation rates were estimated from the mass
of calcite precipitated on each seed crystal during the time it

was in the stream. The surface areas of the seed crystals,
which were calculated from their measured dimensions, were
between 20 and 30 cm2. Calcire precipiation rates (moVs)
were normalized over the surface area of the seed crysrals !o
give the precipitation nttes in units of moVcm2.s.

To compare the mass transfer results with ttre seed
crystal measuements, the mass transfers of calcite (moVkg)
for the date the seed crystal was placed in the stream and for
the date it was removed were averaged and multiplied by ttre
average discharge of water Cg/s). Calcite precipitation rates
were then obtained in units of mol,/cm2.s by normalizing the
mass transfer to the surface area of the sream bed @quation
2).

While ttremass fiansferresults give theamountof calcite
Eansferred out of solution between an initial and a final
sampling site, each seed crystal only measured calcite accu-
mulation at one specific sampling site. Thus, calcite could
have precipitated on acrystal with arate comparable to ttrose
given by the mass transfer results for the stretch of sfteam
either immediately upstream or immediately downstream
from the crystal's location. For comparison here, tle mass
transfer results for the upstream segment were used.

RESULTS

GEOCIIEMICAL EVOLUTION

The results of the chemical analyses (Table 2) show that
Ca2* and HCO; dominate the chemical character of Falling
Spring Creek. The ottrer major ions are SQL and Mg2*.
Concentrations of Kt are elevated relative to Na*, and NaK
molar ratios range from 0.5 to 0.25. Chloride and F- are
present in low concentrations. Nitrate and pOo3- concentra-
tions were determined to be below 5 and I mg/L, respectively.
The pH values ranged from near neutral to values as high as
8.50. The entire data ser is available in Lorah (1937).

Downstream and seasonal changes were observed in tlre
stream-water composition. For each month that samples
were collected, Ca2' and HCO'- concentrations generally
decreased downstream @gures 3 and 4). Large decreases in
Ca2' and HCOr-concenfations occurred between the crest of
the waterfall (F-3) and the last sampling site (F-6). These
downstream changes were more pronounced in the summer
and fall than in ttre spring and winter montis (Figures 3 and
4). For example, HCq- concentrations dropped by 48
percent from site F-3 to F-6 in October 1984, whereas a 28
percent decrease was observed in April 1985. The pH
generally increased downstream except fora significant drop
between the last two sampling sites (Figure 5). The most
rapid change in pH occurred near tlre crest of the waterfall
(F- 1 to F-3) and directly at the warerfall (F-3 ro F-4). Season-
ally, concentrations of dissolved ions were higher in the
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Table 2. Selected chemical analyses of Falling Spring Creek. Cond. is conductivity. All concentrations

are in mg/L.

Son'

23

Sample T
cc)

Cond. pH
(ttS/cm)

HCO; C*t Mgt* Na*

3.3 283
3.5 29r
5.8 296
3.2 283
3.5 288
3.4 286
3.5 283
3.8 286
3.4 283
3.4 283
4.O 246

25.4 5.1

28.0 3.9
26.2 3.9
26.0 3.4
26.2 2.8
25.6 3.5
25.2 3.7
25.6 3.6
25.5 3.1

25.6 3.2
2r.3 3.3

s-l 24.3 700
s-3 2,4.6 730
s-2 u.7 720
D-l 24.3 730
D-3 23.6
F-l 2r.4 695
F-3 20.5 695
F-4 19.7 690
F-5 19.6 690
F-2 r8.4 660
F-6 14.4 442

6.8 0.5

7.3 0.6
6.9 0.6
7.r 0.6
6.6 0.6
6.5 0.6
6.9 0.6
6.6 0.6
6.7 0.6
6.4 0.6
5.8 0.6

234 r02
239 105

240 106

237 103

237 104

235 104

234 r02
224 100
220 99
209 97
183 83

20.0 590
20.0 600
20.0 600
19.5 600
17.0 595
17.0 600
16.5 520
13.0 510
r3.5 488
13.5 46r
r1.0 393

4.5

4.O

3.5

3.0

(J

J

+
N

O

October 14,1984

April6, 1985

s-r
s-3
s-2
D-1
D-3
F-1
F-3
F-4
F-5
F-2
F-6

7.32 308
7.23 316
7.20 315
7.24 310
7.43 3r4
't.79 3r2
8.06 311

8.n 278
8.28 273

8.37 2&
8.25 2r0

r65
168

169
168

168

16
rg
160

r57
151

t22

14.2
14.8
14.3

t4.2
12.9
13.9
14.0
14.3

14.1

14.3

tt.4

1.0

1.1

1.1

1.1

t.2
t.2
1.0

1.0

1.1

1.0

0.7

6.98
6.9r
6.89
7.01
7.r9
7.41
7.83
7.98
7.92
7.98
8.08

17.0 2.5

rl.t 2.9

16.6 2.4
r7.2 3.0
16.6 2.4
16.9 2.5

16.5 2.8

16.3 2.7

16.2 2.5

16.7 23
15.0 2.5

3.3 r50
3.9 159

3.8 r59
3.6 158

3.8 158

3.7 160

3.8 162
3.7 162
3.8 162
3.9 r&
4.3 r42

0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10
Distance doumstream. km

Figure 3. Millimolar Ca2* concentration versus distance

along the flow path. The flow path begins (0 km) at site S-1.

Sample names and locations are given in Table 1.

5.b

5.0

0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10

Distance downstream, km

Figure 4. Millimolar HCO; concentration versus distance

along the flow path.

^ July 28, 1984

' Aug 25, 1984. o;Ir.;jifi,r- ca2*. Dec 16. 1984

^ July 28, 1984

: A:l if:ii8f Hcot
. Dec 16. 1984
I April 6, 1985
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summer and fall than in the spring and winter. The Ca2. and
HCO; concentrations were highest in the July and October
samples (Figures 3 and 4).

VIRGINIA DIVISION OF MINERAL REOSURCES

Falls

-1.6

-l

-2.O

-2.2
N

f -2.+

I -z.e

-2.8

-3.0

-3.2

0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10
Distance downstream, km

Figure 6. Calculated partial pressure of carbon dioxide gas
(Pco2) versus distance along the flow path. Normal aftnos-
pheric Pco, is 1O35 atm.

Falls

SIc
. July 28,

'Aug 25,
. Oct 14,
. Dec 16,
I April6,

8.6

8.4

8.2

8.0

7.8

7.6

7.4

7.2

7.0

pH
. July 28, 1984

' Aug 25, 1984. Oct 14, 1984. Dec 16.1984
I April 6, 1985

6.8
0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 r.0 2.0 5.0 10

Distance downstream, km

Figure 5. pH versus distance along the flow path.

The downstream changes in Ca2* and HCO; were much
greater than ttre effect of dilution by inputs of grbundwater to
the stream. Concentrations of conservative constituents such
as F- and Cl-, which can act as indicators of dilution, did not
show a significant decrease along the flow path. In addition,
discharge measurements did not indicate significant ground-
water recharge or surface runoff entering the stream (Lorah,
1987; Lorah and Herman, 1988).

The results of the WATEQF calculations show ttrat the
stream was always supersaturated with CO" and usuallv
supenaturated with respect to calcite. the calcilated pco, ot
the springs ranged fiom 102.02 to 10-1.s6 atm ttrroughout 

-the

year. The Pco, values decreased downstream except be_
tween the last two sampling sites for several of the months
(Figure 6). The most rapid decrease in pco, along the stream
occurred in the vicinity of the waterfall on each sampling trip.

During the summer and fall, Falling Spring Creek was
supersaturated with respect to calcite along the entire studied
flow path (Figure 7). In contrast, the three springs were
undersaturated in the spring and winter months, although the
stream water reached supersaturation before site F_l was
reached. In the summer and fall lhe stream water was
between approximately I I and 16 times supenaturated (SI"
= 1.0 and 1.2) with calcite at the cresr of the waterfall (F-3t
but in the spring and winter months the water was only three
to six times supersaturated (SI" = 6.5 to 0.8) at this site. The
most rapid increases in the saturation indices occurred from
near the crest of the waterfall to below the waterfall (F- I to
F-4). The saturation indices generally continued to increase
below the waterfall but decreased between the last two sites
(F-2 to F-6).

-0.4
0.0r 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10

Distance downstream. km

Figure 7. Saturation state with respect to calcite (SI") versus
distance along ttre flow path. Positive values indicate the
solution is supersaturated with respect to calcite; negative
values indicate undersaturation.

The CO, outgassing and calcite precipiation rates varied
over two or tlree orders of magnitude along Falling Spring
Creek. The CO, outgassing rates increased significantly as
tle stream flowed over the escarpment Clable 3, Figure 8).
Outgassing rates at the waterfall (F-3 to F-4) varied between
403 x l0-e to 4180 x lO-emolTkg.s rlroughout the sampling
period (Table 3). At all other sampling locations, outgassing
rates were only between 0.57 x 104 !o 781 x l0e mol/kg.s.
Outgassing rates dropped to a minimum between the last two
sites @-2 to F-6) on each sampling date.

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.41

0.2,

U
o
x

!

q

()

C)

r984
1984
1984
1984
1985

log Pse,

^ July 28,1984
r Aug 25,1984
. Oct 14, 1984. Dec 16,1984
I April 6, 1985
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Mass Transfer Rates
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Rate l:w Rates

Calcite

Table 3. Reaction rates for CQoutgassing and calcite pre-

cipitation are from mass transfer results and from calcula-

tions based on the rate law of Plummer and others (1978).

Rate law results are reported for the initial point in each flow-
path segment. All units are moles of reactant IEr one

kilogram of }lO in one second (herein, mo[kg.s). Negative

signs denote calcite precipitation or CO, outgassing; positive

signs denote calcite dissolution or CO, ingassing. Values that

are marked with an asterisk (*) are suspect because they

contradict the saturation state of the water with respect to

calcite.

Mass Transfer Rates Rate l,aw Rates

Sampling Sites Calcite
(initial to final)

cq

Sampling Sites
(initral to tinal)

February 16, 1985

D-l to D-3 -1.25 x 10-t'
D-3 to F-l 0.0O

F-l to F-3 0.00
F-3 to F4 -1.63 x l0'?
F4 to F-5 -5.88 x l0-e

F-5 to F-2 -9.49 x 10-e

F-2 to F-6 -3.88 x l0{
F-6

April 6, 1985

D-l to D-3 +2.55 x l0{
D-3 to F-l 0.00
F-l to F-3 -1.07 x l0-7

F-3 to F-4 -1.43 x lO'?

F-4 to F-5 -1.24x l0'e
F-5 to F-2 -5.25 x l0{
F-2 to F-6 -2.35 x lO-t

F-6

Iune 23, 1984

D-l to D-3 -4.26 x l0-t
D-3 to F-l +1.02 x l0t'
F-l to F-3 -7.80 x l0-'
F-3 to F-4 -2.28x10-5
F4 to F-5 +3.42 x l0t'
F-5 to F-2 -5.33 x l0{
F-2 to F6 -3.72 x 10{
F-6

July 28, 1984

D-l to D-3 -1.92 x 10i
D-3 to F-l -2.00 x l0-e
F-l toF-3 -8.16x 10{
F-3 to F-4 -1.51 x l0r
F-4toF-5 -1.00x l0r
F-5 to F-2 -9.70 x l0{
F-2 to F-6 -3.63 x l0{
F-6

August 25, 1984

D-l to D-3 -2.46 x l0{
D-3 to F-l -1.03 x 10{
F-l to F-3 -7.33 x l0{
F-3 to F-4 -5.53 x l0r
F-4 to F-5 -9.87 x l0-t
F-5 to F-2 -5.59 x l0{
F-2 to F-6 -3.52 x l0-3
F-6

October 14,1984
D-l to D-3 +1.91 x 10-t'

D-3 o F-l -6.62x l0'e
F-l to F-3 -8.38 x 10{
F-3 to F-4 -5.64 x lOi
F-4 to F-5 -2.99 x l0't
F-5 to F-2 5.14 x 10'r
F-2 to F-6 -2.64 x l0't
F-6

December 16, 1984

D-l to D-3 -5.30x 10'r'
D-3 to F-l 0.00
F-l to F-3 -5.60x l0{
F-3 to F-4 -1.27 x 106

F-4toF-5 -l.l2x l0't
F-5 to F-2 -3.46 x l0{
F-2 to F-6 -2.06 x l0{
F-6

Calcite cq Calcite

-1.13 x l0-7

4.29 x 70''
-7.81 x 10r
-6.53 x l0r
-8.74 x l0{
-5.86 x 10-r

-1.16 x 10{

-4.98 x 10r
-6.88 x l0{
-4.67 x lO-7

-1.70 x l0-6
-4.59 x l0-t
-1.07 x 10t
-7.64 x l0'e

-1.0 x l0-e
-1.7 x 10-e

-3.9 x lO-e

-1.6 x l0{
-2.3 x l0-r
-3.2 x l0-3
-4.2x10't
-2.3 x l0-l

+4.4 x 10-10

-2.0 x lO-e

-5.7 x lO-e

-1.9 x l0't
-2.5 x l0{
-2.1 x 10{
-2.3 x l0-t
-2.2x10''

-8.50x l0{
-7.16 x l0-t
-2.95 x l0l
-1.18 x l0'6
-1.33 x lOa
-8.11 x 10{
-5.67 x l0-ro

+6.86x l0-8'
-1.00x l0-?
-2.06 x l0-?

4.18 x 10-6

-4.26 x l0{
-6.66x 10{
-1.45 x l0't

-1.84x 10t
-4;19 x lO't
-2.98 x l0'
-3.31x l0{
-7.97 x l0't
-1.12x 10'
-7.19 x l0'e

-1.50x lOt
-2.94 x l0-t
-8.60x l0t
-3.22x 10'6

-1.05 x 10{
-8.95 x 10-e

-2.06 x lO'e

-1.29 xllt
-9.36 x l0{
-2.93 x lOa
-4.03 x lOt
-2.23 x l}t
-9.13 x l0{
-5.83 x 10r

-5.2 x 10-e

-6.5 x l0-e
-2.1 x 104
-5.0 x l0{
-6.2 x l0r
-7.4 x l0{
-7.5 x 10{
-2.8 x l0{

-l.l x l0{
-1.4 x l0{
-4.7 x l0-t
-9.6 x l0{
-8.1 x 10{
-l.l x l0'
-1.2 x l0t
-5.7 x lO-t

-5.2 x l0 e

-7.3 x l0'e
-2.5 x lOa
-6.5 x l0-t
-7.1 x 10{
-8.9 x 10-t
-9.0 x l0{
-4.0 x l0{

-9.8 x l0-e
-1.6 x l0{
-3.7 x lOa
-6.8 x l0-l
-9.2 x l0-t
-9.0 x l0-t
-l.l x l0r
-5.1 x lOa

+4.3 x 10'tr
-6.4 x l0-to
-9.1 x l0-e
-3.2 x l0-t
-4.1 x l0-t
-4.1 x lO-t
-8.0 x l0{
-3.6 x l0't

The lowest calcite precipitation rates or small dissolu-

tion rates were calculated for the beginning of the stream,

commonly between sites D- 1 to D-3 or sites D-3 to F- 1 (Iable

3, Figure 9). Calcite precipitation rates reached a distinct

maximum at the waterfall (F-3 to F-4) ttrroughout the sam-

plingperiod, varyingbetween 151 x lA'e and2280x 10-e moV

kg.s (Table 3). The rates dropped again downstream from the

waierfall (F-4 to F-6) but generally remained higher than

those seen above the waterfall @-1 to F-1). Thetotal amount

of calcite precipitated along Falling Spring Creek was calcu-

lated from the sum of the mass tansfers for each sampling

date (shadedboxes, Figure l0). Calcite precipiation reached

a peak on the July rip (1.18 x 103 mol/kg) and remained high

through October. Compared to the July trip, calcite precipi-

tation was lower by more than 50 percent on the February and

April 1985 sampling trips (0.56 x 1O3 and 0.50 x 10-3 molTkg,

respectively).

COMPARISON OF CALCITE
PRECIPITATION RATES

The results obtained from the experimentally derived

rate law and from the mass transfer calculations generally

ageed within an order of magnitude or better (Table 3, Figure

9). Both methods also gave the same downstream trends in

the reaction rat€s. Low precipitation rates were calculated

upstream from the waterfall @-1 to F-1), and higher rates

were predicted at, and downstream from, the waterfall (F- 1 to

F-6). There were some discrepancies, however, between the

methods. The rate law predicted much smaller precipitation

rates at the waterfall and generally higher rates below the

waterfall than the mass transfer results (Table 3). In a few
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instances, the mass transfer calculations showed calcite dis-
solution, while the rate law calculations predicted calcite
precipitation. These cases occured when ttre calcium con_
centation increased along a sheam segment even though ttre
solution was supersaturated with respect to calcite.

The seed crystal results gave lower calcite precipitation
rates than either the mass transfer orrate law results (Table 4).
The greatest differences between the seed crystal and the
mass transfer results are seen at the waterfall (F-4). At this
site tlre mass transfer rates were 60 to 441times higher than
the seed crystal measurements. Elsewhere along the stream,
the mass transfer rates were greater than the crystal growth
rates by a factor of 1.3 to 166. During each measurement
period, calcite precipitation rates were most rapid on the seed
crystals placed at site F-5 below the waterfall; however, the
mass transfer results always showed a distinct maximum at
the top of the waterfall (F-4). Overall, the rate law calcula_
tions and tlte mass transfer results agreed better with each
other (a factor of I to 45) than either did with the seed crystal
measurements (Table 4).

o
I

E

,F
7 21.5

Distance/vclocity, ks

Figure 8. CO2 outgassing rates versus reaction time (dis-
tance/velocity) between sampling points. The mass transfer
rates were calculated forsequential segments of the flow path
beginning at D-1. Two representative sampling dates are
shown.

Figure 9. Calcite precipitation rates versus reaction time
(distance/velocity) benveen sampling poins for the mass
transfer results (shown as shaded boxes) and the rate law
results (shown as line labelled Plummer and ottrers, 1978).
Two representative sampling dates are shown.

Figure 10. Total amount of calcite precipitated along the
stream for the mass tansfer results (shown as shaded boxes)
and the rate law results (shown as unshaded boxes).
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Table 4. Comparison of calcite precipitation rates calculated from the calcite seed crystal measurements, from the mass transfer
results, and from the rate law of Plummer and others (1978). Rates are in units of mofcm2.s.

Measurement Dates Location hecioitation Rates
From of Crystal Seed Crystal Mass Transfer RateLaw
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To

6-23-84
6-23-84
6-23-84

7-28-84
7-28-84
7-28-84

8-25-84
8-25-84
8-25-84

l0-14-84
l0-14-84
l0-14-84
10-14-84

12-16-84
12-16-84
12-16-84
t2-16-84

7-28-U
7-28-U
7-28-U

8-25-8/.
8-25-8r'.
8-25-U

10-14-84
10-14-84
10-14-84

12-r6-u
12-16.84.
12-r6-8r'.
12-r6-u

2-16-85
2-16-85
2-16-85
2-16-85

7.9 x l0rt
5.3 x 1O1o

4.2x1011

1.2 x 1O1o

3.9 x 1O1o

2.1x 1O1o

9.9 x 1O11

5.2 x 1O1o

1.8 x 1O1o

2.3 x lO11

6.2 x 1O11

1.8 x 1O1o

3.7 x 1O11

5.3 x 1Or2

5.9 x 1O11

1.0 x 1O1o

5.8 x lO11

3.2 x 10-8

6.9 x 10-10

1.8 x 10-e

1.7 x 10-e

2.2x10-e
2.3x10-e

1.7 x l0-e

2.2x10'e
2.4x10'e

1.9 x 10-e

2.1 x 10-e

2.4 x l}'e

1.2 x 10'e

1.6 x 10-e

1.6 x lOa
2-4xIO-e

6.2 x 10{o
8.2 x l0{o
9.3 x 10-ro

1.6 x 10-e

10-e

10-e

10'e

F-4
F-5
F-2

F-4
F-5
F-2

F-4
F-5
F-2

7.2x
2.2x
1.7 x

DISCUSSION

GEOCIIEMICAL EVOLUTION

Carbon dioxide outgassing and calcite precipiation are
tle two major processes controlling the chemical changes
along Falling Spring Creek. The water chemistry data, the
saturation state of the waters relative to carbon dioxide gas

and calcite, and the rates obtained from the mass transfer cal-
culations substantiate tlds conclusion.

Carbon Dioxide Outgassing

Outgassing is evident along Falling Spring Creek. The
decrease in HCO,'concentration (Figure 4) and increase in
pH downstream (Figure 5) reflect the loss of COr:

H. + HCO; .* ILCO3o : COr(S)t + ItO (3)

Thus, H* ions are consumed during outgassing to give a rise

1.4 x 10-8

1.3 x 10'
1.4 x 10e

1.8 x lOe
2.2xlO3
5.5 x 10-10

1.2 x 10-e

8.8 x 10io
2.6 x 10{
2.8 x 10-10

6.6 x 10-to

in pH, and an equal amount of HCO,- is lost from solution.
Rates of CO, transfer out of solution (Table 3, Figure 8)

are relatively high immediately downsream from the springs
(sites D-l to D-3, 140 x l0e to 4CI x lOa mol/kg.s). No
distinct decrease in HCQ- concenfration is measured along
this snerch of stream (Figure 4) because HCO; concentration
is a less sensitive parameter than pH to changes in the partial
pressure of CO, (Shuster and White, 1971; Jacobson and
Usdowski,1975).

Although the water is still highly supersaturated wittr
CO, outgassingrates drop significantly along the next920 m
of Falling Spring Creek (D-3 to F-1). Between these sam-
pling locations the stream flows along a fairly smooth and
straight path. As the sfream encounters the small riffles near
the top of the waterfall (F-1 to F-3) and the waterfall itself
(F-3 to F-4), greater water turbulence leads to more rapid loss
of COr. Near the crest of the waterfall (F-1 to F-3), pH values
increase by 0.3 to 0.5 unit over the short distance of 100 m,
and Pcqvalues show a corresponding sharp decrease. The
solution composition changes dramatically as the stream
cascades over tlre 20-m-high escarpment. The first distinct
decrease in HCO; concentration is seen at the waterfall
(Figure 4). Carbon dioxide gas escapes from the turbulent
water as fast as 4180 x l0e molTkg.s (Table 3). Thus, this

F-3
F-4
F-5
F-2

F-3
F-4
F-5
F-2
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study clearly shows the directrelationship between rapid CO,
outgassing and turbulent areas in carbonate sfteams.

Outgassing continues downstream from the waterfall,
butrates decline below the high values seen at the waterfall.
Outgassing rates generally drop !o a minimum between the
last two sampling sites (F-2 o F-6), because the CO, concen-
tration gradient between the stream water and the air is at a
minimum. Temperature is another factor that could slow the
outgassing rates. Water temperatues drop by as much as

10oC along the studied flow path as the thermal spring water
adjusts to the cooler air temperature and as evaporative
cooling occurs (Lorah, 1987). Because CO, solubility in-
creases with lower temperatures, the rate of outgassing would
decrease downstream. The stream is still slightly supersatu-
rated with respect to CO2 at the last sampling site, which lies
approximately 5.2 km downstream from the springs. Car-
bonate waters are known to remain supersaturated with CO,
after many hours of contact with the open atmosphere @ar-
nes, 1965; Jacobson andlangmuir, 1970). Approximately 6
to 12 hours, depending on the flow velocity on a sampling
date, elapse as a volume of water flows from the surface
springs to the last sampling site.

Calcite Precipitation

Calcite precipitation

Caz' +2HCO3- ;- CaCOr(s) + Hp + COr(g)T (4)

is extensive along Falling Sp.tng Creek because the steep

concentration gradient for co, between the stream water and
the atmosphere and the turbulence of the stream water allow
extensive CO, outgassing.

Calcite does not precipitate instantaneously as super-
saturation is reached. The Ca2' and HCO; concentrations
remain nearly constant for the first l.l2kmof flowpath
(S-l to F-1), even though the water becomes more and more
supersaturated with respect to calcite. In the summer and fall
months the water becomes five !o nine times supersaturated
(SI"= 9.7 and 1.0) with respect to calcite before site F-l is
reached (Lorah, 1987; Lorah and Herman, 1988). But reac-
tion rate calculations indicate that very little calcite precipi-
tation occurs upstrezrm from this sampling location (Table 3,
Figure 9).

Further CO, outgassing and increase in calcite super-
saturation is needed to overcome the kinetic inhibitions to
calcite crystallization. In the highly turbulent areas near the
crest of, and at, the waterfall, a rapid increase in ttre degree of
supersaturation (Figure 7) occun in response to the higher
outgassing rates (Figure 8). A large decrease in the Ca2'and
HCO; concentrations (Figures 3 and 4) provides chemical
evidence that significant calcite precipitation begins in the
vicinity of the waterfall. The HCO3- concentrations drop

more dramatically than Ca2', b@ause both calcite precipita-

tion and COroutgassing are removal mechanisms for HCOI.
The calculated calcite precipitation rates (Figure 9) are large

near the crest of the waterfall (F-l to F-3), but they reach a

maximum at the waterfall (F-3 to F4).
The travertine deposits are physical evidence for calcite

precipiation in the stream. Travertine is not noticeable
between the springs and site F-1. Near the crest of the
waterfall, buildups of travertine (Figure 28) have formed
small rimslone dams and coatings over rocks, twigs, bottles,
and other materials in the stream bed. The vertical cliff at the

waterfall (Figure 24) is a thick "cascade-type" travertine
deposit, characterizedby draped and stalactitelike forms that
are layered due to successive coatings of travertine (Chafetz

and Folk, 1984; Dennen and Diecchio, l98y''; Dennen and

others, this volume). At the base of the waterfall, thick
deposits extend above the sEeam's surface @gure 2A), and
fresh white calcite crusts were observed on everything in
contact with the stream water, including undecomposed

leaves and twigs. Travertine deposits are most obvious at,

and immediately below, the waterfall (Dennen and others,

this volume), but more rimstone dams are evident for at least

1.0 km downstream from the waterfall. Thus, the combined
chemical and physical evidence suggests that calcite precipi-

tation begins and reaches its maximum rate in the highly
turbulent area of the waterfall.

Thepattern of calcite precipitation observed along Fall-
ing Spring Creek demonstrat€s the kinetic inhibition that has

been noted in several other travertine-depositing streams
(Jacobson and Usdowski,1975:' Usdowski and others, 1979;

Dandurand and others, 1982). Three factors are most often
mentioned as inhibiting calcite precipitation: an energy

barrier to calcite nucleation and growth (Stumm and Morgan,
1 98 I ), a lack of suitable nucleation sites (Suarez, I 983), and

the presence of strongly adsorbing species such as dissolved
magnesium or phosphate ions (Morse, 1983).

Ions adsorbing to the calcite surface are not likely to
inhibit precipitation rates in this sream. Phosphate was not
detectable in the stream water, and no relationship could be
found between the magnesium concentration and the degree

of supersaturation required for the onset of calcite precipita-

tion (Lorah, 1987; Lorah and Herman, 1988). Contact with
calcite as a nucleation site does not seem necessary for
deposition at Falling Spring Creek, because travertine coat-

ings are found on any material in the water's patl. Particles
in suspension and material on the channel bottom and sides

could act as nucleation sites all along the stream. One study

has shown that contact of stream water with previously

deposited travertine accelerates calcite precipitation rates in
the vicinity of waterfalls (Steidtmann, 1936). The possibil-

ity of an energy barrier to calcite nucleation andrgrowth
remains difficult to evaluate. The rapid outgassiq! of CQ
and associated rise in pH and the calcite supersatuiation state

at the waterfall may allow such an energy barrier to be passed,

even at the lower supersaturation levels observed during
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winter and early spring.
Although the rate of precipitation is not as high as at the

waterfall, calcite deposition continues along the 4 km of
sfteam that was studied below the waterfall @gure 9).
Despite this prolonged precipitation, tle water remains far
from equilibrium with respect o calcite at the last sampling
site. As calcite precipitates, more Ceis produced @quation
4) and must be removed from solution to maintain the high
level of calcite supersaturation observed. The calcite satura-
tion index only decreases significantly between the last two
sampling sites (Figure 7), showing that calcite precipitation
finally begins to outpace the loss of CO. from tle-stream
water. The drop in pH at the last site also iidicates that more
COris being added to the water by calcite precipitation than
is removed by CQ outgassing (Figure 5). Outgassing rates
reached a minimum between the last two sampling sites
throughout the year. Once ttre driving force of CO, outgassing
has decreased, Falling Spring Creek finally belins ro ap-
proach equilibrium with respect to calcite.

Seasonally, the amount of calcite precipitated is tied to
the mixing of the two carbonate-rich waters inside Warm
River Cave (Herman and Lorah, 1986; Herman and Lorah,
1987). During low-flow conditions in summerand fall,less
of the shallow groundwater is available to dilute the more
concentrated thermal water inside the cave. The mixed
stream emerges already supersaturated with respect to cal_
cite, andoutgassing of COrcan tlen drive the stream wat€rto
a higher degree of calcite supersaturation tian observed
during the spring and winter. Consequently, more calcite
must be precipitated per unit volume of water !o reach
equilibrium with respect to calcite. On the July nip when
travertine deposition was a maximum, the water reached 16
times supersaturation (SI"= 1.2; with respect to calcite at the
crest of the waterfall. On this date, a total of l. 1 g x 10-3 moV
kg, or 0. l l 8 g/kg, of calcite was precipitated along the studied
segtion ofFalling Spring Creek (shadedboxes, Figure l0).
High-flow conditions during the spring and winter months
cause tlle thermal cave stream to become greatly diluted by
shallow groundwater, and the mixed water emerges from thl
cave undersaturated with respect to calcite. In February and
April 1985 the net amount of calcite precipitated was more
than 50 percent lower than observed in July. This seasonal
effect of shallow groundwater dilution was also recognized
by Dennen and Diecchio (1934) and Dennen and ottrers (this
volume), who expected the greatest calcite precipitation to
occur in late summer when dilution would be leasr

COMPARISONOF CALCITE
PRECIPITATION RATES

Rates of Mass Transfer

The mass transfer rates, which are based on the observed
chemical composition of Falling Spring Creek, are used to

assess how accurately calcite precipitation rates could be
predicted by two other methods. Errors in the mass transfer
results themselves may arise from errors in both the chemical
and hydrologic data. Some of the mass balance calculations
are suspect because they contradict the sanration state of ttre
water with respect to cdcite (Lorah and Herman, 1988).
These confradictory results were obained for the upper
reaches ofthe stream where the Ca2. concentrations differed
only slightly between the consecutive samples. Because very
small changes in Caz'concentrations were being subracted
relatively small errors in thechemical analysesbecame mag-
nified.

Errors in the reaction times, which were calculated from
the discharge measurements, could also lead to errors in the
rates. The analytical error in the discharge measurements was
between 3 and.23 percent (Lorah ,1987; t orah and Herman,
1988). In addition, a large error in the reaction time could
occur from assuming a uniform velocity along the stream.
Because tle same reaction time values were used tocompute
the precipitation rates for all ttrree methods, however, this
common error does not need to be considered when compar-
ing the different results.

Rate Law Calculations

The field-based mass transfer rates were compared to
those calculated with an experimentally derived rate equation
@lummer and others, 1978). These two methods of deter-
mining reaction rates differ geatly. One approach applies
mass balance calculations to observed chemical data from a
natural water system; the ottrer approach involves a theoreti-
cal and experimental study of ttre calcite dissolution/precipi-
tation reaction. Yet, the two results agree remarkably well
(Table 3, Figure 9).

The largest difference is seen at the waterfall where the
rate law predics a lower precipitation rate by a factor of l.Z
to 45 (Table 3). Other than at the waterfall, the rates agree
within a factor of I to 18. The stream water is highly
supersaturated with respect to calcite at the waterfall, and
both nucleation and gowth are likely to be occurring. Be-
cause the rate law only considers calcite growth, tle equation
could underestimate rates for tlte extreme conditions at the
wat€rfall. The mass transferrates are lower than the rate law
calculations for most other segments of ttre sffeam, especially
downstream from the waterfall.

Problems in estimating the surface area of tle stream
could account for some of the disagreement between the mass
transfer and the rate law results. For comparison to the mass
transfer rates, the results from tlte rate equation were multi-
plied by an estimated surface area over which the chemical
reactions could be taking place in Falling Spring Creek.
Although a crystal's surface area can be measured carefully
for use in laboratory studies, the surface area ofa stream bed
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cannot be determined as easily or accurately. In this study,

the sfteam was assumed to have a smooth rectangular shape

which probably does not give the acnral effective surface area

of the stream bed. Factors such as roughness of the stream bed
and grain size of the sediments wouldhave alarge control on
the area available for precipitation to occur. At the waterfall
the stream bed deviates more from a smooth, rectangular
shape than at any other section of Falling Spttng Creek.

Because the large, inegularly shaped deposits of travertine
wouldprovidenumerous nucleation sites forfresh calcite, the

surface area could have been greatly underestimated in the

vicinity of the waterfall. If the surface area was underesti-
mated, the rates calculated with the equation of Plummer and

others would also be underestimated. This error could
contribute to the larger deviation between the mass transfer
and rate law results noted at the waterfall.

To determine tle overall agreement between the mass

transfer results and the rate law calculations, the net amount
of calcite precipitation predicted by the two methods was also
compared for each sampling date. For the rate law results, the

avgrage calcite precipitation rate between each successive

initial and final sampling point was calculated and then multi-
plied by the reaction time between the sites. All the stream

sggments \vere summed to give the predictedtotal amountof
calcite precipitated. The agreement between the mass trans-

fer results (shaded boxes, Figure 10) and the rate law calcu-
lations (unshaded boxes, Figure 10) is remarkable. Although
the calcite precipitation rates calculated from the two meth-
ods differed by a factor of 1 to 45 (Table 3, Figure 9), the net
amount of calcite precipitation given by the two methods

agree wittrin a factor of 3 for each sampling date (Figure l0).
In addition, both methods show the same seasonal pattern of
calcite precipitation. Considering the vastly different theo-

retical basis of the trvo methods, the agreement between the

mass transfer and rate law results is too close tro be fortuitous

and gives some encouragement that the rate law can be used

outside the laboratory.

Calcite Seed Crystals

The calciteprecipitation rates determined from the seed

crystal measurements were 1.3 to 441times lower ttrm the

mass transfer results (Table 4). Many factors could have

prevented calcite precipitation on the seed crystals. The

cages probably disrupted water flow to the crystals, and they
often became covered with debris such as twigs and leaves,

which would have further blocked access of the water to the

crystals. Some of theprecipitated calcite could havebeen dis-
lodged and transported downstream in suspension, instead of
being rapped permanently on the crystal surface. Although
all the losses of Ca2'and HCO.- from the stream water were
auributed to calcite precipiration in the mass transfer calcu-
lations, the seed crystal technique would not be able to
aocount for calcite in suspension.

The location of the seed crystals and the length of time

that they remained in the stream could also have influenced

the rate calculations. Calcite precipitation is not uniform

across the width of the sfeam in any one area, as seen by the

inegular shape and distribution of the travertine deposits.

Therefore, the crystal's location in the sEeam could be a

factor in theamountof calcite thataccumulated on it. Precipi-

cation rates for the seed crystals were calculated as a gross

average over a period of 28 to 63 days, depending on the

length of time between sampling rips. Precipitation rates

determined from the mass transfer calculations were based

only on the chemical changes observed on a specific date.

The largest error between the mass transfer results and

the seed crystal results occurs at the waterfall (F 4, Table 4).

The estimated surface area of the stream bed probably ac-

counts for the error at this site. For comparisons, the precipi-

tation rates obtained by the mass balance calculations were

normalized over tlte surface area of the stream bed. If the

surface area was underestimated at the waterfall, the calcite
precipitation rates given by the mass transfer results ex-

pressed per unit area would be too high. The results of the

present study suggest that the seed crystal method does not

give accurate calcite precipitation rates, although this ap-

proach may still be useful in giving qualitative information.

CONCLUSIONS

The processes ofcarbon dioxide outgassing and calcite

precipitation control the chemical evolution of the travertine-

depositing stream in this study. When the carbonate ground-

water issues to the surface and feeds Falling Spring Creek,

CO, outgassing occurs as the stream water adjusts toward

equilibrium with ttre atmosphere. Outgassing forces the so-

lution to high degrees of supersaturation with respect to

calcite. By using mass balance calculations and estimates of
reaction time, the rates of CQ outgassing and calcite precipi-

tation along the flow path were quantified.

Calcite precipitation rates are low or nonexistent along

the first 1.12 km of Falling Spring Creek where the stream

flows along with little agitation. Rapid CO, outgassing and

increased calcite supersa[ration in the vicinity of the water-

fall are needed to overcome the kinetic inhibitions on calcite

nucleation and growth. At all times of the year, CO, outgassing

and calcite precipitation occur most rapidly at the 2Gm-high
waterfall where water turbulence is greatest. The stream

water does not attain equilibrium with respect to either CO,
or calcite by the last sampling point 4 km downstream from

the waterfall. Net calcite precipitation occurs along Falling

Spring Creek throughout the year but decreases by as much

as.50 percent during ttre high-flow conditions in the spring

and winter.
Using an experimentally derived rate law developed by

Plummer and othen (1978), calcite precipitation ratss were
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predicted to within a factor of I to 45 of the mass Eansfer
rates. Considering the fundamental difference between these
two approaches, the agreement.between the field-based mass
hansfer rates and the predictions from the rate law was very
good. Calcite precipitation rates could not be quantified
accurat€ly by measuring calcite accumulation on seed crys-
tals that were placed in the sEeam. Those rates were within
a facbr of 441 of agreeing with the mass transfer rates.
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ABSTRACT

The Falls Hollow kavertine deposit in Montgomery
County, Virginia, shows no significant discrete spring as a
source of carbonate-charged solutions. The dominant mor-
phological characteristic of the deposit is a scarp face over
which the stream plunges to form an approximately l5-m-
high waterfall. This deposit conrains approximately 3.46 x
lOt kg of calcite. The age of the deposit is estimated at 5500
yqrs.

Stream watersampled on two dates, November 15, 1986
and July "1 , 1987, was analyzed for pH, Ca2t, and HCO"-.
These analyses show that the sEeam water is one to nine times
supersaturat€d with respect to calcite. Both data sets show
thatsignificantdegassing of CO, upstream from the waterfall
leads to a high degree of supersaturation with respect to
calcite. The saturation state drops rapidly as a result of
extensive calcite deposition at the waterfall.

Department of Geological Sciences, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 2406l
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The precipitation of travertine occurs by a two-step
process. First, CO, is lost from the solution

H. + HCO'- : ItO + CO, (s)

which causes a pH increase leading to calcite supersaturation.
Then CaCO, precipitates

Caz'+ HCO; : CaCOr(s) + H'

as encrustations and as cascades or rimstone dams. The
stream-water chemistry appea$ to be closely linked to the
morphology of the deposit and flow regime of the sEeam.
Most rapid precipitation occurs at ttre large waterfall, al-
though most CO2 degassing occurs well upstream from the
waterfall.

INTRODUCTION

There are numerous travertine-depositing streams in the
Valley and Ridge province of Virginia (Hubbard and others,
1985). These deposits are clearly associated with carbonate-
charged groundwaters that, enter the stream via springs. This
report describes a deposit where travertine is presently being
precipitated in Montgomery County, Virginia. Groundwater
which enters the stream via diffuse flow through the stream
bed is the main source of carbonate-charged solutions. This
study was undertaken to investigate thechemical evolution of
the stream water composition and the physical characteristics
of theFalls Hollow deposit.

DESCRIPTION OF SITE

The Falls Hollow Eavertine deposit lies within the Falls
Ridge Preserve of the Nature Conservancy near Fagg, Vir-
ginia (Ironto quadrangle), along an unnamed stream in Falls
Hollow (Figure 1). The rocks of the immediate area consist
of the Cambrian Elbrook dolomite tirust over Ordovician,
Silurian, and Devonian clastic rocks by the Salem thrust fault
(McHugh, 1986). Travertine is presently being precipitated
in the sfteam which flows across a terrace of previously
deposited favertine. A less ext€nsive travertine deposit is as-
sociated with a stream in nearby Fagg Hollow (William P.
Bradley, 1986, penonal communication). Sinkholes occur
on the ridge crest above both deposits, however, tle recharge
area for the groundwater was not determined.

Dense deciduous forest covers the slopes surrounding
Falls Hollow. The valley floor is relatively level (slope less
than 5") with the exception of an l8-m scarp of travertine
(Figure 1). The vegetation on the valley floor consists of
grasses and small deciduous trees. Some areas along the

stream are marshy, and horsetails are very abundant in these

patches. The lack of mature trees on the valley floor results
from earlieragriculnral activitie.s (William P. Bradley, 1986,
personal communication).

The travertine deposit lies along an 800-m stretch of the
stream. DownsFeam from sample site J @gure l), there is

only minor encruslation of CaCQon stream gravel. There is
also only minor encrustation upsfream from sample site B
(Figure 1). The travertine forms cascades from less than 0.3
m high to a l5-m wa0erfall. Cascades have been divided into
three orders with respect to height (Figure 2): the densely
stippled area indicates cascades less than or equal ro 0.3 m in
height(approximately40 additional cascades less than 0.3 m
high occurin the stream butare not shown in this figure); the
lightly stippled area indicates 23 cascades between 0.3 and

3.0 m high; there is only one cascade (waterfall) geater than

3 m in height. The l5-m-high waterfall is very similar, except
in scale, to all other cascades in the stream, but it will be
referred to as the "wa[erfall." The cascades have rounded
crests, and the downstream sides have either undercut faces

or rzrmps which prograde downstream.
The dominant morphological characteristic of the de-

posit is a scarp face approximately 18 m high that extends
approximately 180 m across the valley floor. The stream
presently descends over the western edge producing a water-
fall, but its course has shifted back and forth across the valley
through time to produce the scarp. Eroded portions of the
scarp exhibit several characteristics of the travertine. The
weathered rock is light gray; the fresh rock is white to light
brown. The travertine exhibits bottr subparallel layering and
a boryoidal habit. The layered travertine displays only
microscopic porosity; the botryoidal material contains cavi-
ties ranging from microscopic pores 0o 12-m3 cavities. kaf
and plant stem c:sts occur throughout the deposit. Some
mosses grow on the cascades but do not appear to be incorpo-
rated into the deposit, because moss structures are not seen in
the layered ravertineeither in hand sample orin thin section.
Thin-section observation, however, shows that numerous
algal filaments are incorporated into the Eavertine.

Historically, travertine deposits have been mined as

sources of high-purity CaCQ (Hubbard and others, 1985).
Early in this century, a previous land owner built a lime kiln
(Figure 10 in Sweet and Hubbard, this volume) and truck
scales intending to produce agricultural lime in Falls Hollow.
This enterprise was unsuccessful because the very porous

travertine absorbed most of the blasting shock so the costs of
blasting outrveighed the benefits of having a nearly pure
CaCO, source (William P. Bradley, 1986, personal commu-
nication).

A small spring with minor travertine deposition flows
into the stream above the waterfall (spring symbol, Figure l).
An analysis of waterfrom this spring is reportedas sample C
in the Table. An interminent spring (not shown in Figure 1)

showing minor travertine deposition occurs in the drainage at
the eastemmost edge of the scarp. Other very small surface
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springs were found upsfteam from the area mapped.
The valley floor, which is composed predominantly of

travertine decomposed into soil, is slightly undulose and
slopes less than 5o. The valley walls slope approximately
25o. There is amarkedbreakin slopebetween the valley flou
and valley walls.

600

were determined by atomic absorption spectophoomery
using an oxygery'acetylene flame and a wave length of
422.7 nm.

FortheJuly sampling, pHwas measuredin thefield. One

set of samples was aciffied with 1.0 mL concenEated HCl,
and then Ca2', Mg2t, Fe2*, and Mn2'concenftations were

determined from these samples using inductively coupled
activaled plasma analysis. Alkalinity tifrations were per-

formedon the second setof sampleswithin 8 hoursof collec-
tion. Samples were refrigerated at approximately OoC until
analysis. Water velocity data were collected using aPygmy
meter, and velocity contours were established for steirm
cross sections at sample sites A and J @gure l). Discharge

data were calculated from the weighted velocity averages per

cross-sectional area
Based on the reaction

H'+ HCO; : ILO + CO,(S) (l)

Pco, was calculated as

iln'&nco,-
Pco, =

\K,

where \ is the Henry's Law constant for CO' and I! is the

first dissociation constantfor IICQ; both constants are fiom
Naumov and others (1974). The constants IG -d K, were

selected to corespond to the temperatures measured at the

time of sampling. Activities (a) were calculated from'the
Debye-Htickel equation using measured Ca2*, HCOI, H',
and Mgh concenEations to estimate ionic sEength.

The degree of saturation with respect to calcite was

calculated as Q/K, where Q is the ratio of the product of the

activities of bicarbonate and calcium ions to the activity of
hydrogen ion,

&nco,- tlc."'

Q=
aH'

and K is the temperature-dependent equilibrium constrant

from Stumm and Morgan (1970) for the reaction specified in
the equation

C*'+ HCO; ,- CaCOr(s) + Ht (4)

The amount of CaCO, in the deposit was found by

estimating the volume and porosity of the deposit. The
porosity was estimatedby two-dimensionalpoint counting of
pores; it was assumed that areal percent is equal to volume
percent. Pores were divided into three size intervals. A
photograph of the scarp face taken from 20-m distance was

used to countpores greater the 6.5 cm2. A second phoOgraph

taken I m from the scarp face was used to count pores

1000 14OO

DISTANCE, m
Figure 2. Location and height of cascades.

METHODS

Water samples were collected from the strcam on two
dates: November 15, 1986 andJuly 7 ,1987. Both datss were
selected to coincide with base-flow conditions. Two water
samples were taken from each of 1 I locations (samples are in
alphabetical and numerical order from upstream to down-
stream, Figure 1). The datum shown in Figure 1 is the zero
point in the xdirection for all graphs, and x is positive in the

downsfream direction. All 125-mL polyethylene sample

bottles were washed with acid and rinsed with distilled water;
the bottles for Ca& and Mg2* analysis were rinsed with
distilled, deionized water rather than distilled water. Each

bottle was filled completely, leaving no headspace. Water
temperatue was measured at each sample location.

Forthe November sampling, thepH of one setof samples
was measured within 3 hours of sampling; this set of samples

was subsequently acidified with 1.0 mL concentrated HNO'.
The second set of samples was titrated with 0.1 molar HCI
within eight hours of sampling to determine HCO; concen-
tration. All samples were refrigerated at approximately OoC

until analysis. Equivalence points were identified graphi-
cally; all lay near pH = 4.4 + 0.5. Calcium ion concentrations

(3)

o
o
6
3
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between 6.5 and 0.09 cm2. The contribution of pores smaller
than 0.09 cm2 was determined by thin-section observations.
In this manner, pores of similar size were only counted once.
The percentage contributions of porosity at each scale were
summed !o give the reported porosity.

Figure 3 illustrates the method forestimating the volume
of ttre deposit. The x-direction of ttris figure is parallel to line
P-P' in Figure 1; z represents the assumed depttr of the
deposit. The data points correspond m 2o-foot topographic
contours from which a linear extrapolation was made to
model the valley morphology before the development of the
travertine deposit. It was assumed that the volume of rock and
sediment at present minus the volume of rock and sediment
before the travertine deposit developed is equal to tlre volume
of the deposit A thickness of six meters of detital fill was
assumed to underlie the travertine at all locations. That
thickness waschosen as a firstapproximation basedon visual
estimates; assuming 3 or 10 m of fill changes ttre total
estimated volume by +15 or -26 percent, respectively. The
formula for calculating the volume of each element is:

VOLUME - [x-(x-x') f2]zy .

The deposit was divided into ten such volume elements and
their volumes were summed to yield the [otal volume of t]re
deposit The actual volume of calcium carbonate in the
deposit was calculated by multiplying the total volume by one
minus the porosity to give the total volume of CaCO".

F,
50 100 150 2OO

DISTANCE ALONG LINE P-P'. m

Figure 3. Schematic cross section through Falls Hollow.
This figure illustrates the methodforestimating the volume
of the deposit. See text for details.

RESULTS

The table displays the results of chemical analyses of
solutions sampled on November 15, 1986 and July 7,1987.
The graphical representations of the data @gures 4-8) illus-
trate therelationship between the stream-water chemistry and
the distance along the flow path.

T 7.8

-CL
7.6

8.4

DISTANCE, KM
Figure 4. Variation of pH along the stream course.

Though slightly different quantitatively, the November
and July data were qualitatively very similarexcept that there
were steep positive slopes in the Pco, and Ca2* curves for July
data immediately below the waterfall @gures 5 and 6). For
the July 7, 1987 sampling, the discharge at the upstream sam-
pling point (A, Figure 1) was 21.8 Lls; the downstream
discharge (J, Figure 1) was 28.0 L/s.
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DISTANCE, KM
Figure 5. Variation of Pco, along the stream course.

Examination of the travertine from the scarp face showed
that calcite is ttre dominant constituent of the deposit. No
aragonite was found by X-ray diffraction analysis. The pores
grcat€r than 6.5 cmz in cross-sectional area account for 42

November '1986
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percent of the porosity, whereas pores btween 6.5 cm2 and
0.09 cm2 account for4 percent, and those with cross-sectional
area less than 0.09 cm2 account for an additional 5 percent
yielding a total porosity for the deposit of 51 percent.

3.ox 1ot

evidence suggests tlnt erosion has outstripped precipitation
in the most recent p:lst.

The large cavities are not dissolution features, rather,
they are primary porosity due to creation of open space in the
travertine when cascades prograde downstream. Organic
debris such as logs (Figure 9) divert the flow of water and
cause the creation of a cavity behind a cascade. Some cavities
also result from the decay of organic debris after travertine
precipiates around it Based on the present precipiation in
the sffearn, it appears that layered travertine develops in the

cascades and that travenine with botryoidal habit develops in
the pools behind the cascades and in cavities underneath the
cascades.

The total volume of the deposit was calculated as

255,000 m3. The actual volume of calcium carbonate in the
deposit was estimated as 125,000 m3 after accolmting for
pore space. Based on a density of calcite of 2.72 g/cm3, this
deposit contains approximately 3.46 x 1Cf8 kg or 3.46 x l0
moles of calcite.

In order to place some constraints on the age of the
deposit, a mass-balance approach to modeling the age was

used. This approach is intended as an order-of-magnitude
approximation, therefore no error estimates have been re-
ported. The age of the deposit was estimated by assuming:
I ) a constant average discharg e of 25 Lls,2) all material in the
deposit is calcite, 3) the concentration ofCa2'in solution has

been constant,4) the volume and porrosity calculated above,
and 5) no erosion of the fravertine has occurred. Another
constraint is that the deposit cannot be zero yean old as 100
percent error would allow. The method for age estimation is
outlined below.

A) Ca2to*"",ru = Ca2toF*_ - Cu'*oo*_
8 x lOa mol/L = 2.75 x l0'3moUL - 1.96 x l0-3 mol/L
(these concentrations are from the November data)

B) carbonate deposition rate =
(Ca2*o*"",ruXaverage discharge)

6.3 x lff moVyr = (8 x l0amolllX7.8 x lS L/yr)

C) age of deposit =
(carbonate in depositflcarbonate deposition rate)

5500 yrs = (3.46 x lOe mol calcite)/(6.3 x lff mol calcitefn)

The mostlikely age of the depositis estimatedas 5500 years.

CHEMISTRY

The pH of the stream water (Figure 6) is contlolled by
twg reactions. When the degassing reaction @quation 1)

proceeds to the right, the pH increases. When the precipita-

tion reaction @quation 4) proceeds to the right, pH decreases.

The stream loses CO, over the entire sampling range, except

November 1986

o
spring

July 1987

1.ox1o-'

DISTANCE, km
Figure 6. Variation of Ca2'concenfiation along the sfieam
course.

Errors for pH, Ca2*, HCOt, Mgr., and Mn2. concentra-
tions are shown in the Table. Errors for Pco, and degree of
saturation are less than 35 percent and 33 percent, respec-
tively, of the value reported and are based on reported errors
from the Table. The greatest conribution to these errors was
from pH; arelatively small uncertainty in pH results in alarge
uncertainty in H* concentration.

DISCUSSION

PHYSICAL ASPECTS

The morphology of the valley floor suggests that there
are two travertine terraces filling the valley between the more
steeply sloping valley walls. The terrace upsfieam from the
waterfall is an area of very active fravertine deposition while
the terrace below the waterfall seems to be growing more
slowly. The sheam has migrated back and forth across the
valley floor to produce the terraces. The cascades build up
until the decreased gfadient forces the sfeam to change
course. The patrern of deposition is similar to a delta, for the
stream migrates lat€rally, and the cascades prograde down-
stream. Near the crest of the waterfall, the sream has eroded
to its present position with banks up to 2.4 m high. This
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Table. Stream-water chemistry data. SITE indicates distance downstream from datum (see Figure I for location of datum and
samples). All concentrations are reported in mg/L. C*',Mg}*, and Mn2'concentrationr 

".o6 
are1o. Volumetric errors,

graphical determination of equivalence, and pH errors contribute to reported HCe-enors.

Sample Site
(m)

Caz' HC03- Mgt' Mn2'Tt pfP
cc)

November 15, 1986
I 305
2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10

11

July 7, 1987

109.8r0.8
108.3r2.6
104.0t1.4
t02.3+t.2
r05.7t2.6
93.4x3.2
93.8+2.2
89.1+1.8
87.1+1.6
84.012.0
78.611.6

54.4+0.14
56.3fl.24
53.7+0.25
59.110.20
46.6t0.14
49.6t0.20
62.0t0.34
62.r+0.24
78.610.63
65.2X1.M
63.810.31

26r.8+124
257.4+12.4
252.3!r2.4
25r.6!12.4
249.4+12.4
250.8!12.4
235.5+t1.6
229.0!rr.6
222.4+1t.6
2t7.3+11.6
213.1+It.6

247.6!rr.8
249.0tr2.0
288.0il5.2
246.r!r2.2
243.9!12.2
232.6!tt.4
234.8+1r.6
223.5+11.4
228.2!12.0
2I1.8+tt.4
223.5+t2.4

10.5

10.0

9.0
8.5
8.0
7.0
7.0
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5

4U2
777
7%
811

822
832

1080
1222
1332
l5t7

81

397
399
796
811

822
884
9v

1080
1332
1517

r7.0
17.0
16.0
16.5
16.5

17.0
16.5
16.0
12.5

17.0
17.0

7.80
7.88
8.15
8.21
8.27
8.29
8.29
8.20
8.22
8.23
8.26

8.00
8.05
7.95
7.95
8.03
8.07
8.02
7.98
7.38
7.75
7.38

A
B
c
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

37.&0.42
37.7t0Jr
38.0!0.27
38.3r0.19
37.&0.28
36.9!0.25
36.3t0.23
36.8r0.21
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in the July data where there is an increase in Pco, immedi-
ately below the waterfall, in an attempt to reach equilibrium
with atmospheric Pco, (approximately 10-35 aftn; Figure 5).

The pH decrease below the waterfall indicates that this is the

only area where the precipitation reaction predominates over

the degassing reaction in conrolling pH.

lmmtolm 

-l
Figure 9. Schematic cross section through a cascade.

Figure 6 shows that the Ca2' concentration decreases

relatively slowly above the waterfall indicating low CaCO,
precipiadonrates, where the term rate refers !o the change of
the concenftation variable (pH, Pco' Ca2*, HCOI, degreeof
saturation) with respect to distance along the flow path.

These rates are indicatedby the slopes of the curves. Calcium

ions only enter the streirm through groundwater, and their
only sink is travertine deposition. Calcium leaves the stream

slowly except at the waterfall, indicating that most rapid

deposition in the system takes place around the waterfall. The

rapid decline in Ca2'coupled with the rapidpH drop nearthe

waterfall is caused by CaCO, precipitation @quation 4). The

precipitation rate downstream from the waterfall is relatively
slow. This observation is consistent with the studies of
Herman and L,orah (1987) and Lorah and Herman (ftis
volume), who found that the highest precipitation rate oc-

curred near a la'rge waterfall in Falling Spring Creek.

The behavior of the bicarbonate ion in solution roughly
parallels ttre behavior of Ca2', as shown in Figure 7. Down-
stream from the waterfall, the HCO; concentration varies

more than Ca2*. The HCO; concentration is controlled by
both COr loss (Equation 1) and CaCO, precipitation (Equa-

tion 4).
A degree of saturation value of one indicates saturation,

and values greater than one indicate supersaturation. The

stream waler is supersaturated from one to nine times in the

study area (Figure 8). The continual loss of COr in the

upstream reach results in the constantly increasing levels of

supersaturation upstrqlm from the waterfall. Herman and

hrah (1987) found similar behavior in a stream they exam-

ined, although they did not measure a significant decrease in
saturation below the waterfall. The rapidly decreasing super-

saturation at and below the waterfall at Falls Hollow indi-

cates that the solution precipitates a significant amount of
CaCQ as it flows over the waterfall.

The steep slope of the Ca2* concentration curve (Figure

6) near the waterfall shows that the gteatest amount of
precipitation occurs near the waterfall. Visual inspection of
the deposit also shows that the greatest precipitation has

occurredat the waterfall in thepast, for the thickestportion of
the deposit is located at the scarp face where the waterfall was

located in the past. The geatest amount of degassing occurs

well above the waterfall as shown in Figure 5. Because the

Pco, does not change as much near the waterfall as it does

upsEeam, the precipitation of travertine is not localized by

removal of CO, from the solution eittrer by degassing o the

atmosphere or by removal by photosynthetic organisms.

Thus, the algal filaments found in the fravertine appear

simply to be passively incorporated rather than to be a cause

of precipitation. This conclusion is consistent with the

observation by Hoffer-French and Herman (1989) that the

travertine at Falling Spring Run precipitates just as fast at

night, when CO, is not taken up by algae, as in the daytime.

It does allow the possibility that secretions from plants might

rap CaCO, particles that can furnish abundant subsrate onto

which more calcite can precipitate from solution as suggested

by Emeis and others (1987), although no evidence was

observed in hand sample or thin section that mosses were

incorporated into the travertine.
The precipitation of travertine occurs by a two-step

process. First, carbon dioxide is lost from the solution

according to Equation (l) which causes a pH increase leading

to supersaturation with respect to calcite. Then cacQ
precipitates according oo Equation (4) as encrustations and as

cascades orrimstone dams. Though the precipitation of some

travertine deposits appear to be significantly influenced by

biological agents (Chafetz and Folk, 1984; Weijermars and

others, 1986; Emeis and others, 1987; Dennen and others, this

volume; Love and Chafetz, this volume; Pentecost, this

volume), the main control on precipiation in the stream in

this study appears to be physicochemical rather than biologi-

cal. Chafetz and Folk (1984) suggest that lake travertines are

biologically precipitated. Weijermars and others (1986)

claim that a travertine terrace in central Spain is being formed

by biogenic processes, with mosses responsible for removing

CO, to produce CaCQ supersaturation. No evidence of sig-

nificant biological removal of CO, was found at Falls Hol-

low; most of the CO, is degassed upstrqrm from the large

waterfall. The sharp decline in dissolved calcium and in the

degree of saturation (Figures 6 and 8) show that ttre waterfall

is the site of most of the calcite deposition. Figure 5 shows

that degassing of CO, at the waterfall is insignificant, and

therefore biological removal of COr is probably not a major

:':1:1:;i;:^:^:';fi

LAYERED TRAVERTINE
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cause of rapid precipiation.
Emeis and othen (1987) argue that supersanration with

Ielryct to calcite by itself is insufficient, in some cases, ro
initiate precipitation of navertine. They suggest that the Ca2*
ions require a suitable (biological) subsrate in order to
precipiate even from a supersanrated solution. Although no
evidence was found in the stream or in the havertine atialls
Hollow that biological agents provide a substrate for CaCe
nucleation, we do agree that a calcite surface is an excelleni
subsrate for precipiation. Little CaCO" precipitales from
less turbulent slow-moving water where iontact of the water
with the calcite in ttre sides or bed of the stream is minimal.
More turbulent flow at cascades, however, allows most of the
solution to conbct the calcite substrate, thus accelerating
precipiation.
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CONCLUSIONS

Alttrough the carbonate-charged solutions apparently
enter this stream via diffuse groundwater flow through thl
stream bed, the chemical behavior and morphologicaichar_
acteristics of this deposit are quite similar to othir deposits
produced by solutions from springs. The large waterfall is the
dominant morphological feature of this Oeposit, and water_
falls which are considerably larger ttran nearby cascades
occur at many ftavertine deposits (Herman and Lorah, l9g7;
Goff and Shevenell, 1987; Herman and Hubbard, this vol_
ume). At this deposit, the greatest amount of precipitation
occrus aJ the waterfall resulting in a dramatic changi in rtre
water chemistry in the immediate area of the waterfall. The
changes in the solution chemisryof the sream atthis site are
qualitatively similar to those documented by Lorah and

!"** (this volume) for Falling Spring Creek and Hoffer_

lr_ench and Herman (this volume) for Falling Spring Run.
The localization of calcite precipitation at the cascades is
p.robably conrolled by the turbulent flow regime at these
sites.

Erosion presently predominates over precipitation of
ravertine in Falls Hollow and also seems to be significant at

9$3l ravertine deposirs in Virginia (Hubbard and orhen,
1985). It is not clear whether this erosion is ttre result of a
climatic change or a resulr of human activities such as
clearing land in the upstream reaches of a steam which
produces higher flood discharges. It seems likely that pres_
ervation of some tavertine deposits may be enhanced by
curbing surface water runoff in the upstream area.
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{BSTRACT

A suwey of 12 travertine-depositing streams in Virginia
established the chemical nature of the waters and their ffav-
ertine-marl deposits. The waters are primarily Ca-HCO"-
type and evolve in a downsream direction by Ce outgassing,
concomitant increases in pH, and calcite precipitation. The
greatest calcite precipitation, local2ed at the travertine build-
ups, occurs just downstream from the greatest CO" losses.
More recent ffavertine-marl has lower CaCO" contei-rts than
the older materials isolated from active deposi-tion. petrogra-
phic examination of some travertine showed a range of tex-
tures from fresh micritic material to significantly neomor-
phosed calcite. Abundant algae were identified on a number
of travertine samples. Chemical and hydrological processes,
however, can adequately explain the precipitation of calcite
from the sEeams in this study. Input of carbonate-rich water
from discrete springs or tributaries orfrom diffuse groundwa-
ter flow through sEeam beds usually is determined structur-
ally by the location of fractures or faults. This input of
carbonate-rich water is a critical conhol on the ultimate
formation of travertine.

INTRODUCTION

The deposition of calcium carbonate by freshwater qprings
and streams has received attention from researchers around
the world. Chemical, hydrological, and biological studies of
travertine deposits in Europe and Norttr America, including
some studies in Virginia, have been widely published. Our
work in Virginia includes an inventory of the travertine-marl
deposits in ttre State (Hubbard, 1985; Hubbard and others,
1985) and detailed geochemical and hydrological studies
conducted from 1984 to 1986 at two streams (Lorah and Her-
man. 1988 and this volume; Hoffer-French and Herman,
1989 and this volume).

With these earlier studies as a basis, we developed a
conceptual model of travertine-marl deposition in Virginia
streams. Travertine-marl deposits are found downstream

from locations of groundwater discharge from carbonate
bedrock. This groundwater discharge may take the form of
discrete springs that fully or partially feed the stream flow or
it may be in the form of diffuse input through the stream bed.
The emergence of groundwater, whether it is discrete or
diffuse, commonly is controlled structurally by faults and
fractures that provide permeable pathways for the upward
migration of groundwater in folded rock.

Groundwaterthat has circulated ttrough carbonate rocks
at depth issues onto the surface nearly in equilibrium with
respect to calcite and with a partial pressure of CO, that is
elevatedrelativeto theatmosphere. Carbon dioxide outgasses
from the water; the outgassing is enhanced by the hydrologi-
cal agiation of the flowing stream. The continued loss of CQ
as tltewaterflowsdownstream causes the solution tobecome
increasingly supersaturated with respect to calcite.

Calcite precipitation occurs at some distance down-
stream from the emergence of carbonate-rich groundwater.
A combination of factors influence the deposition of traver-
tine. Primarily, the water must reach a high degree of super-
saturation before significant calcite precipitation occurs. This
condition is typically met at a wat€rfall or cascade where
increased turbulence of the stream causes the highest Ce
outgassing rates. Additionally, an appropriate substrate
seems to be a factor in localizing calcite precipitation. Sub-
strates can be previously precipitated calcite, mosses or
algae, or other inorganic or organic surfaces occurring in the
stream bed.

Travertine initially forms on an obstruction in tlte stream
bed, such as a bedrcck ledge or a fallen tree, that increases the
turbulence of stream flow. Travertine accumulation on tle
obstruction causes even more turbulence and furttrer en-
hances tavertine deposition. Thus, travertine buildups are
formed by a self-perpetuating prccess. Deposition of traver-
tine on a buildup and the simultaneous accumulation of
carbonate-rich sediments (marl) immediately upstream from
the buildup reduce the gradient of the upstream segment until
it is unable to accommodate high sneam flow. High sEeam
flow either erodes tlre Favertine buildup or results in the
lateral migration of the stream to form a channel with a
steeper gradient. Thus, tle migrating stream forms a series of
transverse travertine buildups with associated upstream marl
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accumulations.
Thepresent investigation is a synoptic examination of 12

travertine-depositing sreams in Virginia (Figure 1). Sam-
pling of water was designed !o test our hypothesis that the
input of carbonate-rich water, whether from a discrete spring
or from diffuse flow, has a critical effect on ttre formation of
travertine and that the location of the input is commonly
determined by faults or fractures. Sampling of travertine-
marl materials was designed to elucidate the constancy of
depositional conditions over time. Some additional informa-
tion on the isotopic composition of the sEeam waten, tlte
petrographic description of ravertine, and the identification
of algae from several sites was provided by our colleagues.
This information is included o describe further the traver-
tine-depositing stream systems in Virginia.
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Figure 1. Locations of travertine-depositing sEeams in
Virginia sampled in the course of this study (dots). The
Falling Spring Creek (FSC) site (open circle) was sampled
only for petrographic, isotopic, and biologic analyses.

SITE DESCRIPTIONS

The James site (JAM, Figure 2) is located in the Ashby
Gap quadrangle in Clarke County. Travertine-depositing
waters rise from a spring in interbedded limestone and
dolomite rocks mapped as the Elbrook Formation and situ-
ated on tlte eastern limb of ttre Franklintown syncline
(Gathright and NysFom, 197 4). Intermittent surface drain-
age originating upstream from the spring is present only after
extended periods of precipitation (Jarnes, 1987, personal

communication). The first of the travertine buildups is situ-
ated approximately 460 m downstre:rm from the spring. Marl
accumulations that extend upstream from this travertine
buildup result in a broad, flat valley fill. Travertine can be
observed along the sEeam from State Road 621 to the Sh-
enandoah River and approximately 80 m east of the stream in
an embankment along State Road 621.

The Hamburg site (HAM, Figure 3) is located in the
Hamburg quadrangle in Page County. Carbonate-rich waters

Figure 2. A portion of the Ashby Gap 7.5-minute quadrangle

illustrating the James site (JAM), Clarke County. Water-
sample locations are indicated by dots, travertine-sample
locations by triangles, and the ftavertine buildup by a double-
pointed arrow. The geology is modified from Gathrightand
Nystrom Q97$: ? alluvium; t terrace deposit; €co
Conococheague Formation; €e Elbrook Formarion; €wb
Waynesboro Formation; r fault trace with D -
downthrown side and U - upthrown side.

enter Mill Creek at a few small springs and by diffuse flow
from the folded and faulted carbonaterocks of the Beekman-
town Formation. Travertine can be seen in the form of highly
erodedledges and rimstonedams in Mill Creek (describedin
Allen, 1967). A few oncolites have been observed in this
stream.

The Arbagast site (ARB, Figure 4) is located in the
Timberville quadrangle in Rockingham County. Carbonate-
rich waters rise from a spring in the Chepultepec Dolomite
(Brent, 1960). The spring waters mix with a very small
surface stream which flows along the strike of the bedrock to

the Shenandoah River. The small stream has incised marl and

an associated travertine buildup approximately 230 m down-
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Figure3. AportionoftheHamburgT.5-minutequadrangleillustratingtheHamburgsite(IIAM),
Page County. Water-sample locations are indicated by dots and the travertine-sample location by
a triangle. The geology is modified from Allen (1967): o alluvium; t terrace deposiq Omb
Martinsburg Formation; Oe Edinburg Formation; Oln Lincolnshire and New Market for-
mations; Ob Beekmantown Formation; 

- 

fault trace with T - hanging-wall rocks.

Figure4. A portion of the Timberville 7.5-minutequadrangle
illustrating the Arbagast site (ARB), Rockingham County.
Water-sample locations are indicated by dots, travertine-
sample locations by triangles , and the large havertine buildup
by a double-pointed arrow. The geology is modified from
Brent(1960): Ob BeekmantownFormation; Och Chepul-
tepec Dolomite; €co Conococheague Formation.

Figure 5. A portion of ttre Staunton 7.5-minute quadrangle il-
lusftatingthe Quicks Mill site (QUI), AugustaCounty. Water-
sample locations are indicated by dots, travertine-sample
locations by triangles, and fravertine buildups by double-
pointed anows. The geology is modified from Rader (1967):
Ob Beekmantown Formation; Ost Stonehenge Limestone;
€co Conococheague Formation; €e Elbrook Formation;
b brcccia; r faulttracewithT-hanging-wallrocks.
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stream from the spring. Other smaller travertine buildups
occur along the remaining 490 m of the stream course to the
Shenandoah River.

The Quicks Mill site (QUI, Figure 5) occurs along
Falling Spring Run in the Staunton quadrangle in Augusta
County. Carbonate-rich waters rise from springs in the
carbonate rocks mapped at the contact of ttre Elbrook and
Conococheague formations. These rocks comprise the hang-
ing wall of the Staunton fault (refened to as the Pulaski-
S[aunton fault by Rader , L967). A number of small fibutar-
ies mix with the spring waters along the course of Falling
SpringRun (Hoffer-French and Herman, tiis volume). There
are tlree major travertine buildups and associated marl
accumulations (Collins, 192). An incised travertine rem-
nantstands 3 m above the current stream level approxi
mately 150 m above the stream's junction with the Middle
River. The remnant strucn[e is the former site of the final
cascade series into the Middle River and caps a wide shelter
cave overlooking the river. The crrrent strqrm tract bifur-
cates and forms twin cascades into the Middle River to the
eastof the shelter cave (see cover, bottom middle photograph
for western-most terminal cascade). Travertine-marl materi-
als were commercially worked for agricultural lime from
l92l ta 1945 (Sweet and Hubbard, this volume).

The Folly Mills site (MIL, Figure 6) is situated in the
Stuarts Draft andGreenville quadrangles in Augusta County.
Carbonate-rich waters move up along the Staunton fault and
enter Folly Mills Creek by small springs and diffuse flow
through the stream bed. Some carbonate-rich waters enter the
creek as it flows across carbonate footwall rocks mapped as

the Conococheague, Stonehenge (Chepultepec Dolomite of
Rader, 1967), ud Beekmantown formations. Travertine-
marl materials are depositedalong 640 m ofFolly Mills Creek
in the vicinity of Folly Mills (Rader , 1967).

The Warm Springs site (WAR, Figure 7) is located in the
Warm Springs quadrangle in Bath County. Travertine-
depositing waters with temperatures in excess of 35oC rise at
springs in the Middle Ordovician limestone in the core of the
Warm Springs anticline. The Warm Springs are situated
along a transverse lineament, visible on LANDSAT imagery
(Gathright, 1981). Gathright (1981) suggesr€d ttrat the ther-
mal springs are a result of deep groundwater circulation in
vertical fracture zones that are expressed as lineaments. A
small travertine buildup, formerly evident at the junction of
the discharge from the Warm Springs and Warm Springs Run
in early 1985, was desroyed by the November 1985 flood.
Thin travertine coatings were observed within ttre last three
yqrs on rocks in the run from Warm Springs.

The Glenn Falls site (GLE, Figure 8) is located in the
Vesuvius quadrangle in Augusta and Rockbridge counties.
Carbonate-rich water associated with the Fairfield fault en-
ters Marl Creek by diffuse flow and small springs from the
folded carbonate rocks of the Conococheague Formation in
the hanging wall. Travertine buildups and associated marl
deposits are situated approximately 530 m downstream along

lvlarl Creek from U.S. Highway 11. There are one 7-m and

two 3-m buildups; the largest one is known locally as Glenn
Falls (see cover, top middle photograph). These deposits

were extensively altered by flood waters resulting from
Hurricane Camille in 1969 (T. M. Gathright, II, 1984, per-

sonal communication) which also desroyed an old mill
located at the top of Glenn Falls.

The Moores Creek site (MOO, Figure 9; see cover,
bottom right photograph) is sinuted in the Vesuvius quad-

rangle in Rockbridge County. Carbonate-rich water rises

from springs and by diffuse flow from folded carbonate rocks
of the Stonehenge and Conococheague formations in the
hanging wall of the Fairfield fault Travertine-marl features
include a 6-m-thick incised deposit of marl located 300 m
southwest of the intersection of State Road706 and Moores
Creek. Incised marls are just upstream from travertine build-
ups ttrat are 3 m and 20 m high. Approximately 180 m farther
downstream is a travertine buildup that is 14 m high. Down-
stream from it, incised banks of Eavertine and mad as much

as 6 m thick are exposed for 120 m along Moores Creek. Both
the 20- and l4-m-high buildups are developed on pre-exist-
ing cascades of ConococheagueFormation rocks. These falls
were largely stripped of ttreir travertine deposits by flood
wat€rs associated with Hurricane Camille in 1969. P.C.
Lucas (1984, penonal communication) estimated that only
20 percentof the travertineremains atthe Moores CreekFalls
after this destructive event. Extensive research on this site
was carried out prior to this storm event by Steidtmann
(19?4a,I934b,1935a,1935b, 1935c, 1936), who refened to
the site as Wilson Creek or Wilson Falls Creek. The stream
is named Wilson Falls Run on the 1894 Lexington 30-minute
topographic map.

The Falls Hollow site (FAL, Figure 10) is located in the
Ironto quadrangle in Montgomery County. Carbonate-rich
waters rise in small springs and as diffuse flow from Max
Meadows-type breccias in the hanging-wall rocks of the
Pulaski fault (Salem fault of Cooper, 1 96 1 ). Numerous small
travertine rimstone buildups are found along the stream in
addition to a I 5-m-high buildup that extends across the valley
730 m up Falls Hollow from its inienection with the North
Fork of the Roanoke River. Agricultural lime was commer-
cially produced by calcining travertine from the site during
1939 to 1940 (Sweetand Hubbard, this volume). Additional
research was carried out on this depositby Kirby andRimstidt
(this volume).

The mound site (MOU, Figure 11) is located above Den
Creek in the honto quadrangle in Montgomery County.
Travertinedepositing waters rise as a small spring along
State Road 641 and have deposited a 9-m-high hemi-dome
buildup. Thespring issuesfrom Max Meadows-typebreccias
in the hanging-wall rocks of the Pulaski fault (Salem fault of
Cooper, 196l). This site was apparently a part of the
Montgomery White Sulfur Springs resort in the I 880s. These
travertine-marl materials were commercially wo*ed for ag-
ricultural lime in the 1930s by R.N. LanE (Sweet and Hub-
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Figure 7. A portion of the Warm Springs 7.5-minute quad-

rangleillusradngtheWarm Springs site(WAR),BathCounty.
Water-sample locations are indicated by dots and navertine-
sample locations by tiangles. The geology is modified from
R. S. Edmundson (1935, Virginia Division of Mineral Re-

sources Field Map Files): Srh Rose Hill Formation; Stu
Tuscarora Sandstone; Oi Juniata Formation; Omb
lvlartinsburg Formation; Ols Middle Ordovician limestones.

(.
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bard, this volume).
The Shawsville site (SHA, Figure 12) is located along

Spring Branch in the Elliston and konto quadrangles in
Montgomery County. Carbonate-rich waters rise in springs

and by diffuse flow from the Max Meadows-type bneccias

comprising the hanging wall of thePulaski fault(Salem fault
of Cooper, 1961). The breccia rangos from large fractured

blocks of massive dolomite to autobrecciated shaley dolo-
mite to thoroughly crushed and macerated carbonale rock.
The upper reaches of Spring Branch traverse the fault that
defines the Christiansburg window (Broughton, 1971; not

shown in Figure l2). Travertine-marl features include small
rimstone buildups and a 3.6-m-high travertine buildup lo-
cated 381 m upstream from its junction with the South Fork
of the Roanoke River. Downstream from the travertine
buildup ttre sream crosses a fault (Figure 1 2) where the Rome

shale is in con[act with the breccia.
The Falling Spring Creek site (FSC, Figure 1) is located

in Alleghany County in the Covington quadrangle. Falling
Spring Creek originates at Falling Spring, a series of springs,

where the carbonate-rich waters of Warm River Cave rise to

the surface through breakdown downsEeam from the cave.

Warm River Cave and Falling Spring have developed in the

Middle Ordovician limesione at the southwestem end of the

Warm Spring anticline @ader and Gathright, 1984). Traver-

tine-marl deposits occurapproximately 0.95 km downstream

from Falling Spnng where the sream breaches steeply diP
ping beds of the Tuscarora sandstone. Falling Spring Creek

has deposited travertine-marl along the 4.3-km flow path

from the sandstone beds to the Jaclson River. The largest of
the travertine buildups is a 20-m waterfall located 229 m

downstream from the Tuscarora sandstone lnickpoint (cover,

i'r*
/'),Vfi'':

Figure 6. Portions of the Greenville and Stuarts Draft 7.5-minute quadrangles illusfiating the Folly Mills site (MIL),
Augusta County. Waler-sample locations are indicated by dots, travertine and marl sample locations by triangles, and

the large travertine buildup by a double-pointod anow. The geology is modified from Rader (1967): Ob Beekman-

townFormation; Ost Stonehengelimestone; €co ConococheagueFormation; €e ElbrookFormation; b brecci4
r fault trace with T - hanging-wall rocks.
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Figure 8. Aportion of the Vesuvius 7.5-minute quadrangle
illustrating the Glenn Falls site (GLE) in Augusta and Rock-
bridge counties. Water-sample locations are indicated by
dots, travertine-sample locations by triangles, and travertine
buildups by double-pointed arrows. The geology is modified
from Werner (1966) by E. K. Rader: Oe Edinburg Forma-
tion; Oln Lincolnshire and New Market limestones; Ob
Beekmantown Formation; Ost Stonehenge Limestone;
€co ConococheagueFormation; r faulttracewittr
T - hanging-wall rocks.

$ t.//,

b t/r)
F

Figure 9. Aportion of the Vesuvius 7.5-minute quadrangle

illusrating theMoores Creek site (MOO),RockbridgeCounty.

Water-sample locations are indicated by dots, travertine-
sample locations by triangles, and fravertine buildups by
double-pointedarrows. The geology is modified fromWemer
(1966)byE. K. Raden Ob BeekmantownFormation; Ost
Stonehenge Limestone; €co Conococheague Formation;
Ge ElbrookFormation; r faulttracewith T-hang-
ing-wall rocks.
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Figure 10. A portion of the hono 7.5-minute quadrangle il-
lustrating the Falls Hollow site (FAL), Montgomery County.
Water-sample locations are indicated by dots, tavertine-
sample locations by riangles, and the major travertine buildup
by a double-pointed arrow. The geology is modified from
Broughton (1971): Omb Martinsburg Formation; Oba
BaysFormation; b MaxMeadowstypebreccia; r fault
trace with T - hanging-wall rocks.

Figure 1 1. A portion of the Ironto ?.5-minute quadrangle il-
lustrating the mound site (MOLI), Montgomery County. The
water-sample locations are indicated by dots, kavertine-
sample locations by riangles, and the fravertine buildup by a

double-pointed zurow. The geology is modified from
Broughton (197I): Omb MartinsburgFormation; b Max
Meadows type breccia; r fault trace with T - hanging-
wall rocks.
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Figure 12. Portions of the honto and Elliston 7.5-minute quadrangles illustrating the
Shawsville site (SHA), Montgomery County. The water-sample locations are indicated
by dots, the travertine-sample locations by tiangles, and the travertine buildup by a
double-pointed arrow. The geology is modified from Broughton (1971) and Butts
(1933): €r RomeFormation; b Max Meadows typebreccia; 

- 
faulttrace

with tick mark indicating ttre direction of dip.
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and others, 1976), by means of an interactive program for
generating input files (Moses and Herman, 1986). Based on

thermochemical data, WATEQF calculates the activities of
all species in solution and the saturation state of the water with
respect to mineral phases.

The saturation index for calcite (SI") is the logarithm of
the ratio of the ion activity product to the equilibrium solubil-
ity product at the sample temperature. The value of the

saturation index indicates whether the solution is undersatu-

rated (negative SI"), supersaturated (positive SI"), or at equi-
librium (SI" = 0) wittr respect to calcite. Given the errors in
the pH values, the Ca2* and HCO; concentrations, and tlte

thermodynamic data, the SI. values can be reported to +0.05

units. The theoretical CO, partial pressure @cor) of a hlpo-
thetical gas phase with which the water sample is in equilib-
rium is also calculated by WATEQF, using the ionic strength ,

HCO; concenfiation, and pH of the sample. The stream

samples are considered to be supersaturated with carbon

dioxide if Pco, values are greater than the normal atmos-

pheric Pco, of 103'50 affi. The error in calculated log Pco,
values is +0.03.

RESULTS

TRAVERTINE-MARL

The two types of travertine samples, active and relict,
collected at each site have different compositions (Table 1).

The active ftavertine and marl materials have an average

calcium carbonate (CaCO) content of 89.84 percent by
weight, with values ranging from 7 5. 56 to 97. 1 2 percent, and

an average magnesium carbonate (MgCOr) content of 1.53

percent, with values ranging from 0.84 to 2.00 percent. Relict
travertine aveclges 94.95 percent CaCO, content by weight,
with a range of values from 90.45 to 98.14 percent; the

average MgCO, content is I.44 percent, with a range of
values from 0.47 ta 2.07 percent. In general, the relict
travertines are higher in CaCO, and contain less noncarbon-

ate detrital constituents (SiO2, ALO3, F"P' IlO and TiOr)
than more recent travertine and marl materials.

BIOTA

A number of algae, including dratoms, ttrat live on
travertine were identified from several Virginia streams
(Table 2; Allan Pentecost, 1988, written communication).
The samples from FAL and FSC showed only sparse life.
Algae were significant in the MOU and JAM samples but

diversity was limited. Diatoms and algae were abundant in

QUI, MIL, and GLE samples. Mosses were significant in one

sample from MIL.

WATER

Temperanres of travertinedepositing waters range from

a high value of 33oC, for ttre thermal waters at WAR' to

intermediate values of I 3 .0 to 2 1 .0"C , measurements made in
September, to low values of 9.0 to 12.0"C, measurements

made in November (Table 3). The differences in tempera-

tures among the samples collected ateach site are always less

than 4"C.
Spring and stream waters all have pH values between

7.09 and 8.42 (Table 3). The lowest values are observed at

springs: 7.56 atQUI, 7.62 atWAR, 7.28 atJAM,7.25 atARB'
and 7.09 at MOU. All non-thermal stream waters have pH

values gteater than 8.04 except the upstream sample at QUI
and the nibutary sample at MIL. The pH values for the run

below Warm Springs are lower at7.72 to 7.85. The general

trendfor samples from the same siteis an increase inpH in the

downstream direction.
Conductivity values (Table 3) and total dissolved solids

concentrations (Table 4) indicate that many of these water

samples are gtossly similar. The thermal waters at the WAR
site are distinctly different from all the others; they are the

most concentrated of all of the waters . The waters at FAL and

MOU are almost uts concentrated as the WAR samples. The

waters at the other eight study sites are less concentrated, and

roughly in order ofdecreasing solute concentrations they are:

SHA, ARB, JAM, QUI, MIL, HAM, GLE, ANd MOO.
All the non-thermal waters sampled in this study are of

the calcium-bicarbonate type (Table 3). Calcium, the domi-

nant cation, averages72.9 mg& and has a range from 58.2 to

90.5 m/L in ttre 30 non-thermal samples. In general, waters

atJAM, SHA, MOU, andFAL have slightly higher concen-

trations of Ca2* than samples from QUI, MIL, GLE, MOO,

HAM, and ARB. The WAR samples, at l07.4 to 114.5 mg/

L, have the highest Ca2* concentration of all the samples.

Magnesium is the second most abundant cation, ranging from

15.8 to 43.3 mglL. Samples from QUI, MIL, ARB, SHA,

MOU, and FAL have higher concentrations of Mgz* than

those from GLE, MOO, WAR, JAM, and HAM.
Sodium concentrations range from 0. 5 1 mg/L at MOU to

8.43 mg/L at GLE, but all the rest of the samples fall between

1.55 and 7.77 mglL (Iable 3). In general, GLE, MOO, and

JAM have the highestNa* concentrations, MIL, WAR, HAM,
and SHA are intermediate, and QUI, ARB' and FAL are

lowest. Potassium values for the non-thermal samples span

a range from 0.93 to 4.68 mg/L, again from MOU and GLE,
respectively. Waters from MIL, GLE, and MOO have greater

concentrations of K* than the other non-thefmal samples. The

samples from WAR, atl0.52to 11.34 mg/L, have more than

twice as much Kt in them than any other samples.

Bicarbonate is the dominant anion in all samples except

those from WAR in which sulfate is more abundant (Table 3).

The HCO; concentration averages 322.6 mglL tor rhe non-

thermal samples and ranges from 232.8 n 435.1 mgfu.
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Table2' The biota of several travertine-depositing streams. All identifications were provided by Allan pentecost (19gg, written
communication).

Name
Occurrence

55

Type

The James site (JAM)

Phoridium
Vaucheria

Falling Spring Run, Quicks Mill site (eUI)

Sample A
P ho rmidium i ncr us tatum
Schizothrix calcicola
Oocardium stratum
Cymbella
Achnanthes

Sample B
P hormidium incrustatum
Navicula angusta
Vaucluria

Folly Mills Creek (MIL)

moss

Phormidium incrasmtum
C yntb e ll a naviculiformi s
Nitszchia sp.

Marl Creek, Glenn Falls (GLE)

Samples A and B
Cladophora glornerata
Gongrosira incrustans
Phormidium incrwtatum
Gomphonemn
Diatoma

The Falls Hollow site (FAL)

P ho rmidium inc rust atum

The mound site (MOU)

Vaucluria

Falling Spring Creek (FSC)

Cocconeis sp.
Synedra sp.

green alga
Xanthophyceae

blue-green alga
blue-green alga
green alga
diatom
diatom

blue-green alga
diatom
Xanthophyceae

MOSS

blue-green alga
diatom
diatom

green alga
green alga
blue-green alga
diatom
diatom

blue-green alga

Xanthophyceae

diatom
diatom

(empty sheaths only)
(no live material)

maJor component

abundant
abundant

major component
abundant
(sterile)

predominant
abundant
abundant

abundant

(epiphytic on C ladophora)

(no live material)

very scarce
very scarce

mrnor
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Table4. Calculatedparametersdescribingthechemicalcompositionofthetravertine-depositingwaters. Chargeerrorindicates
the quality of the analyses. TDS stands for total dissolved solids. Saturation indices are reported for calcite (SI"), aragonite
(SIo), dolomit€ (SIJ, and gypsum (SIJ. All rarios are molar rarios.

57

Sample Charge TDS
name enor (Vo)

log Pco, SI" SIo SIo SIo
(me/L)

CalNag NaK CVSO.

JAM spr
JAM bfall

HAM strn
HAMafall
HAM bfall

ARB spr
ARB bfdl

QUI strm

QUI spr

QUI afall
QUI bfall

MIL aflt
MIL trib
MIL brec
MIL afall
MILbfall

WAR spr
WAR run
WAR strm

GLE aflt
GLEbflt
GLE bfall

MOO rib
MOO srm
MOO afall
MOO bfall

FAL brec
FAL afall
FAL bfall

MOU spr

SHA brec
SHA afall
SIIA bfall

1.78
1.19

3.34
2.99
2.54

-0.9s
3.00

-1.08
r.t7
3.99
2.82

3.53
2.88
3.74
2.55
3.24

-3.40
-5.30
-r.97

-2.45
2.2r
4.39

3.24
rr.26
7.49
4.7r

-2.05
-1.58
-3.r7

-0.34

5.48
5.87
5.24

475.2
455.8

398.9
403.1
409.7

467.2
476.r

456.4
467.4
472.0
436.r

424.3
423.9
435.7
435.0
433.7

594.8
599.0
601.9

387.3
401.5
4M.6

425.9
3&.7
365.7
346.2

528.0
628.r
568.3

579.r

539.0
522.3
517.9

-1.87
-2.90

-2.65
-2.67
-2.79

-1.81
-2.6

-2.08
-2.09
-2.69
-2.99

-2.99
-2.46
-2.85
-2.97
-3.02

-2.32
-2.43
-2.56

-2.80
-2.88
-2.92

-2.74
-2.76
-3.1I
-3.09

-2.6r
-2.52
-2.70

-1.55

-2.6
-2.79
-2.t7

+0.08
+1.07

+0.72
+0.82
+0.87

-0.03
+0.94

+0.26
+0.32
+0.94
+1.12

+1.09
+0.58
+0.99
+1.09
+1.09

+0.47
+0.55
+0.71

+0.84
+0.94
+0.97

+0.84
+0.76
+1.09
+0.95

+0.85
+0.89
+0.89

-0.01

+0.91
+0.98
+0.95

-2.r9
-2.22

-2.62
-2.73
-2.6r

-2.69
-2.58

-3.27
-3.16
-3.02
-3.06

-2.69
-2.79
-2.72
-2.7r
-2.75

-1.10
-1.10
-1.09

-2.63
-2.6r
-2.62

-2.5r
-2.62
-2.68
-2.70

-2.50
-1.84
-1.90

-2.30

-0.07 -0.36
+0.92 +1.70

+0.58 +1.31
+0.67 +1.39
+0.73 +1.62

-0.18 -0.23
+0.79 +1.65

+0.11 +0.44
+0.17 +0.45
+0.78 +1.63
+0.97 +2.09

+0.94 +2.14
+0.43 +0.97
+0.84 +1.82
+0.94 +2.01
+0.94 +2.02

+0.34 +0.71
+0.42 +0.89
+0.57 +1.18

+0.70 +1.51
+0.79 +1.69
+0.82 +1.59

+0.69 +1.35
+0.62 +1.20
+0.94 +1.83
+0.80 +1.55

+0.70 +1.39
+0.74 +1.63
+0.73 +1.68

-0.16 -0.26

+4.76 +1.63
+0.82 +1.78
+0.80 +1.12

3.03 4.30
2.82 3.47

1.40
r.38

-2.23
-2.26
-2.26

1.56 1.40 1.87

2.06 2.58 2.45
r.52 2.5r 2.r2

r.42 2.63 t.73
1.86 1.r3 1.84

r.2r 2.38 2.33
r.47 2.9r l.CI
1.70 2.30 1.88

1.45 1.90 2.07

1.31 2.r8 2.13
1.53 0.882 r.45
1.55 t.97 1.86

1.56 1.65 r.79
r.37 r.94 1.86

2.86 0.616 0.0187
2.74 0.594 0.0182
2.8r 0.498 0.A244

1.85 2.26 3.13
1.85 2.36 3.53
2.34 3.36 4.16

2.20
2.5r
2.65
2.4r

1.59
t.2l
r.02

1.51

1.33

t.27
1.31

3.11 3.34
3.23 5.43
2.9r 4.77
3.13 4.88

1.78 0.517
2.68 0.0803
2.2r 0.07&

0.933 0.239

2.33 r.32
2.61 1.48

2.67 1.48
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Table 5. Chemical composition of water samples collected for isotopic analysis. Site names are defined in fte text. Within each

site group, the samples are ordered upstream to downstream. All ion concen8ations are reported in units of mg/L.

Sample
name

Collection
date

Cond. pH

GS/cm)

NaMgTemp.

fc)
Hcq Ca K sq cl NO,

QUI spr

QUImid
QUIbfall

FAL afall
FAL bfdl

FSC sp
FSC afall
FSC bfall

r0-7-87
10-7-87
1G7-87

10-10-87
10-r0-87

10-10-87
10-10-87
10-10-87

309 7.42
335 8.37
- 8.43

410 7.94

391 8.39

975 7.45
890 8.32
850 8.37

7r.9 29.3

67.1 28.4

63.5 28.4

87.0 40.0
72.2 4r.5

tA2 2.5r
2.r9 3.61
2.M 3.75

1.87 47.05
1.81 46.35

16.02 315.4
16.94 312.0
16.48 316.8

1.53 5.02
4.M 4.26
4.75 4.59

1.40 0.80
1.30 0.75

3.60 <0.50
3.50 <0.50
3.62 <0.50

14.8
t4.7
t4.4

14.0
13.0

36r.2
350.2
339.r

438.1
405.7

339.2
328.2
305.1

1.70
2.95
3.r6

2.26
2.32

r59.2
155.1

r48.4

26.3
23.6
2r.8

32.r 4.58
32.r 4.05
31.5 446

Table 6. Isotopic composition and calculated parameters of the travertine-depositing waters. Isotopic compositions

are report€d in the standard 6 notation ; carbon is expressed relative to the PDB standard and oxygen is expressed relative

to the SMOW standard. The isotopic analyses were provided by Henry S. Chafez (1988, written communication).

Charge error indicates the quality of the analyses. TDS stands for total dissolved solids. Saturation indices are reported

for calcite (SI"), aragonite (SIA), dolomite (SI), and gypsum (SD. All ratios are molar ratios.

SIo SIo SIo CalMg NalK CVSqSample
name

13C r8O Charge TDS log Pco, SI"

f/*) ('/*) error (Vo) (mglL)

QUI spr

QUI mid
QUI bfall

FAL afall
FAL bfall

FSC spr
FSC afall
FSC bfall

-1.94 +0.21
-2.92 +1.09
-3.00 +1.10

-2.40 +0.83
-2.90 +1.14

-r.95 +0.58
-2.88 +1.35
-2.97 +1.33

-11.950 -7.798 0.10 414.6

-rr.459 -7.752 -L.t7 463.2
-10.401 -7.972 -r.29 449.3

-11.051 -7.45r -2.76 618.5
-10.148 -7.372 -3.37 5',7r.9

n.a. -8.061 -4.41 870.1
-2.697 -8.213 -4.28 851.9
-3.065 -8.223 4.87 826.3

+0.06 +0.24 -3.15 1.49

+0.93 +2.01 -3.03 1.43

+0.95 +2.06 -3.03 1.36

+0.68 +1.53 -1.86 1.32

+0.99 +2.22 -1.93 r.06

+0.44 +0.85 -0.93 3.01

+1.21 +2.37 -0.94 2.93

+1.18 +231 -0.94 2.86

2.M 1.65

2.29 3.33
2.61 3.43

r.4r 0.0806
2.r8 0.0760

0.486 0.0309
0.407 0.030{
0.460 0.0308

observed for the non-thermal spring samples at QUI (10-z'oq

atm), JAM (10"'tr am), ARB (lortt atm), and MOU (l0t'ss
atm). In general, within a set of samples collected at one site,

the Pco, decreases for downstream samples. The smallest
values are observed from the samples collected below the

waterfalls.
Thirty-one of the water samples collected for this study

are supersaturated with respect to calcite (Table 4). The
remaining two samples, the springs at the ARB and MOU

sites, are in equilibrium with calcite. Saturation indices (SQ
for the supersaturated samples range from +0.08 to +1. 12, or
from 1.2 to 13 times supersaturated. The springs at QUI,
WAR, and JAM have some of the lowest supersaturation

values. For most sets of samples collected from a single site,

the waters become more supersaturated in the downstream

direction. For two sites, MOO and SHA, the stream compo-

sition has shifted back toward equilibrium in the sample

farthest downstream.
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The spring waters atJAM, ARB, and MOU are slightly
undersaturated with respect uo aragonite and dolomite; all the
other samples are supersaturated (Table 4). All the waters are
undersaturated with respect to gypsum, altlough the samples
from WAR are the least undersa0rated, reflecting their high
Ca2' and SQl concenhations.

The water samples collected for isotopic analysis at eUI,
FAL, and FSC in 1987 (Table 5) are chemically similar o
other samples collectedatthosesites in thepast (Table 3, this
study; Hoffer-French and Herman, this volume; Kirby and
Rimstidt, this volume; Lorah and Herman, this volume). The
isotopic composition (Table 6) of dissolved carbon is dis-
tinctly heavier atFSC (6r3C from -2.69j Ia -3.065 '/-), which
is fed by thermal springs, than at eUI (-11.950 to
-10.401 "/*) and ar FAL (-11.051 to -t0.l4g o/*). The non_
thermal water samples have carbon isotopic compositions
that are typical for groundwaters in carbonate bedrock. Their
composition (613C = -ll '/*) reflects approximately equal
input of carbon from the dissolution of calcite in marine
limestones (613C = 0"/-) andfrom dissolution of Cegener_
ated from the microbial degradation of organic matter in soils
(613C = -22"1-) @earson and [danshaw, 1920). The oxygen
isotope ratios in the three stream waters are more similar to
one another. The 6180 values all ranged between -7.372 and
-8.223 "/*, with FSC samples being ttre lightest and FAL
samples being the heaviest (Table 6).

DISCUSSION

TRAVERTINE-MARL

The generalized rend of highercarbonate contents in tle
relict travertine specimens and higher amounts of noncarbon_
ate detrital constituents in the active, or more recenl fiaver_
tine-mad sperimens is conEary to expectations. One would
expect older materials, which have been removed from con_
tact with the depositional system, to have undergone a loss of
carbonate through weathering and a relative apparent in_
crease in the concentrations of the less soluble noncarbonate
detrital consrituents. Current findings (Table l) suggest a
decreased level of carbonate precipiation occurring in the
streams, a higher level of noncarbonateclastic sediment in the
streams, or a combination of both conditions. Unfortunately
we have no data on precipitation rates or composition of
Virginia's stream-deposited travertine-marls from 5000 or
even 100 years ago.

The geochemical observations of this study and of sev_
eral other reports in this volume (Hoffer-French and Herman;
Kirby and Rimstidt; Lorah and Herman) indicate that consid_
erable amounts of calcite are being deposited by a number of
streams at the present time. Active favertine deposition has
been quantified at Falling Spring Creek, Alleghiny County,

Virginia (Lorah and Herman, this volume). As much as
0.6 cm of calcite precipitated on calcite seed crystals and
hardware cloth cages that were left in Falling Spring Creek
for a two-month period in the late summer of 1984. Calcite
alsoprecipiaed during other months. Banded travertine was
collected from a relict deposit of travertine located in the
vicinity of Falling Spring Falls along State Road 640, 1g0 m
westof the intersection of StateRoad640 andU.S. Highway
220. The tavertine bands, ranging from 0.5 to 1.4 cm in
thickness, are thought to representyearly cycles ofcarbonate
deposition.

Most travertine deposits show the predominance of
erosion over deposition today. Steidtmann (193b and 1936)
suggested thatthe adventof land cultivation is responsible for
the demise of havertine deposition at the Moores Creek site.
He hypothesized that muddy waters reduce the extent of algae
and moss that provided a framework for calcite deposition
and that subsequent floods have entrenched the deposits.

The idea that ttre character of tle travertine-marl deposits
has drastically changed in the last 200 years is plausible.
There are reports of extensive damage to certain deposits by
floods associated wittr Hurricane Camille in 1969. The
writen witnessed extensive damage to ftavertine-marl sites
as aresultof storms dtring 1984 and 1985. If travertine-marl
deposition has declined since a different climatic period 500,
1000, ormore years in thepast, a numberof sites would have
been all but lost to flood damage.

Even more pervasive ttran flood damage are the effects
ofagricultural activities in Virginia. Soil erosion provides an
increased load of non-carbonate clastic debris to streams.
This clastic sediment has buried aavertine-marl deposits
locally, diluted carbonate precipiates actively forming de-
posits, and abrasively scoured other deposits. Among the
sites we have studied, we have not found the contemporary
deposition of extensive marl materials containing more than
85 percent carbonate. All significant active marl deposits
concain lenses and interlayers rich in non-carbonate sedi-
ments. Extensive relict marl deposits of more than 85 percent
CaCO' however, are common (Sweet and Hubbard, this
volume).

Agriculture and other human activities have extensively
altered runoff patterns, which have greatly increased the
magnitudes of local floods. These floods, with their highly
abrasive non-carbonate sediment loads, are actively downcut-
ting travertine-marl accumulations. Between flood events
the growth of travertine buildups can be impressive; how-
ever, the associated accumulations of sediment behind these
structures contain considerable quantities of non-carbonate
allogenic sediment.

The few exceptions to the general trend ofhigher levels
of non-carbonatedetrital material in the morerecently depos-
ited travertine are noted for the tlamburg (HAM), Warm
Springs (WAR), and Glenn Falls (GLE) samples (Table 1).
The only travertine found at the Hamburg site was exten-
sively eroded and burrowed rimstone dams located in the
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deposits has changed in very recent geologic time to become
less carbonate-rich as more clastic material is carried by
streams as a result of an increase in soil erosion from agricul-
tural and other human activities.

Penographic examination of travertine samples from
several sites shows a range in materials from fresh micritic
calcite to neomorphosed coarse-bladed spar. Although some
of the sparry material collected appeared to be diagenetically
altered, algally laminated travertine, other sparry material
cannot be clearly distinguished from inorganically precipi-
cated travertine.

Alttrough abundant algae, including diatoms, were iden-
tified on many samples of travertine from these streams, their
genetic relationship to the travertine is unresolved. Our
model for travertine precipitation relies upon chemical and
hydrological processes with algaeproviding aphysical frame-
work or substrate for deposition.

Many common features among the travertine-depositing
streams of Virginia are identified. Observations of the
chemical composition of stream waters show that they are
usually. Ca-HCOr-type waters. The processes of CO,
outgassing and calcite precipitation account for most of th6
chemical changes seen along the short segments of flow path
that were sampled. Greatest CO, losses most often are
measured immediately upstream itom or at a travertine
buildup. The greatest losses of Ca2*, indicating calcite
precipitation, are observed at ttre buildup. Dilution is not a
significant factor in determining Ca2* concentration.

The streams studied were selected to examine the hy-
pottresis thatinputofcarbonate-rich waler is a critical control
on travertine deposition. Some stream composit"ions are
influenced by discrete inputs from springs or tributaries. In
other streams, chemical evidence indicates there is diffuse
groundwater input through the sream bed. Structural conEol
on the localization of this input is apparent in streams that
cross known faults. From our examination of the chemical
evolution of these sEeams, we conclude that the input of car-
bonate-rich wat€r is essential to the formation of travertine.

Ow resulting genetic model for travertine deposits re-
quires input of carbonate-rich groundwater to the stream.
Fractures and faults control the upward migration of that
groundwat€r. Outgassing of CO, is driven by chemical
gradients and hydrological agitation. The greatest loss of
CO, from solution precedes the greatest Ca2* mass transfer.
Calcite precipitation is localized at the waterfalls. Travertine
buildups grow by a self-perpetuating process that can be
intenupted by erosive floods or by land-use practices that
increase the clastic load of streams in the limestone valleys of
Virginia.
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ABSTRACT

Travertine deposits, freshwater carbonates precipitated
from spring and stream waters, are abundant in the Arbuckle
Mountains region of Oklahoma at past and present sites of
waterfalls and cascades. These irregular, wedge-shaped,
low-magnesian calcite deposits exhibit a great diversity of
structure, texture, and morphology andcontain awide variety
of inorganic and organic constituents.

Organically associated components of travertine include
algally laminated crusts and coated grains and moss-rich
deposits. Algally laminatedcrusts consistof an altemation of
layers of Phormidium bushes encased in elongate, sparry
calcite crystals and Schizothrix filaments sunounded by
equidimensional crysals. These crusts commonly undergo
aggradational neomorphism, resulting in layers composed
almost entirely of coarse, columnar crystals. Mosses act as

highly favorable surfaces for encrustation, commonly result-
ing in depositsresemblinga stringof beads that arecomposed
of equidimensional crystals enveloping leaves and elongate
spar deposited on the stems.

Inorganic travertine mainly consists of spelean-like
deposits which precipitated in cavemous areas. These inor-
ganic accumulations include stalactites; flowstone, cave
popcorn, and cave pearls. Inorganically coated grains (va-
dosepisoids) form in small cavities within the deposits; many
ofthese pisoid accumulations are inversely graded and con-
tain gravitational cements. Some of the pisoids have a
coarsely crystalline sfucture, whereas others are composed
of an alternation of layers of micrite and spar.

Both the organically associated and the inorganic traver-
tine deposits are composed of calcite crystals displaying a
wide range of morphologies and sizes. Euhedral to anhedral
equidimensional crystals range from several micrometers to
several millimeters in diameter. Bladed to fibrous and
columnar crystals are common and are aligned with their long
axes oriented perpendicular to the substrate. Unusual crystal
morphologies include parallel "ribbon" crystals, parallel
"spikes," and "nested" crystals. These unusual morphologies
may result from either partial dissolution or unusual geo-

chemical conditions during growth. Cement morphologies in
travertine include vadose (gravitational and meniscus) and
phreatic (isopachous) forms.

INTRODUCTION

Waterfall and cascade fravertine deposits are irregular,
low-magnesian calcite accumulations which form predomi-
nantly in sfreams at sites of waterfalls and rapids (herein
referred to as waterfall Eavertines). These deposits exhibit a
great diversity of structure, texture, and morphology and

contain a wide variety of constituents, both inorganic and

organic. Cursory examination of a number of these deposits

and areview of the literature pertaining to waterfall favertine
accumulations indicate that these deposits share many char-
acteristic features (Chafetz and Folk, 1984). Consequently,
petrographic descriptions of waterfall travertine deposits
from one area contibute significantly to the unders0anding of
other waterfall Eavertine accumulations. More specifrcally,
analyses of waterfall travertine deposits from the Arbuckle
Mountains of south-central Oklahoma should prove valuable
to investigators of waterfall travertines from Virginia, as

indicated by gross similarities between the Arbuckle Moun-
tains deposis andthose from western Virginia (Hubbardand

others, 1985).
Alttrough a number of articles have dealt specifically

with waterfall travertines, these articles usually presented

overall morphological descriptions or descriptions of the

organisms associated with the deposits (Branner, 1901 and
1911; Gregory, 1911; Steidtmann, 1934; Golubic, 1969;
Ordonez and Garcia del Cura, 1983), or the articles focused

on the chemistry of the waters orassociated waterfall deposits
(Steidtmann, 1935; Jacobson and Usdowski, 1975). Few
perographic studies of travertine havebeen conducted @mig,
1917; Irion and Muller, 1968; Braithwaite,l9T9),and Emig
(1917) published the only previous study of the Arbuckle
Mountains travertine.

FIELD LOCATION

Two principal Eavertine locations, along Honey Creek

and Falls Creek (Figure 1) in the soutttwestern portion of the

Arbuckle Mountains of south-central Oklahoma, comprised

the primary field sites for this investigation. Honey Creek, in
southwestern Murray County, flows in a northeasterly direc-
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Figure 1. Location map of Honey Creek, TurnerFalls, Falls Creek, and the WashitaRiverin southwestern Murray County, south-
central Oklahoma.

tion to its confluence with the Washila River (Figure l).
Numerous springs nourish the intermittent tdbutades and the
perennial stream of Honey Creek. The stream cascades over
small travertine dams "to the very end of the canyon, where
there is a sheer drop of 60 feet to the valley beyond" @mig,
19 I7, p. 1 6- 1 7). This "sheer drop" is Turner Falls (Figure 2),
the main buildup of travertine along the creek and the focus
of this study.

Falls Creek also lies in southwestern Murray County, ap-
proximately 3 km southeast of Honey Creek, which itparal-
lels @gure l). Falls Creek joins with the Washita River
about 6.5 km downstrqrm from the Honey Creek confluence.
Both the perennial sfieam and the intermittent tributaries of
Falls Creek are spring-fed. Travertine deposits have modi-
fied the stream; notable is the 6-m-high Upper Price Falls,
approximately 0.5 km upstream from the Washia River. Figure 2. Overview of Turner Falls on Honey Creek. Cliffs

to right and left of waterfall are composed of travertine and
represent an "ancestral" Turner Falls. The stream broke
through these older travertine deposits and is aggrading the
present falls. Total height of travertine is approximately 25 m.

Bulk mineralogy and MgCO, content of the travertine
deposis were determined using X-ray powder diffraction.
To estimate MBCO, content, a CaF, standard was used to
determine the position of the (l0t) calcite maximum. The
MgCO, content was then estimated by measuring the 20 of
the calcite, and subsequently using a curve (Goldsmith and
others, 1961) for relating the position of the calcite peak to
mole percent MgCO, (Milliman, 1974).

LLS

\

,1,

METHODS

Oriented samples of travertine were collected from the
beds and banks of the streams. Samples of living algae and
mosses were collected and preserved in glass containers with
a mixture of 90 percent. formalin, 5 percent acetic acid, and 5
percent alcohol. Binocular and petrographic microscopes
were used to study hand specimens and thin sections. In order
to examine crystal morphologies of unconsolidated traver-
tine, loose grain mounts were made. A scanning electron
microscope (SEIO was used to study crystal morphologies,
microtextures, and microorganism s.

OKLAHOMA
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MORPHOLOGY

The morphological inegularity of the waterfall traver_
tine deposits of the Arbuckle Mountains area documents one
characteristic ofwaterfall tavertine in general: few types of
deposis, including other kinds of travertine, are so diverse.
On a large scale, tle deposits of the Arbuckle Mountains are
wedge-shaped with the thickest parts of the accumulations
occurring at past or present sites of waterfalls. At ttrese sites,
the ftavertine widens laterally in a downstream direction and
narrows and thins upsEeam from the waterfalls. On waterfall
faces, tle overhanging travertine forms a fan-shaped deposit
with cavemous areas inside and underneath the accumula_
tions. The favertine fans usually do not extend to the surface
of the pool present at the base of the falls. Along the bottoms
of such deposits, rounded tongue-like lobes of travertine
resemble dripping wax. In some places along Honey Creek,
the lower edges of the travertine fans have grown downward
onto dipping Ordovician limeslone ledges which project
upward from the stream @igure 3). The cascading travertine
that forms waterfall faces in the Arbuckle Mountains com_
monly has an irregular, undulatory appearance caused by
outwardly or upwardly convex surfaces which are separated
by nanower troughs. Along the tops of some falls, a row of
laterally convex profusions oftravertine creates a scalloped
outline.

Figure 3. Small buildup of travertine a short distance up_
stream from Tumer Falls. Height of individual travertine
ledges along the stream coruse rapidly decreases in the
upstrqlm direction. In some areas, the travertine fans are
suspended over the water below (white arrow), whereas in
other areas, the travertine extends downward !o older lime_
stone deposits in the stream (black anow). Cavernous areas
are created behind and beneattr such overhanging fans.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Overall dimensions of the deposits range from thin
(millimeter) coatings on rocks to a mass approximately 25 m
in vertical thickness. This mass, located along Honey Creek,
extends approximately 140 m laterally and thins to a thick_
ness of a few centimeters. Comparable dimensions havebeen
reported for waterfall travertine deposits in other areas
(Gregory, 1911; Steidtmann,1934: Ordonez and Garcia del
Cura, 1983), although larger deposits exist such as sites in the
Plitvice Lakes area, Yugoslavia (Srdoc and others, l9g5).

Much of the travertine is bedded. Beds are nearly
horizontal above thefalls, butdips increase at waterfall edges
until the beds are nearly vertical on the faces offalls (Figures
3 and 4). Not all of the falls along Honey Creek and Falls
Creek have steep faces; a number of areas along the streams
contain a series of low-angle (about 15 ta 24") cascades,
forming successions of rapids. The change from horizontal
to increasingly vertical faces results in a vast array of bed
orientations and configurations, including curved layers.
Such erratic depositional orientations complicate thickness
measurements because depositional thickness and vertical
thickness of a deposit are not the same. Some individual beds
range in thickness from approximately I cm to more than 50
cm (most commonly they are 2 to l0 cm thick).

Figure 4. Travertine strata dip vertically along front of high
cliff shown in Figure 2.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MORPHOLOGY

The morphological irregularity of the waterfall traver-

tine deposits of the Arbuckle Mountains area documents one

characteristic ofwaterfall travertine in general: few types of
deposits, including other kinds of ftavertine, are so diverse.

On a large scale, the deposits of the Arbuckle Mounlains are

wedge-shaped with the ttrickest parts of the accumulations
occurring at past or present sites of waterfalls. At these sites,

the travertine widens laterally in a downstream direction and

narrows and thins upstream from the waterfalls. On waterfall
faces, the overhanging travertine forms a fan-shaped deposit
with cavemous areas inside and underneath the accumula-

tions. The travertine fans usually do notextend to the surface

of the pool present at the base of the falls. Along the bottoms
of such deposits, rounded tongueJike lobes of travertine
resemble dripping wax. In some places along Honey Creek,

the lower edges of the travertine fans have grown downward
onto dipping Ordovician limestone ledges which project

upward from the stream (Figure 3). The cascading travertine
that forms waterfall faces in ttre Arbuckle Mountains com-
monly has an irregular, undulatory appearance caused by
outwardly or upwardly convex surfaces which are separated

by narrower troughs. Along the tops of some falls, a row of
laterally convex protrusions of travertine creates a scalloped

outline.

Figure 3. Small buildup of travertine a short distance up-

stream from Turner Falls. Height of individual travertine
ledges along the stream course rapidly decreases in the

upstream direction. In some areas, the travertine fans are

suspended over the water below (white arrow), whereas in
other aleas, the travertine extends downward to older lime-
stone deposits in the stream (black anow). Cavemous areas

are created behind and beneath such overhanging fans.

Overall dimensions of the deposits range from thin
(millimeter) coatings on rocks to a mass approximately 25 m

in vertical thickness. This mass,located along Honey Creek,

extends approximately 140 m laterally and thins to a thick-

ness of a few centimeters. Comparable dimensions havebeen

reported for waterfall travertine deposits in other areas

(Gregory, 1911; Steidtmann, 1934; Ordonez and Garcia del

Cura, 1983), although larger deposits exist such as sites in the

Plitvice I:kes area, Yugoslavia (Srdoc and others, 1985).

Much of the travertine is bedded. Beds are nearly

horizontal above the falls, butdips increase at waterfall edges

until the beds are nearly vertical on the faces offalls (Figures

3 and 4). Not all of ttre falls along Honey Creek and Falls

Creek have steep faces; a number of areas along the streams

conLain a series of low-angle (about 15 to 24") cascades,

forming successions of rapids. The change from horizontal

to increasingly vertical faces results in a vast array of bed

orientations and conf,rgurations, including curved layen.

Such erratic depositional orientations complicate thiclness

measurements because depositional thickness and vertical

thickness of a deposit are not the same. Some individual beds

range in thickness from approximately 1 cm to more than 50

cm (most commonly they are 2 to 10 cm thick).

Figure 4. Travertine stmta dip vefiically along front of high

cliff shown in Figure 2.
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CONSTITUENTS

Organic Material and Associated Deposits

The waterfall travertine of the Arbuckle Mountains can
contain abundant organic material. Algae (particularly blue-
green, green, and golden (diatoms)) and mosses, which
constitute the largest percentage of organic material in the
travertine, are often incorporated, while still living, into the
deposits. On the overhanging deposits forming fall faces,
algae and mosses are ubiquitous. Bottr the mosses and ttre
algae are encrusted near their bases, imparting a color transi-
tion ranging from light brown near the bases, where the
thickest coating of calcium carbonate exists, to bright green
at the unencrusled, actively growing apices. Once the organ-
isms have been completely coated, they begin to decay, and,
in older deposits, only molds remain. In addition to the algae
and mosses, some living vascular plants become incorpo-
rated into the deposits. Near the stream banks, partially
exposed roots of ferns, grasses, and trees are encrusted.

Clastic organic remains, such as algae, mosses, and
grasses, frequently are entombed in the travertine, and tree
leaves and twigs which fall into the streams are encrusted. ..If
objects of any kind, branches, twigs, leaves, are immersed in
such waters, they are speedily incrusted, often in the most
beautiful manner" (Le Conte, 1892, p.78). Unlike the down-
stream-oriented plants encrusted in life position, these or-
ganic remnants occur in random orientations in the deposits.

Algally Laminated Crusts: Laminated algal crusts are a
common constituent of waterfall favertine deposits @igure
5). These snadfied deposits form as drapes over wet surfaces
and display a wide range of orientations. A high percentage
of these crusts are vertically or nearly vertically oriented.
Laminated crusts range from a few millimeters to over a
meter in aggegate thickness, whereas individual laminae
range from 0.5 to 2 mm thick. The laminae occur as couplets,
witl a light and dark layer comprising each couplet (Figure
6). The light layers are composed of filamentous cyanophyte
"bushes", probably Phormidium. with their long axes ori-
ented perpendicularly to ttre laminae, whereas the dark layers
are composed of individual cyanophyte filaments, probably
Schizothrix. The altemation of light and dark layers repre-
sents summer (P hormidium) and winter (S chizothrix) growth.

The cyanophyte bushes are encased in one or several
large elongate sparry calcite (spar) crystals, which are paral-
lel to the long axis of the filaments Figure 7). In contrasq tle
individual filaments comprising the dark layers are sur-
rounded by anhedral to euhedral equidimensional calcite
crystals from several to 50 pm in length. Neomorphism (in
this case, calcite-to-calcite recrystallization) of the crusts
results in dense laminated strala composed of coarse colum-
nar crystals. Individual neomorphic crystals are oriented

Figure 5. Moderately lithified algally laminated crusrs. The
alternation of ttrin and thick laminae is accentuated by weath-
ering. Key ring for scale.

ffiffi
Figure 6. Slab of algally laminated crust is well lithified and
displays differential diagenesis along the laminae. The
darker (left) part of the sample is primarily composed of
coarse columnar sparry calcite which is a product of aggrada-
tional neomorphism wittrin the crust and which has pafiially
obliterated many of the finer laminae. The original laminae
are more evident on the relatively non-neomorphosed light
(right) part of ttre sample. (Centimeter scale shown at tlre
bottom left of the photograph.)

Figure 7. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of a light layer
composed of filamentous cyanophyte bushes (arrows point to
filaments) encased in spar crystals.
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CONSTITUENTS

Organic Material and Associated Deposits

The waterfall travertine of the Arbuckle Mountains can

contain abundant organic material. Algae (particularly blue-
green, green, and golden (diatoms)) and mosses, which
constitute the largest percentage of organic material in the
travertine, are often incorporated, while still living, into the
deposis. On the overhanging deposits forming fall faces,
algae and mosses are ubiquitous. Both the mosses and the
algae are encrusted near their bases, imparting a color transi-
tion ranging from light brown near the bases, where the
thickest coating of calcium carbonate exists, to bright green
atthe unencrusted, actively growing apices. Once the organ-
isms have been completely coated, they begin !o decay, and,
in olderdeposits, only molds remain. In addition to the algae
and mosses, some living vascular plants become incorpo-
rated into the deposits. Near the stream banks, partially
exposed roots of ferns, gfasses, and trees are encrusted.

Clastic organic remains, such as algae, mosses, and
grasses, frequently are entombed in the travertine, and tree
leaves and twigs which fall into the streams are encrusted. "If
objects of any kind, branches, twigs, leaves, are immersed in
such waters, they are speedily incrusted, often in the most
beautiful manner" (Le Conte, 1892, p. 78). Unlike the down-
stream-oriented planB encrusted in life position, these or-
ganic remnants occur in random orientations in the deposits.

Algally Laminated Crusts: Laminated algal crusts are a
common constituent of waterfall travertine deposits (Figure
5). These sradfied deposits form as drapes over wet surfaces
and display a wide range of orientations. A high percentage
of these crusts are vertically or nearly vertically oriented.
Laminated crusts range from a few millimeters to over a
meter in aggregate thickness, whereas individual laminae
range from 0.5 to 2 mm thick. The laminae occur as couplets,
with a light and dark layer comprising each couplet @igure
6). The light layers are composed of filamentous cyanophyte
"bushes", probably Phormidium, with their long axes ori-
ented perpendicularly to ttre laminae, whereas the dark layers
are composed of individual cyanophyte filamens, probably
Schizothrix. The alternation oflight and dark layers repre-
sents summer (Phormidium) andwinter (S chizothrix) growth.

The cyanophyte bushes are encased in one or several
large elongate sparry calcite (spar) crystals, which are paral-
lel to the long axis of the filaments (Figure 7). In contrast, the
individual filamens comprising the dark layers are sur-
rounded by anhedral !o euhedral equidimensional calcite
crystals from several to 50 pm in length. Neomorphism (in
this case, calcite-to-calcite recrystallization) of the crusts
results in dense laminated strata composed of coarse colum-
nar crystals. Individual neomolphic crystals are oriented

Figure 5. Moderately lithified algally laminated crusts. The

alternation of ttrin and thick laminae is accentuated by weath-

ering. Key ring for scale.

Figure 6. Slab of algally laminated crust is well lithified and
displays differential diagenesis along the laminae. The
darker (left) part of ttre sample is primarily composed of
coarse columnar sparry calcite which is a product of aggrada-
tional neomorphism within the crust and which has partially
obliterated many of the finer laminae. The original laminae
are more evident on the relatively non-neomorphosed light
(right) part of the sample. (Centimeter scale shown at the
bottom left of the photograph.)

Figure 7. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of a light layer
composed of filamentous cyanophyte bushes (arrows point to
filaments) encased in spar crystals.
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perpendicularly to the light and dark laminae, cross laminae
boundaries, and commonly are up to I cm long and 0.5 cm
wide. These crusts, in which algae served as the framework
malerial, arc very similar in appearance to crusts which lack
any organic framework, such as cave flowstone. Algally
laminated crusts are discussed in detail by Love and Chafetz
(1e88).

Al g ally C o at e d Gr ai ns:. Cyanoids tend to be subspherical and
range in diameter from less than I mm to geater than 12 cm.
They have irregular, bumpy surface trextures similar to the
surfaces of the algally laminated crusts and are internally
laminated (Figure 8). The coating-to-nucleus ttrickness ratio
ranges from approximately 1:8 to 7:1. In most cases, the
coatings (cortices) are ttrinner along the bases of the cyanoids.
This phenomenon occurs commonly among the specimens
several centimeters or greater in diameter and probably
results from the inability ofcurrents to roll the larger grains.
Consequently, algal coatings develop mostly on t}te tops and
sides of cyanoids. The laminations of the cortices resemble
those in the organic, laminated crusts, consisting of altemat-
ing light and dark layers.

Nuclei of these coated grains range in size due to the
diversity of particles which may be coated in the sEeams.
Many nuclei are fragments of Paleozoic rocks (principally
rhyolites and limestones). Other coated grains contain nuclei
such as travertine clasts and organic material.

Figure 8. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of cyanoids;
darker layers in coatings contain cyanophyte filaments,
whereas lighter layers contain relatively clear micrite and
spar. Large cyanoid displays volcanic rock-fragment. nu-
cleus; nucleus of smaller cyanoid is a micritic clast. Notice
thicker outer coating of algae (dark layers) on top and sides
of grains in contrast with the base. (Top of sample is to the
left; large cyanoid is approximately 3 mm in diameter.)

Moss-rich Deposits: Aquatic mosses (Class Musci) have
been noted as important constituents in waterfall travertine
deposis @mig, 1918 and 1921; Herlinger, 1981; Richardson,

198 I ; Ordonez and Garcia del Cura, 1983). They flourish on
waterfall faces and occupy the bulk of the organic deposits in
the Arbuckle Mountains travertine. The conspicuous, deco-
rative mosses occur predominantly as tufted aggregates and
pendentbunches. Wherever sufficient water flows over these

mosses, they indicate the current direction by bending down-
sEeam from theirplaces of attachment. Consequently, mosses

above falls are oriented subhorizontally, whereas those on
waterfall faces are oriented more nearly vertically, approxi-
mating the slopes of the travertine deposits. As a result of the
dimensions of these plants, their morphologies are reflected
much more visibly in the deposits than are morphologies of
the algae. The mosses form highly porous deposits (up to
about 75 percent porosity) in which the stems or molds are
usually oriented parallel to one another even as the overall
orientations range from vertical !o horizontal.

The encrusted moss stems range in length from several
millimeters to greater than 1 cm and are typically unbranched.
Diameters of the stems range from approximately 0.1 to 0.3
mm. The leaves, which average 1 mm in length and 0.3 mm
in width, have a single, thick midrib which extends nearly to
the tip of the leaf. Cells assume a long hexagonal shape and
are the same from the margins to the tips of the leaves, but are

slightly swollen at the bases of the leaves.
The mosses and their algal epiphytes (Figure 9) are pro-

gressively encrus[ed from their bases while growth proceeds

at the apices. Following encrustation, t}re mosses begin to
decay, turning reddish-orange and finally black. Following
decay, molds figure 9) may subsequently be infilled with
sparry calcite. The mosses also actas fihers, trapping calcite
crystals and other material such as organic debris, rock, and
mineral fragments washed from upstream. Coarse-silt-sized
quartz grains commonly occur between mosses, and sand-

sized grains are less commonly present.

Figure 9. Photomicrograph (transverse section in plane light)
of a moss-rich travertine showing mold of moss stem (white
anow) and algal epiphytes surroundedby spar (black arrow).
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perpendicularly to the light and dark laminae, cross laminae
boundaries, and commonly are up to 1 cm long and 0.5 cm
wide. These crusts, in which algae served as the framework
material, are very similar in appearance to crusts which lack
any organic framework, such as cave flowstone. Algally
laminated crusts are discussed in detail bv Love and Chafetz
(1e88).

Al g ally C o at e d G r ai ns ; Cyanoids tend to be subspherical and
range in diameter from less than I mm to greater than 12 cm.
They have irregular, bumpy surface textures similar to the
surfaces of the algally laminated crusts and are internally
laminated (Figure 8). The coating-to-nucleus thickness ratio
ranges from approximately 1:8 to 7:1. In most cases, the
coatings (cortices) are thinneralong thebases ofthe cyanoids.
This phenomenon occurs commonly among the specimens
several centimeters or greater in diameter and probably
results from the inability of currents to roll the larger grains.
Consequently, algal coatings develop mostly on the tops and
sides of cyanoids. The laminations of 0re cortices resemble
those in the organic, laminated crusts, consisting of alternat-
ing light and dark layers.

Nuclei of these coated grains range in size due to the
diversity of particles which may be coated in the streams.
Many nuclei are fragments of Paleozoic rocks (principally
rhyolites and limestones). Other coated grains contain nuclei
such as fravertine clasts and organic material.

Figure 8. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of cyanoids;
darker layers in coatings contain cyanophyte filaments,
whereas lighter layers contain relatively clear micrite and
spar. Large cyanoid displays volcanic rock-fragment nu-
cleus; nucleus of smaller cyanoid is a micritic clast. Notice
thicker outer coating of algae (dark layers) on top and sides
of grains in contrast with the base. (Top of sample is to the
left; large cyanoid is approximately 3 mm in diameter.)

Moss-rich Deposits; Aquatic mosses (Class Musci) have
been noted as imporlant constituents in waterfall travertine
deposis @mig, 19 l8 and 1921; Herlinger, 1981 ; Richardson,

1981; Ordonez and Garcia del Cura, 1983). They flourish on
waterfall faces and occupy the bulk of the organic deposis in
the Arbuckle Mountains travertine. The conspicuous, deco-
rative mosses occur predominantly as tufted aggregates and
pendentbunches. Wherever suffrcient water flows over these
mosses, they indicate the current direction by bending down-
stream from theirplaces of attachment. Consequently, mossqs

above falls are oriented subhorizontally, whereas those on
waterfall faces are oriented more neady vertically, approxi-
mating the slopes of the travertine deposits. As a result of the
dimensions of these plants, their morphologies are reflected
much more visibly in the deposits than are morphologies of
the algae. The mosses form highly porous deposits (up to
about 75 percent porosity) in which the stems or molds are
usually oriented parallel to one another even as the overall
orientations range from vertical to horizontal.

The encrusted moss stems range in length from several
millimeters to greater than I cm and are typically unbranched.
Diameters of the stems range from approximately 0.1 to 0.3
mm. The leaves, which average 1 mm in length and 0.3 mm
in width, have a single, ttrick midrib which extends nearly to
the tip of the leaf. Cells assume a long hexagonal shape and
are the same from the margins to the tips of the leaves, but are
slightly swollen at the bases of the leaves.

The mosses and their algal epiphytes (Figure 9) are pro-
gressively encrusted from their bases while growth proceeds
at the apices. Following encrustation, the mosses begin to
decay, turning reddish-orange and finally black. Following
decay, molds (Figure 9) may subsequently be inhlled with
sparry calcite. The mosses also act as filters, trapping calcite
crystals and ofter material such as organic debris, rock, and
mineral fragm en ts washed from upstream. Coarse-silrsized
quartz grains commonly occur between mosses, and sand-
sized grains are less commonly present.

Figure 9. Photomicrograph (transverse section in plane light)
of a moss-rich travertine showing mold of moss stem (white
anow) and algal epiphytes surrounded by spar @lack anow).
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during growth. Evidence for this mode of formation includes
1) their localization in small, bowl-shaped areas, 2) their
highly polished appearance, 3) evidence of abrasion or at
least movement (discordant laminae observed during SEM
analysis), and 4) uniform lamina thickness.

Associated with the cave pearls in the field area are tiny
rimstone dams. The dams are analogous [o ..microgoun;'
found in caves on flowstones and stalactites bordering trick_
ling waters or pools (Hill, 1976; Brigli, l9g0). The dams, on
the order of I to 2 mm in height and width, form an anasto_
mosing network.

Figure 11. Scanning elecEon micrograph of a cave pearl
cortex reveals discordant laminae (anows).

Figure 12. Scanning electron micrograph of neomorphic spar
(anows) terminating cortex laminae, obliterating original
structure.

Vadose Pisoids: In addition to cave pearls and cyanoids,
coat€d grains occur which most closely resemble caliche or
vadose pisoids (referred to collectively as 

..vadoids,' 
by peryt,

1983). Similar grains have been reported from other traver_

tine deposits (Chafez and Meredith, 1983; Folk and Chafetz,
1983). In the Arbuckle Mountains, *rese coated grains
usually occur in distinct, nearly horizontal layers up to
approximately 8 mm in thickness, sometimes separated by
erosional surfaces. Each deposit contains a maximum of five
such layers and is very localized (usually less than l0 cm
across). Two samples were collected in which the upper sur-
faces were currently exposed. In one of ttrese samples, the
uppermost layer of coated grains is inversely graded. Inverse
grading is usually less distinct or non-existent in the lower
layers; one sample contains a layer which appears to be
normally graded. Some layers which are not graded show
lateral variations in grain size.

Shapes of the vadose pisoids range from spherical o
ellipsoidal to polyhedral and are largely determined by the
shapes of the nuclei. Pisoid diameters range from less than
0.1 mm to approximately 3 mm. Cortical thicknesses range
from 0.03 to 1.5 mm and may be either of equal thickness all
around a nucleus or slightly thicker on the top, bottom, or one
or more sides of a grain. Within some cortices, a well_
developed concentric structure is evident, commonly com-
posed of two to five laminae. These laminae are composed of
micrite or spar or both (Figure l3).

Figure 13. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) showing corti-
ces of vadose pisoids composed of alternating micrite and
spar laminations. Pisoid at left center shows triangular cross
sections (anow) of elongate crystals, and gravitational ce-
ment (G) at base. Pisoid at right center shows development
of meniscus cement (lvf).

Many of the coated grains display a well-developed
radial structure. This radial structure may either be original
or due toradiating neomorphic spar. Neomorphism is evident
in many of the grains in which fibrous to bladed crystals
terminate and destroy concentric laminae. Some grains
appear to have undergone intense neomorphism which has
obliterated any original structure. Where radial structure
appears O be original, no disruption can be seen whereradial
crystals pass through concentric laminae. Some cortices have
altemating concentric layers of radiating and non-radiating

i."t'ff
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during growth. Evidence for this mode of formation includes
l) their localization in small, bowl-shaped areas, 2) their
highly polished appearance, 3) evidence of abrasion or at
least movement (discordant laminae observed during SEM
analysis), and 4) uniform lamina thickness.

the order of I to 2 mm in height and width, form an anasto_
mosing network.

Figure 11. Scanning electron micrograph of a cave pearl
cortex reveals discordant laminae (arrows).

Figure 12. Scanning electron micrograph of neomolphic spar
(arrows) terminating cortex laminae, obliterating original
structure.

Vadose Pisoids: In addition to cave pearls and cyanoids,
coated grains occur which most closely resemble caliche or
vadose pisoids (referred to collectively as,,vadoids,' by peryt,
1983). Similar grains have been reported from other traver-

tine deposits (Chafetz and Meredith, 1983;Folk and Chafetz,
1983). In the Arbuckle Mounains, these coated $ains
usually occur in distinct, nearly horizontal layers up to
approximately 8 mm in thickness, sometimes separated by
erosional surfaces. Each depositcontains amaximum of hve
such layers and is very localized (usually less than l0 cm
across). Two samples were collected in which the upper sur-
faces were currently exposed. In one of these samples, the
uppermost layer ofcoated grains is inversely graded. Inverse
grading is usually less distinct or non-existent in the lower
layers; one sample contains a layer which appean to be
normally graded. Some layers which are not graded show
lateral variations in grain size.

Shapes of the vadose pisoids range from spherical to
ellipsoidal to polyhedral and are largely determined by the
shapes of the nuclei. Pisoid diameters range from less than
0.1 mm to approximately 3 mm. Cortical thicknesses range
from 0.03 to 1.5 mm and may be either of equal thickness all
around a nucleus or slightly thicker on the top, bottom, or one
or more sides of a grain. Within some cortices, a well-
developed concentric structure is evident, commonly com-
posed of two to five laminae. These laminae are composed of
micrite or spar or borh (Figure l3).

Figure 13. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) showing corti-
ces of vadose pisoids composed of alternating micrite and
spar laminations. Pisoid at left center shows triangular cross
sections (anow) of elongate crystals, and gravitational ce-
ment (G) at base. Pisoid at right center shows development
of meniscus cement (M).

Many of the coated grains display a well-developed
radial structure. This radial structure may either be original
or due to radiating neomorphic spar. Neomolphism is evident
in many of the grains in which fibrous to bladed crystals
terminate and destroy concentric laminae. Some grains
appear to have undergone intense neomorphism which has
obliterated any original structure. Where radial structure
appears to be original, no disruption can be seen where radial
crystals pass through concentric laminae. Some cortices have
alternating concentric layers of radiating and non-radiating
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crystals; the radiating crystals do not extend into the overly-
ing laminae.

The nuclei of vadose pisoids commonly consist of some
type of carbonate material, although quartz, chert, and vol-
canic rock-fragment nuclei occur, probably from Cambrian
rhyolites in the area. Some of the nuclei, usually silicic, are

wholly or partially dissolved or replaced by carbonate.
Carbonate nuclei consist of micrite (often clotted), spar (often
rhombic), micritic clasts with quartz sand and silt, and calci-
fied algal filaments. The coated grains may have more *ran
one nucleus, resulting in an oblong grain.

Coated grains may have formed by one of two in situ
processes: 1) the grains formed in a small area, but were
subjected to periodic rolling (analogous [o cave pearls), or
2) the grains formed without rolling (analogous to some
caliche pisoids). The first of these two processes, in situ
growth accompaniedby some rolling, could occur as aresult
of alternating wet and dry conditions. For example, clastic
grains wash into smallpools where they becomecoated while
undergoing slight agitation, and inverse grading develops as

smaller grains sift downward between larger grains. Follow-
ing development of such a layer, a dry interval may occur,
during which an erosional surface develops. During the next
wet interval, another coated grain layer develops. This
scenario explains how the algal coatings which grew pre-

dominantly on upper surfaces are found in diverse orientation
and on multiple surfaces. Most grain movement appears !o
have ceased by the time the final coating formed, because
some of ttre coatings have a polygonal fit. The non-parallel
orientation of some of the subsequent gravitational cement
may suggest slight later movement. T'he second in situ
hypothesis, involving formation wittrout rolling, cannot
explain the thicker occurrence of algal coating on some lower
grain surfaces.

GENERAL CALCITE CRYSTAL PETROGRAPHY

Both the inorganic and the organically associated traver-
tine deposits contain a wide range of morphologies and sizes

of low-magnesian (approximately 2 mole percent MgCOr)
calcite crystals. Equidimensional micritic crystals occur
frequently as euhedral, subhedral, and anhedral crystals. The
euhedral micritic crystals are flattened or unit rhombohe-
drons. Prismatic spar (up to 0.2 mm in diameter) occurs as

anhedral, subhedral, and euhedral (rhombohedral and hex-
agonal) crystals (Figure 14), with many of the anhedral
crystals forming mosaics of sparry calcite.

Bladed to fibrous calcite comprises one of the most
common crystal morphologies. These crystals nearly always
occur with their long axes oriented perpendicular to the
surfaces from which they precipitated, whether ttre surfaces
areorganic (Figure 15) orinorganic @igure 16). Thecrystals,
which extend up to I cm in length, often increase in width

Figure 14. Scanning elecfron micrograph of spar shows

rhombohedral (R) and hexagonal (II) crystals. (Hexagonal

crystal is approximately 40 pm across.)

Figure 15. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of fibrous spar

crystals that radiate away from circular voids; moss stem
molds (M) rimmed with organic material (arrow).
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Figure 16. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of fibrous,
feathery fans of inorganically formed calcite crystals oriented
perpendicularly to an inorganic substrate.
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crystals; the radiating crystals do not extend into the overly-
ing laminae.

The nuclei of vadose pisoids commonly consist of some
tpe of carbonate material, although quartz, chert, and vol-
canic rock-fragment nuclei occur, probably from Cambrian
rhyolites in the area. Some of the nuclei, usually silicic, are
wholly or partially dissolved or replaced by carbonate.
Carbonate nuclei consistof micrite (often clotted), spar(often
rhombic), micritic clasS with quartz sand and silt, and calci-
fied algal filaments. The coated grains may have more than
one nucleus, resulting in an oblong grain.

Coated grains may have formed by one of two in sitt
processes: l) the grains formed in a small area, but were
subjected to periodic rolling (analogous !o cave pearls), or
2) the grains formed without rolling (analogous to some
caliche pisoids). The first of these two processes, in situ
growth accompanied by some rolling, could occur as a result
of alternating wet and dry conditions. For example, clastic
grains wash into small pools where they become coated while
undergoing slight agitation, and inverse grading develops as
smaller grains sift downward between larger grains. Follow-
ing development of such a layer, a dry interval may occur,
during which an erosional surface develops. During the next
wet interval, another coated grain layer develops. This
scenario explains how the algal coatings which grew pre-
dominantly on upper surfaces are found in diverse orientation
and on multiple surfaces. Most grain movement appea$ to
have ceased by ttre time the final coating formed, because
some of the coatings have a polygonal fit. The non-parallel
orientation of some of the subsequent gravitational cement
may suggest slight later movement. I'he second in situ
hypothesis, involving formation without rolling, cannot
explain the thickeroccurrence of algal coating on some lower
grain surfaces.

GENERAL CALCITE CRYSTAL PETROGRAPHY

Both the inorganic and the organically associated traver-
tine deposits contain a wide range of moqphologies and sizes
of low-magnesian (approximately 2 mole percent MgCO.)
calcite crystals. Equidimensional micritic crystals occur
frequently as euhedral, subhedral, and anhedral crystals. The
euhedral micritic crystals are flattened or unit rhombohe-
drons. Prismatic spar (up to 0.2 mm in diameter) occurs as
anhedral, subhedral, and euhedral (rhombohedral and hex-
agonal) crystals @igure 14), with many of the anhedral
crystals forming mosaics of sparry calcite.

Bladed to fibrous calcite comprises one of the most
common crystal morphologies. These crystals nearly always
occur with their long axes oriented perpendicular to the
surfaces from which they precipitated, whether the surfaces
are organic (Figure 1 5) or inorganic (Figure 1 6). The crystals,
which extend up to I cm in length, often increase in width

Figure 14. Scanning electron micrograph of spar shows
rhombohedral (R) and hexagonal (II) crystals. (Hexagonal
crystal is approximately 40 pm across.)

Figure 15. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of fibrous spar
crystals that radiate away from circular voids; moss stem
molds (M) rimmed with organic material (arrow).

Figure 16. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of fibrous,
feathery fans of inorganically formed calcite crystals oriented
perpendicularly to an inorganic substrate.
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from base to top and have triangular cross sections (many
showing curved surfaces, Figure 17), plane boundaries, and
sharp crystal terminations @gure 18). Prisms having trian-
gular cross sections have been reported from several otler
non-marine carbonate deposis (Binkley and others, 1980;
Chafetz and Butler, 1980; Schreiber and otlers, 1981). Co
lumnar crystals are quite common, ranging in length from less

than I mm to geater tlan 1 cm and in width from 0.2 to 3 mm.
Crystal boundaries range from planar to jagged or feathery.
Crystal terminations are frequently rounded or squared, al-
though rhombohedral terminations occur.

Crystals associated with algal material are most com-
monly equidimensional and micritic. Columnar spar crys-
tals, however, commonly precipitate around algal bushes.
The crystals surrounding ttre leaves and stems of mosses vary
greatly in size and form. Euhedral to anhedral micritic
equidimensional crystals are common, as are bladed to fi-
brous, radially oriented spar crystals which are analogous to
tle "rosettes" of crystals described by Irion and Muller
( 1968). Elongate crystals usually radiate from stems, whereas
leaves are surrounded by smaller, equidimensional crystals.

Most of the crystals in the inorganic deposits tend to be
larger and more inclusion-free tlnn the crystals precipitated
in association with organic material. Columnar, fibrous, and
bladed crystals occur most frequently and tend to be clustered
into radiating bundles and fans (Figure 19). Individual
elongate crystals range from approximately 0.1 mm to I cm
in length and from 0.01 to 3 mm in width. Some of these

crystals have sharp terminations, although the majority dis-
play feathery ends. Crystal edges often appearragged and ir-
regular.

Many of the crystal inegularities arise from the fact that
the crystals are actually composed of smaller crystallites
which fuse info one crystal or remain as separate entities.
Kendall and Broughton (1978), Braithwaite (1979), and
Chafetz and Butler (1980) attributed crystallites to precipita-
tion from films of water. The thickness of these water films
isproportional to the degree to which the crystallites coalesce
into larger crystals, with thicker films producing more com-
plete coalescence.

In laminated samples, crystals usually transgress the
laminae, although differences in crystal development some-
times occur above and below a lamina (Figure 19). This
difference in crystals across a lamina probably reflects some
change in precipitational conditions.

Unusual crystal morphologies observed with the SEM in
inorganic specimens are parallel "ribbon" crystals (Figure
20) and parallel "spikes" (Figure 21; Folk and others, 1985).
Ribbon crystals usually occur in clusters, with individuals
ranging from 30 to 150 pm in length and 3 to 12 pm in width.
Each ribbon repeatedly narrows and widens and may even
twist helically. Calcite spikes are often associated with the
ribbon crystals and range in length from 4 to 30 pm, whereas
widths range from I to 10 pm. Both the ribbon crystals and
the calcite spikes may be amibutable to partial dissolution or

Figure 17. Photomicrogtaph (crossednicols) reveals triangu-
lar cross sections of elongate crystals; many of the crystal
edges are curved.

tt

Figure 18. Photomicrograph (plane light) of bladed crystals

with sharp crystal terminations (T) abutting micritic crystals
(dark area at top righ$.

#
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Figure 19. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) showing radi-

ating bundles of fibrous crystals and crystallites. Notice the

difference in crystal development above versus below the

thickest lamination (arrows).
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from base to top and have triangular cross sections (many
showing curved surfaces, Figure 17), plane boundaries, and
shalp crystal terminations (Figure 18). prisms having trian-
gular cross sections have been reported from several other
non-marine carbonate deposis (Binkley and others, l9g0;
Chafez and Butler, 1980; Schreiber and others, lggl). Co
lumnarcrystals arequitecommon, ranging in length from less
than I mm to greater than I cm and in width from 0.2 to 3 mm.
Crystal boundaries range from planar to jagged or feathery.
Crystal terminations are frequently rounded or squared, al-
though rhombohedral terminations occur.

Crystals associated with algal material are most com-
monly equidimensional and micritic. Columnar spar crys_
tals, however, commonly precipitate around algal bushes.
The crystals surrounding the leaves and stems of mosses vary
greatly in size and form. Euhedral to anhedral micritic
equidimensional crystals are common, as are bladed to fi_
brous, radially oriented spar crystals which are analogous to
the "rosettes" of crystals described by Irion and Muller
( 1968). Elongate crystals usually radiate from stems, whereas
leaves are surrounded by smaller, equidimensional crystals.

Most of the crystals in the inorganic deposits tend to be
larger and more inclusion-free than the crystals precipitated
in association with organic material. Columnar, fibrous, and
bladed crystals occur most frequently and tend to be clustered
into radiating bundles and fans @igure l9). Individual
elongate crystals range from approximately 0.1 mm to I cm
in length and from 0.01 to 3 mm in width. Some of these
crystals have sharp terminations, although the majority dis_
play feathery ends. Crystal edges often appearragged and ir-
regular.

Many of the crystal irregularities arise from the fact that
the crystals are actually composed of smaller crystallites
which fuse into one crystal or remain as separat€ entities.
Kendall and Broughron (1978), BraithwaiL (1979), and
Chafetzand Butler (1980) attributed crystallires o precipita_
tion fnrm hlms of water. The thickness of these water films
is proportional to the degree to which the crystallites coalesce
into lager crystals, with thicker films producing more com_
plete coalescence.

In laminated samples, crystals usually transgress the
laminae, although differences in crystal development some_
times rrccur above and below a lamina (Figure l9). This
difference in crystals across a lamina probably reflects some
change, in precipitational conditions.

Unusual crystal molphologies observed with thesEMin
inorganic specimens are parallel ,.ribbon" crystals (Figure
20) and parallel "spikes" (Figure 2l; Folk and others, t9g5).
Ribborr crystals usually occur in clusters, with individuals
ranginl; from 30 to 150 pm in length and 3 to l2pm in width.
Each riLbbon repeatedly nzurows and widens and may even
twist h,llically. Calcite spikes are often associated wittr the
ribbon crystals and range in length from 4 to 30 pm, whereas
widths range from I to l0 pm. Both the ribbon crystals and
the cahite spikes may be attributable topartial dissolution or

Figure I 7. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) reveals triangu-
lar cross sections of elongate crystals; many of the crystal
edges are curved.

Figure 18. Photomicrograph (plane light) of bladed crystals
with sharp crystal terminations (T) abutting micritic crystals
(dark area at top right).
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Figure 19. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) showing radi-
ating bundles of fibrous crystals and crystallites. Notice the
difference in crystal development above venus below the
thickest lamination (arrows).
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Figure 20. Scanning elecfron micrograph of ribbon crystals;
some of tlte crystals appear to twist (arrow).
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Figure 22. Photomicrograph (plane light) of inclusion-rich
zones within crystals (anows) which give the deposits a

laminated appearance.

Figure 23. Photomicrograph (plane light) of inclusion-rich
zones within bladed crystals.

variations in geochemical conditions during precipitation.
Many crystals in the waterfall Eavertine contain inclu-

sion-rich zones (Figure 22). Bladed, @gure 23) and equant
(Figure 24) crystals may display one or more of these zones.

The zones have been interpretedas pauses in growth andhave
been reported in calcite crystals in many freshwater carbon-
ate deposits (Folkand Assereto, 1976; Kendall andBroughton,
1978; Braithwaite, 1979; Meredith, 1980). Kendall and
Broughton (1978, p. 52D reasoned that "Inclusions are
trapped by the advancing growth surface and variations in
either the supply, or the rates of absorption, of impurities give
rise !o variations in impurity concentration which thus come
to define a growthJayering."

Several samples containing zoned crystals were ob-
served with ttre SEM. The inclusion-rich zones appear to
have been partially dissolved. In thin section, however, this
is usually not observed. This discrepancy may be explained
by the fact that the crystals observed wilh the SEM occurred
near large (millimeter-sized) pore spaces, where meteoric
water probably flowed, resulting in the preferential dissolu-
tion of the inclusion-rich layers.
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Figure 21. Scanning elecEon micrographs of calcite spikes.
A. Overview of area of spiked forest. B. Close-up view of
spikes.
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Figure 20. Scanning electron micrograph of ribbon crystals;
some of the crystals appear to twist (arrow).
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Figure 2l . Scanning electron micrographs of calcite spikes.
A. Overview of area of spiked forest. B. Close-up view of
spikes.

Figure 22. Photomicrograph (plane light) of inclusion-rich
zones within crystals (arrows) which give the deposits a

laminated appearance.

Figure 23. Photomicrograph (plane light) of inclusion-rich
zones within bladed crystals.

variations in geochemical conditions durin g precipitation.
Many crystals in the waterfall travertine contain inclu-

sion-rich zones (Figure 22). Bladed (Figure 23) andequant
(Frgure 24) crystals may display one or more of these zones.
The zones havebeen interpretedas pauses in growth and have
been reported in calcite crystals in many freshwater carbon-
ate deposi ts Folk and Assereo, I 976; Kendall and Broughton,
1978; Braithwaite, I979i Meredith, 1980). Kendall and
Broughton (1978, p. 524) reasoned that "Inclusions are
trapped by the advancing growth surface and variations in
either the supply, or the rates of absorption, of impurities give
rise to variations in impurity concentration which thus come
to define a growth-layering."

Several samples conlaining zoned crystals were ob.
served with the SEM. The inclusion-rich zones appear to
have been partially dissolved. In thin section, however, this
is usually not observed. This discrepancy may be explained
by the fact that the crystals observed with the SEM occuned
near large (millimeter-sized) pore spaces, where meteoric
water probably flowed, resulting in the preferential dissolu-
tion of the inclusion-rich layers.
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F igw e 24. Photom icrographs (crossed nicols). A. Rhombo-
hedral crystals; crystals in right half of photograph show one
or more inclusion-rich layers (arrow) paralleling crystal out-
lines. B. Hexagonal crystals; crystals show several inclu-
sion-rich zones paralleling crystal outlines.

Cement Morphologies

Many different types of cements occur in the travertine
deposits including gravitational, meniscus, isopachous, ran-
dom mosaic, andpoikilotopic cements. Gravitationalcement
occurs in several samples @igure 25), but it is most abundant
in samples containing vadose pisoids. The bladed or fibrous
crystals comprising this cement type range in lengttr from 0.2
to 4 mm and in width from 0.05 to I mm. Meniscus cements
@igure 26) also occurin association with tlre vadosepisoids.
The meniscus cement crystals range from euhedral (rhombo-
hedral) to anhedral and range in size from several microme-
ters t0 approximately 0.5 mm.

Isopachous cements are common. Isopachous rims
surround both organic and inorganic constituents and arecomposed and/or rhombohedral)
orbladedc haveanouterisopach-
ous rim of h is ttrickest on grains
nearer the deposit's surface and becomes progressively thin-
ner with increasing depth.

Figure 25. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) showing gravi-
tational cement (G) suspended from chert grains (C).

'*?q @'fud c'$ rd*n

Figure 26. Photomicrograph (crossed nicols) of meniscus ce-
ment (arrows) around coated grains.

Figure 27. Photomicrograph (plane light) of clear, rhombo
hedral crystals filling a pore; crystals increase in size toward
the center of the pore.

Many pisoids display well-developed gravitational
cement superimposed on isopachous rims. The gravitational
cement, up to I mm in thickness, occurs along the tops ofpore
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ABSTRACT

Falling Spring is a mixture of mineral-enriched thermal
water and shallow groundwater that forms Falling Spring
Creek. A waterfall along Falling Spring Creek is the site of
pronounced CO, degassing, an increase in pH, and a decrease
in calcite solubility in the creek water. Active, observable
travertine deposition in Falling Spring Creek occurs in the
vicinity of the waterfall, especially at ttre bottom of the
waterfall, and is much more rapid during times of low flow.

Modern travertine consists mainly of layered deposits
and encrustations and forms dams, terraces, and cascades.

Precipitation is controlled by the amount of dilution by
shallow groundwater and surface runoff and chemical changes

along the flow path that affect calcite solubility, particularly
tlose associated witl stream turbulence. Biological agents
play an important role in the deposition of the travertine.

The escarpment over which the water cascades is itself
an ancient travertine deposit. Part of this ancient deposit
exists at elevations above the top of the waterfall and above
the elevation of the present-day spring. The ancient deposit
contains many of the same features observablein the modern
travertine deposits of the stream bed itself. Ancient cascade

deposits at these higher elevations probably formed in the
vicinity of a knickpoint that was elevated relative to the
present knickpoint. The change in the position and elevation
of the knickpoint may be due !o headward erosion of Falling
Spring Valley or may be due to the existence of an ancient
travertine dam.

INTRODUCTION

The waterfall atFalling Spring Falls (Figure l; cover, top
right photograph), Alleghany County, Virginia, is probably
the highest waterfall in the Appalachian Valley and Ridge
physiographic province. In fact, Thomas Jefferson (1825)
described Falling Spring Falls as a 61-m-high cascade that in
his day was higher than Niagara Falls. Today the waterfall is
less tlan half that height.

Falling Spring Creek contains a mixture of surficial run-
off and water that issues from a thermal spring. In the vicinity
ofthe waterfall, active travertine deposition can be observed.
The waterfall escarpment itself is an ancient travertine de-
posit.

The thermal spring and waterfall provide an excellent
field laboratory for the study of travertine deposition. The
two-fold purpose of our study was: 1) to investigate the
controlling facton for travertine deposition in the stream, in
particular, therelationship of the waterfall to the formation of
travertine, and 2) to apply our findings on the Falling Spring
Creek system to a geologic and geomorphic investigation of
the ancient travertine deposit which forms tle travertine es-

carpment beneath and behind the waterfall (Figure 1). This
paper represents an expansion of a preliminary report (Den-
nen and Diecchio, 1984).

Figure 1. Falling Spring Creek waterfall. Photograph taken
from overlook along U.S. Highway 220.

GEOLOGIC AND TOPOGRAPHIC SETTING

Falling Spring emanates from the Middle Ordovician
lnwville limestone (lower Black River Group) (Reeves,

1932) near the soutiern end of Warm Springs anticline, one

of a number of anticlines that expose Ordovician limestone in
the western part of *re Valley and Ridge. Falling Spring is
the most southerly of four thermal spring areas (Warm

Springs, Hot Springs, Healing Springs, and Falling Spring)
within the anticline (Figure 2). The oldest stratum exposed in
the anticline is the Lower Ordovician Beekmantown Forma-
tion, which is unconformably overlain by Middle Ordovician
limestones (Butts, 1940).

Falling Spring Valley is a topographic feature coincident
with the exposure of Ordovician limestones in the core of the

southern end of the Warm Springs anticline (Figure 2). The
valley is surrounded on all sides by a resistant ridge that is
formed by the hwer Silurian Tuscarora Sandstone (Figure

3). Little Mountain comprises the western flank of the
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Falling Spring is a mixture of mineral-enriched thermal
water and shallow groundwater that forms Falling Spring
Creek. A waterfall along Falling Spring Creek is the site of
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The escarpment over which the water cascades is itself
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his day was higher ttran Niagara Falls. Today the waterfall is
less than half rhat height.

Falling Spring Creek contains a mixture of surficial run-
off and water that issues from a thermal spring. In the vicinity
of tlre waterfall, active travertine deposition can be observed.
The waterfall escalpment itself is an ancient Eavertine de_
posit.

The thermal spring and waterfall provide an excellent
field laboratory for the study of travertine deposition. The
two-fold purpose of our study was: l) to investigate the
controlling factors for travertine deposition in the stream, in
particular, the relationship of the waterfall to the formation of
tmvertine, and 2) to apply our findings on the Falling Spring
Creek system to a geologic and geomorphic investigation of
the ancient travertine deposit which forms the travertine es-

carpment beneath and behind the waterfall (Figure l). This
paper represents an expansion of a preliminary report (Den-
nen and Diecchio, 1984).

Figure 1. Falling Spring Creek waterfall. Photograph taken
from overlook along U.S. Highway 220.

GEOLOGIC AND TOPOGRAPHIC SETTING

Falling Spring emanates from the Middle Ordovician
Lowville limestone (ower Black River Group) @.eeves,
1932) neat the southern end of Warm Springs anticline, one
of a numberof anticlines thatexposeOrdovician limestone in
the western part of the Valley and Ridge. Falling Spring is
the most southerly of four thermal spring areas (Warm
Springs, Hot Springs, Healing Springs, and Falling Spring)
within the anticline (Figure 2). The oldest stratum exposed in
the anticline is the Lower Ordovician Beekmantown Forma-
tion, which is unconformably overlain by Middle Ordovician
limestones (Butts, 1940).

Falling Spring Valley is atopographic fearure coincident
with the exposure of Ordovician limestones in the core of the
southern end of ttre Warm Springs anticline @gure 2). The
valley is surrounded on all sides by a resistant ridge that is
formed by the Lower Silurian Tuscarora Sandstone @igure
3). Little Mountain comprises the western flank of tlre
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anticline, and Warm Springs Mountain is the eastern flank.
All of the surface drainage in the southern end of Falling
Spring Valley flows through a water gap cut into the Tus-
carora sandstone ridge. The travertine escarpment over
which the waterfall of Falling Spnng Creek flows occurs
about 3ffi m downsfteam from the water gap (Figure 4).

-@ location of Falling Spring

As illustrated in Figure 2, the thermal spring areas in the

Warm Springs anticline all occur near the intersection of
surface lineaments within the anticline (Hobba and others,
1979; Geiser,1979: Gattright, 1984). Apparently, these

lineaments are the sufrcial expression of fracture zones

which facilitate the upward movement of tlte thermal water.
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Figure 3. Falling Spring Creek drainage system. Heavy dashed line represents approximate outcrop of Tuscarora Sandstone.

The Tuscarora sandstone is welljointed and displays about 9
m of left lateral displacement at tle water gap of Falling
Spring Creek (Geiser, 1979).

Differenttheories forthe source of the heat in thethermal
springs have been advanced. Chemical similarity between
the thermal spring waters and non-thermal spring waters is
the basis for the theory ttrat ttre thermal springs are deeply
circulated surface-derived water S.eeves, 1932; Helz and
Sinex, 1974; Hobbaand others, 1979). On thebasis of down-
hole heat flow measurements and the observation that a near
normal geotlermal gradientexists in the thermal springs area,
Perry and others (1979) propose ttrat the thermal springs
result from deep circulation of meteoric water along steeply-
dipping fractured strala and recirculation back to the surface
along fracture zones. Dennison and Johnson (1971) have

pointed out the spatial coincidence between the maximum
temperature thermal springs in Bath County (adjacent to and

north of Alleghany County) and the location of a Tertiary dike
swarrn in Highland County (adjacent lo and north of Bath
County) and the proximity of both features to the proposed

38th parallel fracture zone. They propose a slowly cooling
Tertiary pluton as the heat source.

STREAM CHARACTERISTICS

Falling Spring is a mixture of thermal and normal tem-
perature spring waters that emanate and mix within Warm
River Cave before they reach the surface (Holsinger, 1975).
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Figure 4. Profile along Falling Spring Creek.

Falling Spring Creek mixes with normal temperature surface
streams, most of which drain a karst area, before cascading
over Falling Spring Falls (Figures 3 and 4). Downstream
from the waterfall, other Eibutaries from outside the karst
area mix with the water of Falling Spring Creek. The Falling
Spring Creek drainage system is a tributary of the Jackson
River (Figure 3).

Rogers (1884) measured the temperature of Falling
Spring sometimebetween 1834 and 1838 andreported 17'C.
Reeves (1932) reported slight seasonal variations in the
temperatue of Falling Spring, ranging from 18oC in the
winter to23"C in autumn. Helz and Sinex (1974) recorded
22.2"C, but they did not make clear whettrer this measure-
ment was taken during their July or February visit. Hobba and
others ( 1979) reported 25oC at the spring in December. Lorah
(1987) recordedtemperatures atthe springandat several sites
along the stream for the period of a year. She reported a high
of 35oC for the warm cave stream in July and a low of 27.5oC
in December. Temperatures of the surface spring and stream
ranged from 15oC in April to25"C in July.

Reeves (1932) noted tiat Falling Spring had the highest
discharge rate ofall springs in the area, averaging 380 to 450
L/s and that this varied sharply during the year. He proposed
that the variation in discharge in addition to the temperature
fluctuations at the spring indicated mixing with shallow
groundwater. Lorah (1987) charted the discharge rates of
Falling Spring Creek over the period ofa year. She reported
a high of 1200 L/s in April and a low of about 250 L/s in 19&4

between October and December.
After issuing onto the surface at Falling Spring, the

mixed waters of Falling Spring Creek flow over the gently
sloping valley floor at the southern end of Falling Spring
Valley (Figure 4). The water gap cut into the Tuscarora
sandstone represents a knickpoint between ttre valley of ttre
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.l- confluence of surlace runoff

[S travertine
(actual thickness unknown)

Jackson River and the elevated segment of Falling Spring
Valley. Falling Spring Creek cascades over a travertine
escarpment about 300 m downstream from the place where it
passes over the Tuscarora sandstone.

Immediately below the waterfall, Falling Spring Valley
has a convex profile. This is the area where travertine dams
are most prominent, and where travertine deposition occurs
at the greatest rate during the late summer and early fall.
Farther downstream, where less travertine deposition occurs,
travertine dams are much less prominent, and the stream
profile is more gently sloping and concave.

Reeves (1932) presented geochemical analyses of water
collected at the spring. Helz and Sinex (1974) studied
chemical equilibria of the waters from ten thermal springs in
the vicinity, including Falling Spring, and concluded that the
waters were not similar to brines that formed nearby lead-zinc
ore deposits, even though both the thermal springs andtheore
deposis are found in Ordovician limestones. Hobba and
others ( 1979) studied Falling Spring as part of a geochemical
and hydrological study of wells and springs in thermal-spring
areas of the entire Appalachian mountain system. Their
report included chemical, isotope, and dissolved gas analy-
ses.

Dennen and Diecchio (1984) reported preliminary re-
sults of some chemical observations of Falling Spring Creek.
Lorah and Herman (Herman and Lorah, 1987; lnrah, 1987;
lnrah and Herman, this volume) present detailed chemical
measurements taken in Warm River Cave and along Falling
Spring Creek. These sources report that an important chemi-
cal aspect of Falling Spring Creek is the change in solubility
of calcite along the stream course. From the mouth of the

spring and continuing downstream, there is an increase in pH
due !o outgassing of COr. This change in pH causes ttre water
to become supersaturated with respect to calcite. The in-
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creased CO2 outgassing is due to the increased turbulence of
the water, particularly as it goes over the falls.

METHODS

Our study of the Falling Spring area consisfed of field
observations made from 1919 to 1987. Visits were made at
various times during the year, including low-flow periods
(late summer) and high-flow periods (winter and early spring).
Visual observations of the modem and ancient travertine
were made. The visually apparent state of fiayertine depo-
sition within the stream at the time of the visit was also noted
qualitatively. Samples of both modern and ancient fiavertine
were collected for petrogaphic analysis.

TRAVERTINE

MODERN TRAVERTINE

Travertine that has formed in the present stream bed is
referred !o as modern travertine. In Falling Spring Creek,
modem travertine deposits are much more common and more
extensive downstream from Falling Spring Falls. During the
summer and early fall, when stream flow is greatly reduced,
it is relatively easy to frnd new travertine encrusting any
debris in the sfream below the falls. The encrustation is hard
and dense and coats everything in the stream, including glass
bottles, twigs (Figure 5), roots,leaves, and rocks (Frgure 6).

Figure 6. Travertine-coated boulders of Tuscarora sandstone
in a recently abandoned part of the stream channel. Photo-
graph taken on slope leading from overlook to the base of the
waterfall.

leaves, sticks, and pebbles, which are commonly encrusted
with travertine, wittr the result that fte leaves become very
brittle. This pool filling is particularly apparent during the
autumn when flow is low and fallen leaves accumulate in the
pools. There are many areas in the stream, associated with
travertine dams, that appear to be terraced (Figure 7).

A soft, crumbly form of modern travertine is associated
with algae and mosses. This fravertine appears as a muddy
brown layer ranging from 0.05 tn 2 cm thick and is found
forming beneath growing algal mats and encrusting mosses.

It is more commonly found during times of low flow. Through-
out the year, algae hang in long curtains from the top of the
falls (Figure 8) and covers the debris in the stream directly
below ttre falls. Algae and mosses also grow on rocks, roots,
and Eee limbs in quieter water and pools to the side and
downstream from the falls, and on any damp surface in the
vicinity of ttre creek. Modern travertine can be found in
almost all these places.

Water seeps from the top of the travertine escarpment to
the lower.part. The surface of the lowerpart of the escarpment
is set back, and the travertine here takes on a dripstone-like

-'';,.,n 
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Figure 5. Twig coated with travertine.

Travertine dams build up over tree roots, fallen limbs,
andresistantrock in the stream, where the water flow is more
turbulent. Pools of water form behind the dams and some of
the pools near the falls are several meters deep. Downstream
the pools become shallower. Some of the pools contain
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creased CO2 outgassing is due to the increased turbulence of
the water, particularly as it goes over the falls.

METHODS

Our study of the Falling Spring area consisted of field
observations made from 1979 tD 19g7. Visits were made at

ow-flow periods
and early spring).
ncient travertine

were made. The visually apparent state of travertine depo_
sition within the stream at the time of the visit was also noted
qualitatively. Samples of both modern and ancient travertine
were collected for perographic analysis.

TRAVERTINE

MODERN TRAVERTINE

Travertine that has formed in the present stream bed is
referred to as modem travertine. In Falling Spring Creek,
modem travertinedeposits are much morecommon and more
extensive downstream
summer and early fall,
it is relatively easy to
debris in the stream bel
and dense and coats everything in the stream, including glass
bottles, twigs (Figure 5), roots, leaves, and rocks (Fig*e 6).
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Figure 5. Twig coated with travertine.

Travertine dams build up over tree roots, fallen limbs,
andresistantrock in tlre stream, where the water flow is more
turbulent. Pools of water form behind the dams and some of
the pools near the falls are several meters deep. Downstream
the pools become shallower. Some of the pools contain

Figure 6. Travertine-coated boulders of Tuscarora sandstone
in a recently abandoned part of the stream channel. photo_
graph taken on slope leading from overlook to the base of ttre
waterfall.

leaves, sticks, and pebbles, which are commonly encrusted
with travertine, with the result ttrat the leaves become very
brittle. This pool filling is parricularly apparcnr during th!
autumn when flow is low and fallen leaves accumulate in the
pools. There are many areas in the stream, associated with
travertine dams, that appear to be terraced (Figure 7).

A soft, crumbly form of modern travertine is associated
with algae and mosses. This travertine appears as a muddy
brown layer ranging from 0.05 to 2 crn thick and is found

downstream from the falls, and on any damp surface in the
vicinity of the creek. Modern travertine can be found in
almost all these places.

Water seeps from the top of ilre travertine esca{pmenr to
the lower part. The surface of the lower part of the escarpm en t
is set back, and the travertine here takes on a dripstone-like
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Figure 9. Nearly horizonally bedded travertine, ancient trav_
ertine deposit. Photograph taken along State Road 640.

The outcrop ofthe ancient travertine displays bedding or
layering of varied orientations. Figure 9 shows part of the
outcrop which has very gently dipping bedded travertine (up
to 5'). Figure 10 shows more steeply dipping travertine (dips
of 75o or more). Steeply dipping sections such as this are
flanked by sections of randomly oriented bedding. Succes_
sive layers or coatings of travertine are evident in many places
in the ancient deposit (Figure 11). Toward ttre north end of
the outcrop are whatappearto be solution orcollapsebreccias
of layered travertine €igure l2). Some deposis consist of
travertine-coated, rounded and flattened pebbles of Ordovi_
cian and Silurian clastic strata which underlie the travertine.
Figure 13 is a photomicrograph of such a deposit in which
small, rounded pebbles of quartzarenite, probably from the
Tuscarora Sandstone, and siltstone, probably from the Rose
Hill Formation, are cemented together with two different
laminations of travertine. Most of the ancient travertine is
very porous and contains molds of various types and sizes.
Many are molds of tree limbs (Figure l4), leaves, and
rootlets. Figure I 5 shows a deail of the layering in Figure I l.
The layering ranges from 0.5 to 2 cm thick, similar in size to
that described for the modern travertine, and consists of
porous bands oriented parallel !o the substrate.

Perographically, the ancient travertine commonly ap_
pears laminated and vuggy. Figure 16 is a photomicrograptr
of a single lamination, taken from the part of the outcrop
shown in Figure 13. The laminations are composed of
microspar with vuggy porosity parallel to the lamination and
long bladed calcite crystals which have extended themselves
by a series of overgrowths radiating outward from the micro_
spar.

Figure 17 is a scanning electron micrograph of what is
probably a filamentous procaryote (bacteria or blue-green
algae) fossilized in the ancienr deposit.

preliminary report (Dennen and Diecchio, l9&4) we sug-
gested that bacteria which form sticky fibrous networks can
act as sediment traps and, along wittr algae and mosses,
provide an ideal substrate for nucleating calcite crysals.
Emeis and others ( 1987) did a detailed organic and geochemi
cal study of mosses living in travertine_depositing streams
and lakes and discovered that epiphytic diatoms and algae
inhabiting mosses secrete a stickymucous which t up. ,Iur_
pended calcite particles. These authors propose ttrat the
presence of biological activity and mucous traps is a prerequi_
site for the initiation and maintenance of travirtine buildups.

The area at fte base of the escarpment is similar to the
"calcified vaults', described by Golubii ( 1969). He described
a process in which the encrustation of growing algae and
mosses is accompanied by thebacterial decomposition of the
entrapped plants. During this process, CO" concentrations
increase locally in the warcr seeping thrcrirgh the porous
travertine deposits, causing ttre dissolution o1 some of the
travertine and enriching the water in dissolved CaCe. When
this supersaturated water seeps down through the depbsit and
contacts the outside air, some of the CO, escapes, and the sur_
faces of the travertine vault are coat d with the resulting
calcite precipitate, similar to the way dripstone is formed in
a cave. The supersaturated spray from tle falls adds to the
coating process.

The two separate processes of calcite precipitation and
travertine deposirion can be distinguished. Lorah (19g7)
found that photosynthesis by plants in Falling Spring Creek
had no measurable effect on the rate of calciie precipitation
and ruled out biological activity as a primary factor in the
precipitation of catcite in the stream. In view of ttre studies
byEmeis and others (1982) and based upon the close associa_
tion of travertine and algal buildups, ho*euer, we suggest
thatbiological activity is an important factor in the deposition
of travertine at Falling Spring Creek. It appears, thirefore,
that calcite precipitation is controlled targety by inorganic
factors and that travertine deposition ls controtteO largely by
organic factors.

ANCIENT TRAVERTINE

For the purposes of ttris paper, we define ancient traver_
tine as any travertine which was not formed in rhe existing
stream bed. The ancient travertine deposit is located on the
western side of Little Mountain and north of Falling Spring
Creek (Figure 3). The oldest travertine out rop, or.u. ulong
State Road &0, at elevarions higher than tie falls. The
topography of the area adjacent !o the waterfall has been
modified by quarrying of the ancient travertine deposit.
Between l9l4 and lg4l, 38j,760 tons of lime were pro_

9t :9, and quarrying conrinued for a few years after rhar
(Hubbard and others, 1985; Sweet and gubbard. this vol_
ume).
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Figure 10. Steeply dipping travertine, ancient travertine de-
posit. Photograph taken along State Road 640.

DISCUSSION OF
ANCIENT TRAVERTINE DEPOS ITION

The travertine deposits (modern and ancient) are charac-
teristic of the "waterfall or cascade deposits" described by
Chafetz and Folk ( I 984). The morphology of the deposits is
determined mostly by the force of the water and the shape of
the algal- and moss-covered surfaces upon which the traver-
tine collects. In t}te ancient travertine, ttris has resulted in the
wide range of orientations of the layering @igures 1 1 and l4).
In the modern travertine, tle most steeply dipping sections
are found on steeply sloping surfaces directly under the
waterfall, where the water is most turbulent. The steeply
dipping sections in the ancient deposit may tierefore show
positions of ancient waterfall sites. The pebbly part of the
deposit is shown in Figure 13, and the point at which it was
found in the ancient travertine most likely marks a stream
channel.

The two crystal sizes in the laminations seen in thin
section (Figure 16) may be a result of the combination of
inorganic and organicprocesses describedby Emeis and

Figure 11. Layered travertine, ancient travertine deposit.

Photograph taken along State Road 640. Probably represen-

tative of a coated surface.

Figure 12. Travertine breccias, ancient deposit. Photogaph
taken along State Road 640. Probably representative of
collapse of a layered accumulation.
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deposit is shown in Figure 13, and the point at which it was
found in the ancient Eavertine most likely marks a stream
channel.

The two crystal sizes in the laminations seen in thin
section (Figure 16) may be a result of the combination of
inorganic and organic processes described by Emeis and
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Photograph taken along State Road 640. Probably represen-
tative of a coated surface.

Figure 12. Travertine breccias, ancient deposit. Photograph
taken along State Road 640. Probably representative of
collapse of a layered accumulation.
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Figure 14. Tree molds, ancient travertine deposit. photograph
raken along sar Road 640.

Figure 15. Porous ftavertine. Enlarged portion of Figure 1 I .

travertine deposition begins by entrapment of very small
particles. Golubic and Fischer's study may also provide an
explanation for the differing hues of the travertine layers in
Figure 13 (and on a larger scale, in Figure l5). If ttre arnount
ofennapped Fe-rich clays is responsible for the color differ-

Figure 13. Photomicrograph of coated lithic fragments. Tus_
carora sandstone fragment (T) and siltstone fragment from
Rose Hill Formation @), coated wittr two layers of travertine.
Sampled from ancient travertine deposit exposed along State
Road 640. Crossed nicols. Scale bar represents I mm.

others (1987). These authors proposed two different phases
of moss encrustation during fresh-water travertine formation.
During the first phase, micritic calcite settles and is napped
by mucous strands secreted by diatoms inhabiting the moss.
In waters supersaturated with respect to calcite, ttris initiates
more rapid calcite precipitation at the site of entrapment and
massive, sparry calcite (ttre second phase) buries the moss
surface. The moss tien grows above the crust, is again
inhabited by diatoms, which secrete mucous strands, and the
process repeats itself. In Figure 16, the microspar may be the
trapped precipia@, and the sparry calcite may represent the
second phase. In Figure 13, two complefe cycles of ttris pro_
cess may be visible in the two layers of travertine.

Golubic and Fischer (1975) found that crystal size
zonations in algae fossilized in fresh-water travertine were
inversely conelated to the contentof enftappedFe-rich clays.
They suggested that the crysal formation recorded changes
in water levels and the amount of suspended material. The
fact that the smaller crystal sizes in their study are correlated
wittr a higher amount of ennapped clays reinforces the idea
proposed by Emeis and orhers(19g7)ttrat theprocessof
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Figure 13. Photomicrograph of coated lithic fragments. Tus_
carora sandstone fragment (T) and siltstone fragment from
|oselfif formation (R),coared with twolayers of traverrine.
Sampled from ancient travertine deposit exiosed along State
Road 640. Crossed nicols. Scale barrep...rnt. l rnrn.

Figure 14. Tree molds, ancient travertine deposit. photograph
taken along State Road 640.

others ( I 987). These authors proposed two different phases
of moss encrustation during fresh_water travertine formation.
During the first phase, micritic calcite settles and is rapped
by mucous sEands secreted by diatoms inhabiting the moss.
In waters supersaturated with respect to calcite, ttris initiates
more.rapid calcite precipitation at the site of entrapment and
massive, sparry calcite (the second phase) buriei the moss
surface. The moss then grows above the crust, is again
inhabited by diatoms, which secrete mucous strands, and the
process repeats iself. In Figure 16, the microspar may be the
trapped precipitate, and the sparry calcite may represent the
second phase. In Figure 13, two complete 

"y"i"s 
of tt i, p.o_

cess may be visible in the two layers of travertine.
Golubic and Fischer (1975) found that crysral size

zonations in algae fossilized in fresh-water travertine were
inversely correlated to the contentof entrapped Fe_rich clays.
They suggested that the crystal formation iecorded changes
in water levels and the amount of suspended material. The
fact that the smaller crystal sizes in their study are correlated
with a higher amount of entrapped clays reinforces the idea
proposed by Emeis and orhers (19g7) that the process of

Figure 15. Porous travertine. Enlargedportion ofFigure 11.

travertine deposition begins by entrapment of very small
particles. Golubic and Fischer's study may also provide an
explanation for the differing hues ofthe travertine layers in
Figure 13 (and on a larger scale, in Figure l5). Ifttre arnount
ofenrapped Fe-rich clays is responsible for the color differ_
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Figure 16. Photomicrograph of travertine lamination. Bladed

calcite crystals @) growing on microspar (M). Small round

holes are probably molds of filamentous material. Crossed

nicols. Scale bar represents 0.1 mm.

ences, the darker layers may record high-flow conditions in
Falling Spring Creek during the winterandearly spring, when

the water wouldbe carryinglargeramounts of suspendedFe-

rich sediments weathered from surrounding bedrock (the

Juniata and Rose Hill formations are iron-rich).
Figure 17 shows what may be algal filaments which,

according to Emeis and others (1987), are critical in provid-

ing nucleating sites for precipitating travertine. Calcareous

molds of these filaments are visible in the photomicrograph.

The underlying travertine appears to be full of small holes.

These may be the micropores described by Chafetz and Folk
( 1984), which are formed when bacterial colonies, surrounded

by freshly forming tmvertine, die and decay. This photomi-

crograph emphasizes the intimate association and intricate

combination of organic and inorganic processes in the forma-

tion of travertine.

ffiii)

Figure 17. hocaryotic (?) filamentous material (F) on a po-

rous substrate (S). Scanning electron micrograph of traver-

tine coating found on a fossilized tree limb. Scale bar repre-

sents l0 pm.

GEOMORPHIC DEVELOPMENT OF
FALLING SPRING CREEK

The ancient travertine deposit near Falling Spring Falls

occurs on thedip slopeoflittle Mountain, in the same general

position with regard to the Tuscarora Sandstone as the mod-

ern travertine deposits (Figures 3 and l8). In either case

(modern or ancient), the travertine occurs on a Tuscarora dip-

slope and contains cascade deposis. The highest topographic

position of the ancient travertine deposit is at least 6 m higher

than thepresentelevation of ttre Falling Spring andmore than

30 m above the elevation of the waterfall (Figure l8).
The Tuscarora sandstone forms a ridge that surrounds

many of the anticlines and synclines in the Appalachian

Valley and Ridge province. Other streams (not thermal or

travertine depositing) that flow over the Tuscarora sandstone

exhibit disturbed flow in the form of rapids, cascades, or

waterfalls (for example, at Narrows and at Goodwins Ferry

on theNew Riverand atMeadow CreekFalls at thenortheast

nose of the Sinking Creek anticline). The disnrrbed flow that

occurs in Falling Spring Creek as it passes over the travertine

ledge is influential in the outgassing of carbon dioxide and the

increased deposition of travertine. The resistant ridge of
Tuscarora sandstone most likely played a crucial role in the

location of the travertine deposits, perhaps serving as the

original cause of the turbulence associated with travertine

deposition. The ancient deposit must have formed when

u d'i
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Falling Spring Creek had a profile that was elevated relative
to today and probably flowed over a different path. The
ancient profile, however, must still have crossed a ledge of
Tuscarora sandstone.

The water gap cut into the Tuscarora represents a knick_
point between the valley of the Jackson River and the elevated
upper segment of Falling Spring Valley. The elevation of ttre
knickpoint is controlled by ttre elevarion of Falling Spring
Creek where it crosses the Tuscarora sandstone. The ancient
cascade deposits that occur above the present spring and
waterfall had probably formed when the knickpoint was
elevated. In the Falling Spring area, therefore, there may be
evidence of the continuing headward erosion of Falling
Spring Valley (Figure 18), the elevarion of which is con_
trolled by the water gap.

Altematively, Golubic (1969) describes how travertine
buildup can dam a sFeam, causing the formation of a lake
behind the dam. Flood waters can cause the collapse of *re
travertine dam and completely change the sfteam profile. In
the case of Falling Spring, favertine could have formed a
dam, pooling t}re waters of the creek behind it, and elevating
the base level of Falling Spring Valley. The creek could have
spilled over the ridge at a different location, and formed
another travertine deposit at a different, higher elevation. A
subsequent flood may have washed away the dam and once
again lowered the base level of the valley.

Even within hismrical times, there have been noticeable
changes in the travertine escarpment. The convex profile of
the stream directly below the waterfall is most likely due to
travertine accumulation. This may account for some of the
difference between the height of Falling Spring Falls in
Thomas Jefferson's day (61 m) and the present height (less
than 30 m). According to David Hubbard (1988, personal
communication), the stream was diverted to its present loca_
tion at the southeastem end of the travertine ledge by early
quarrying operations. He suggests that if the water were now
flowing over the escarpment which extends to the far west
end ofthe travertine deposit (Figure 3), the cascade would be
about 0.4 km long and would approach the height that
Thomas Jefferson described.
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ABSTRACT

Significant marl deposits of Holocene age have been
mined in Frederick and Clarke counties, Virginia. The
Redbud Run deposit, located 1.6 km norttr of Winchester,
Frederick County, was partially removed by surface mining.
The portion of the deposit removed, about 460 m long, 75 m

wide, and 4 m deep, was located on the south side of Redbud

Run and was oriented parallel to the direction of the present.

stream flow. An unmined portion with similar composition,

size, shape, and tonnage of marl occurs on the north side of
Redbud Run. The marl was nearly pure CaCO, (mostly

calcite) containing less than 5 weightpercentinsolubles. The

unmined lower travertine portion is approximately 0.9 m
thick and contains up to 97.08 percent CaCOr. The upper

commercial-marl portion of *re deposit attained ttticknesses

as great as 2.7 m ofmostly loose, very fine- to coarse-grained

material containing up to 96.69 percent CaCOr. An abun-

Virginia Division of Mineral Resources, P.O. Box 3667, Charlottesville, V A 22W3
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dance of land-dwelling and freshwater mollusk (gastropod)
shells and shell fragments composed of aragonite (CaCOr)
occurred throughout the marl and ftavertine. Major travei_
tine-marl deposition at the Redbud Run site probably oc_
curred during the last 10,000 years as estimated from Indian
artifacts included in the deposit and under it. A total volume
of about 70,000 short tons of marl, or about g0 percent of the
south-side deposit, was removed and sold for use as a soil
fertility enhancer.

INTRODUCTION

High-purity Eavertine-marl deposis with greater than
95 percent CaCO, are common Holocene sediments in car_
bonate-rock areas of the Valley and Ridge province of Vir_
ginia (Figure 1). These deposits are composed of two
principal types of materials: l) travertine - massive and indu_
rated CaCQ materials which formed as falls and rapids in
streams and 2) marl - unconsolidated accumulations of
CaCO, deposited upsheam from travertine materials. Loca_
tions of the waterfall-type tavertine-marl deposits are more
widely distributed than tiose predominantly composed of
marl. Deposits of travertine as thick as 1 g m are known in the
State (Helz and Sinex, 1974). Extensive, predominantly
marl-type deposits, occur in Frederick and Clarke counties.
Travertine-marl deposits are commonly associated with major
Paleozoic thrust faults (Thornton, 1953; Hubbard and others.
1985 and 1986).

This study, focused on ttre travertine-marl deposit along
Redbud Run in Frederick Counfy, Virginia (Figure 2), was
conducted to det€rmine the physical setting of the site, fo as-
certain the type of materials comprising the deposit, to de-
scribe the paleontological and archaeological associations, to
establish the time of major travefline-marl deposition, and
also !o record information about the commercial develop-
ment of the deposit.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEPOSIT

SETTING

The travertine-marl deposit lies downstream from exten-
sive faults (Figure 2) mapped by Butts and Edmundson
(1965). Water percolating along the fault zones appears as a
spring, flowing at least 103 L/s from rocks of the Conoco-
cheague Formation. This spring, having an ann.al average
temperature between l2oC and 13oC, forms Redbud Run
about 70 m upsfteam from the travertine-marl deposit. Redbud
Run traverses the deposit parallel to its long axis dividing it
into almost equal portions with relatively flat surfaces along
the north and south sides of the stream. The Redbud Run trav-
ertine-marl deposit is about 460 m long, 150 m wide, with
maximum thicknesses of 4 m.

A layer of calcareous soil containing organic material
covered the deposit prior to mining. The deposit overlies a
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Figure 2. Geologic map of the abandoned Redbud Run commercial marl pit and associated spring in the Cono-
cocheague Formation of Cambrian age (geologic map modified from Butts and Edmundson, 1965). l,ocation
1.6 km north of Winchester, Frederick County, Virginia.

cozuse channel-lag or fine saprolitic material in a broad
saucer-shaped stream valley in carbonate rock of the Upper
Cambrian Conococheague Formation. This formation con-
tains mostly bluish-gny limestone with interbedded magne-
sian limestone, dolostone, and coarse-grained sandslone.
The lag, when present, consists of slightly rounded to angular
sandstone pebbles and sand, mostly derived from the Cono-
cocheague Formation, and covers yellowish-orange (10 YR
6/6) clay to a thickness as large as 0.3 m. The marl contact
witl the underlying material is sharp, and occasionally marl
occurs on knobs of carbonate rock that lack a lag or saprolitic
covering. The saprolite was probably removed by erosion
prior to travertine-marl deposition.

CARBONATE MATERIALS AT TTIE
REDBUD RUN SITE

The travertine occurs as massive, concretionary, or
encrusting, mostly yellowish-brown (10 YR 6/4) to very pale

brown (10 YR 8/3), freshwater carbonate deposits. It con-

tains as high as 97.08 percent CaCO' mostly calcite, and a
maximum of 1.69 percent MgCOr. Encrustations on fresh-
water and land-snail shells, shell fragments, and plant parts

are common. The larger masses of consolidated material,
which attain thicknesses of 0.9 m, are more common in the

base of the deposit figure 3).
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Figure 3. Travertine near the base of the Redbud Run deposit;
approximately l.2m of loose material has been removed for
use as an agricultural soil-conditioning product (1983).

Figure 4. Loose, earthy marl along Redbud Run, exposure is
2.7 m ttrick; predominantly yellowish-brown, deposit is greater
than 95 percent CaCOr; note darker brown, organic-rich zone
near top of deposit.

The marl is a loose, earthy, fine- to coarse-texture mate-
rial, mostly calcite, with compositions as high as 96.69
percent CaCO. and 1.30 percent MgCO3 and minor amounts
of clay, silt, and sand (Figure 4). The color is predominately
pale yellowish-brown (10 YR 6l2)butranges from light-gray
(10 YR /1) when dry !o dark yellowish-brown (10 YR 4/4)
when wet. Darker material typically contains more organic
material and occurs at the top of the deposit. This highly cal-
careous soil attains thicknesses of 0.3 m.

Calcareous concretions and encrustations are common
(Figure 5). Encrustations of CaCO, on plant stems and roots
have resulted in hollow-tube segments. Pisolittrs formed
from fragments of encrustations acting as nucleii for further
concentric encrus[ation. Concretions, encrushtions, pisoliths,
and fragments of these materials and travertine occur within
the marl. Snail shells and shell fragments are also found
thoughout the deposit. All the shells that were examined are
composed of the mineral aragonite (CaCOr).

ilt

Figure 5. Concretions and encrustations ofprecipitated CaCQ
on plant stems and roots resulting in hollow tube fragments
are common in the Redbud Run travertine-mad deposit
(photograph by T. M. Gatlright, II).
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Figure 3. Travertine near the base of the RedbudRun deposit;
approximately l.2m of loose material has been removed for
use as an agricultural soil-conditioning product (1983).

Figure 4. Loose, earthy marl along Redbud Run, exposure is
2.7 m thick; predominantly yellowish-brown, deposit is greater

than 95 percent CaCOr; note darker brown, organic-rich zone
near top of deposit.

The marl is a loose, earthy, fine- to coarse-texture mate-
rial, mostly calcite, with compositions as high as 96.69
percent CaCO, and 1.30 percent MgCO, and minor amounts
of clay, silt, and sand (Figure 4). The color is predominately
pale yellowish-brown (10 YR 612)buranges from light-gray
(10 YR 7/1) when dry to dark yellowish-brown (10 YR 4/4)
when wet. Darker material typically conlains more organic
material and occun at the top of the deposit. This highly cal-
careous soil attains thicknesses of 0.3 m.

Calcareous concretions and encrustations are common

(Figure 5). Encruslations of CaCO3 on plant stems and roots

have resulted in hollow-tube segments. Pisolitlts formed

from fiagments of encrustations acting as nucleii for further

concentric encrustation. Concretions, encrustations, pisoliths,

and fragments of these materials and fiavertine occur within
the marl. Snail shells and shell fragments are also found

throughout the deposit. All the shells that were examined are

composed of the mineral aragonite (CaCOr).

Figure 5. Concretions and encrustations of precipitated CaCO,

on plant stems and roots resulting in hollow tube fragments

are common in the Redbud Run travertine-marl deposit
(photograph by T. M. Gathright,II).
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Species

PALEONTOLOGICAL ASSOCIATIONS

Seven species of land-dwelling mollusks and three spe-

cies of freshwater-dwelling mollusks were identified from
shell remains from the Redbud Run fravertine-marl deposit
(Table). Shells and shell fragments commonly constituted
about 10 percent of the marl material (Figure 6). Most shells
in the travertine and some shells in the marl were encrusted
with calcite. The most commonly occurring shells in the
deposit were the land-dwelling Triodopsis sp. and the
freshwater Lymn*ea sp.

I-and-dwelling species are known to inhabit a wide
variety of environments including swamps and marshes as

well as forests and rock surfaces (Burch, 19 62 and I 9 82). The
freshwater snails inhabit springs and ponds as well as rivers
and lakes and are found in verv shallow water.

Table. Mollusks from the Redbud Run travertine-marl de-
mcit

Estimated
Abundance* Habitat note

Figure 6. Typical mollusk (gastropod or snail) shells from the

Redbud Run travertine-marl deposit.

the fire pit. He determined the artifacts from the top of the

marl to be from the period between 500 B.C. to 200 A.D.
Gardner also collected points beneath ttre deposit after min-
ing had ceased. The artifacts were on the surface of the chan-

nel-lag material along the contact zone with the travertine-
marl. The age range of these artifacts was determined as

being from 6800 and 7200B.C. (Gardner, this volume).

#^tt

Subclass Pulmonata
Order Stylommatophora

Family Pupillidae
Gaslrocopla sp.

Family Polygyridae
Ste no lr e tno h irs ul wn? (Say)
Tridopsis fallax (Say)
T. albolabrb? (Say)
T. sp. a

T. sp. b
?Polygyra sp.

Order Lirnnophila
Family Lymnaeidae

Lymnaea palustrus? alartris? Mull.

M

H
H
M
L
L
L

H

land-dwelling

land-dwelling
land-dwelling
land-dwelling
land-dwelling
land-dwelling
lar.d-dwelling

freshwater

freshwater

freshwater

Family Physidae

Physa gyina M
Family Planorbidae

Heliosoma sp, L

+Estimated Abundance: H = high, M = medium, L = low.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATIONS

A n umber of Indian artifacs were found by the wri ter and
DavidA. Hubbard,Jr. near theeastern endof theRedbudRun
deposit in the top of the marl at a site on each side of the sream
(Figure 2). Two projectile points and 24 pieces of pottery
were collected near a fire pit containing small cobbles of
sands tone at the north-side site and a point was collec ted from
the south side of Redbud Run (Figure 7). William Gardner,
from the Thunderbird Museum, Front Royal, Virginia, col-
lected additional artifacts including a sandstone pestal near

l,:li

Figure 7. Indian ailifacts from the top
deposit date !o as recent as 500 A.D.
(photograph by T. M. Gathright, II).

of the Redbud Run
or 1490 years B.P.

'lti ,,.
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AGE OF DEPOSIT

The data most useful to determine an approximate time
of major travertine-marl deposition at the Redbud Run site
are the ages of Indian artifacts collected from the top and
underneatl the deposit. William Gardner,s (lggT,perional
communication) age determinations of the artifacts fix the
time of major deposition to be between approximately gg00
years B.P., based on artifacts undemeath, and 1490 years
B. P., based on those from ttre top of the deposit.

Identification of the freshwater and land_dwelling mol_
lusk species found in the Redbud Run deposit do not contrib_
ute useful information about the age of ttre deposit, because
these species have existed throughout the Holocene Epoch.

DISCUSSION

The origin of the Redbud Run and similar deposits in
Frederick and Clarke counties is similar to other travertine-
marl deposits described by Hubbard and orhers (19g5) and
Herman and Lorah (1987). The deposits originated by pre_
cipitation of calcite (CaCOr) from spring *uter. associated
with fault systems in carbonate rocks. Travertine and marl
precipitated as the waters became supersaturated with respect
to calcile upon CO, outgassing. The conditions that were
responsible for the onset of travertine-marl deposition, the

COMMERCIAL ASPECTS

The study of the commercial marl deposit began in l9g I
j usl prior to its mining for use as a soil-fertility enhancin g ma_
terial. Less than I m of a dark-brown, calcareous, organic_
rich soil had been removed with the grass cover along the
northern and southern sides of Redbud Run in 197g. About
70,000 short tons of high purity marl, greater than 95 percent

!aCO' was exposed along each side 
-of 

the stream. Mlning
began on the southern side of Redbud Run, during October
198 I , utilizing a pan scraper and a front_end loader to pile and
load the loose marl (Figure 8). Mining proceeded until indu_
rated travertine was encountered near the base ofthe deposit.
The travertine could not be removed with the scraper or
loa!e1, and mining ceased late in I 9g2 (Figure 9). This factor
ended the mining of travertine-marl in Frederick County and
the erl from 1838 S.ogers, lg44), of mining Holocene marl
deposits in ttre Valley and Ridge province of Vi.ginia.

Environmental concerns, zoning changes, increased land
values, and population growth in Frederick and Clarke coun_
ties will probably preclude the development of the marl
deposit along the north side of Redbud Run or any others in
the area.

Figure 8. View of travertine-marl deposit immediately after
mining began (October 1981).

Figure 9. Redbud Run deposit after removal of unconsoli_
dated calcareous material (marl); the remaining travertine
shows an undularing surface @ebruary l9g3).

role of climatic change, and the effects of agricultural activi_
ties during the past 200 years are all topics that require addi_
tional research for a better understanding.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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The data most useful to determine an approximate time
of major travertine-marl deposition at ttre Redbud Run site
are the ages of Indian artifacts collected from the top and
underneath the deposit. William Gardner's (1987, personal
communication) age determinations of the artifacts f,rx the
time of major deposition !o be between approximately 8g00
years B.P., based on artifacs underneath, and 1490 years
B. P., based on those from the top of the deposit.

Identification of the freshwater and land-dwelling mol-
lusk species found in the Redbud Run deposit do not contrib-
ute useful information about the age of ttre deposit, because
these species have existed throughout the Holocene Epoch.

COMMERCIAL ASPECTS

The study of the commercial marl deposit began in l gg l
justprior to its mining for use as a soil-fertility enhancing ma-
terial. Less than I m ofa dark-brown, calcareous, organic-
rich soil had been removed with ttre grass cover along the
northern and southern sides of Redbud Run in 197g. About
70,000 short tons of high purity marl, greater than 95 percent
CaCO' was exposed along each side of the strqrm. Mining
began on the southern side of Redbud Run, during October
1981, utilizing apan scraperandafront-end loader topileand
load the loose marl (Figure 8). Mining proceeded until indu-
rated travertine was encountered near the base of the deposit.
The travertine could not be removed with ttre scraper or
loader, and mining ceased late in 1982 (Figure 9). This factor
ended the mining of travertine-marl in Frederick County and
the era, from 1838 (Rogers, 1844), of mining Holocene marl
deposits in ttre Valley and Ridge province of Virginia.

Environmen tal concerns, zonin g changes, increased land
values, and population growth in Frederick and Clarke coun-
ties will probably preclude the development of the marl
deposit along the north side of Redbud Run or any others in
the area.

Figure 8. View of travertine-marl deposit immediately after
mining began (October 1981).

Figure 9. Redbud Run deposit after removal of unconsoli-
dated calcareous material (marl); the remaining travertine
shows an undulating surface (February 1983).

role of climatic change, and the effects of agricultural activi-
ties during the past 200 years are all topics ttrat require addi-
tional research for abetter understanding.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Samuel O. Bird helped in the preparation of this paper
through discussions on the origin of the deposits, measure-
ments of spring discharge, and the identification andecology
of the gastropods of the Redbud Run deposit.

DISCUSSION

The origin of the Redbud Run and similar deposits in
Frederick and Clarke counties is similar to other travertine-
marl deposits described by Hubbard and others (19g5) and
Herman and Lorah (1987). The deposits originated by pre-
cipiracion of calcite (CaCOr) from spring waters associated
with fault systems in carbonate rocks. Travertine and marl
precipitated as the waters became supersaturated with respect
to calcite upon CO, outgassing. The conditions that were
responsible for the onset of travertine-marl deposition, the
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mid-reaches of theNorth and SouthForks of the Shenandoah

River. At sites dating from 6000 B.C., metarhyolite artifacts
within the Shenandoah Valley become rare more than a few

kilometers south of the outcrops indicating areduction in the
geographic extent of exploitative forays. Near the outcrops,

in ttre }lagerstown Valley, metarhyolite remains the primary
raw material at sites dating from 7000 B.C. (Stewart, 1981).

South along the Shenandoah Valley, metarhyolite use ap-
pears again at sites dating between 1800 and 1200 B.C.
Ongoing investigations indicate this brief metarhyolite reap-
pearance coincides with groups whose lithic mainstay was

metarhyolite and who periodically shifted their settlements

from ttre Potomac River south to the mid-reaches of the forks

of the Shenandoah River. Quartzite was a prefened lithic
material from 2500 to 1800 B.C. but was used at all times.

Use of smallquantities ofjasperrecurs during theMiddle and

Late Woodland. None of these patterns are inflexible and can

only be used as guidelines, but with other lines of evidence

they are supportive of chronological placement and popula-

tion movements.

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES:
THEIR SETTINGS AND ASSOCIATIONS

THE WILLIAMS SPRING COMPLEX

The Darlington marl pit is discussed in an earlier review
of marl pits (Hubbard and others, 1985) andby Giannini (this

volume). The archaeological site associabd with iire pit is
44Fk49. It is located within a few hundred meters of the head

of Redbud Run (Figure 1), a tributary of Opequon Creek,

which flows into the Potomac River. The head of Redbud
Run consists of a series of springs known as Williams Spring.
Associated with these springs are a number of archaeological
sites, 44Fk13, 44Fkl4, 44Fkl5, and an unrecorded site,

herein referred to as 44FkA. Together, these five sites form
the Williams Spring complex. The artifacts from 44Fk13 to
15 were collected in 1979 and are reported in general terms

on the state site inventory forms, copies of which are con-
tained in Thunderbird Research Corporation (TRC) files in
Woodstock, Virginia. The artifacts were not available for
study. The artifacts from 44Fk49 and 44FkA are on reposi-
tory with TRC and were available for study and are reported
here in more detail.

44Fk13 to 15

The information on the form for 44Fk13 indicates the

collection contained chert flakes, chert biface fragments, a
chert core fragment, and a chert projectile point fragment of

a temporally non-diagnostic small-stemmed type. The re-

ported inventory for44Fk14 consists of metarhyolite, chal-

cedony, chert, andjasper flakes, two chertbifaces, achalced-

ony biface, a quartz projectile point or biface, a chert projec-

tile point, and a metarhyolite biface (45 mm long and 30 mm

wide). Prehistoric ailifacts reporfed for 44Fk15 include

quartz and chert flakes, fivo jasper flakes, ttrree chert biface

fragments, and one chertprojectile point. The chertprojectile
point is acnrally a preform rather than a point. It is probable

that the reportedjasperflakes are from Blue Ridge Mountains

sources, but available information is inadequate for a positive

identification.
All three of ttrese sites are directly associated with the

complex of springs at this locality as opposed to the stream.

Because they were found as part of a sitelocation study, the

sites were not examined thoroughly. Vegetation cover re-

sulted in relatively poor visibility, which created adverse

collecting conditions. This bias in the artifact collection

madeitimpossible to determine the intensity ofoccupation or

the site function.

44FKA

Site 44FkA was found in the course of ttre study of the

Darlington marl pit. The collected inventory consists of one

bifacially worked irregularly shaped chert block, probably a

core fragment; two relatively ttrick and short fragments of
chert, possibly from bifaces; one complete chalcedony flake

22mm in length and 14 mm in width wittt multiple dorsal

flake scars from biface reduction; one distal end of a chert

biface; one small quartz chunk or core fragment; one com-
plete jasper flake 30 mm long by 25 mm wide with multiple
dorsal flake scars from biface reduction; two metafiyolite
flakes; and a steep-angled chert end-scraper. It appears that

the local blocky chert was selected, preliminarily shaped into
bifacial cores, and then further reduced. The chert bifaces and

comparatively thick chert flakes recovered are all producs of
early steps in the tool-making process, and it is possible that

unifacial flake tools as opposed to bifacial core tools were tle
desired end product. Even though the metarhyolite flakes are

incomplete it is worth noting they are larger and thinner than

the chert flakes. One of the metarhyolite flakes has multiple

dorsal scars indicating biface reduction. The thinness of the

flake indicates a relatively late stage in the reduction process.

The chert is of the mottled, grayish variety which is

common throughout the Shenandoah Valley and is presumed

to be local, if not immediately contiguous to the site area.

Chalcedony is also known to occur locally. The local chert

occurs in two forms, bedded and nodular. The bedded chert

is usually found along ridges, while nodular deposits occur

in a variety of locations on valley floors. The nodules are

often small angular chunks. The bedded chert often occurs in

lavers less than 60 mm in thickness. The size of the nodule
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or thickness of the bed is a limiting factor in flake and fin-
ished-artifact size. The scraper contains areas of crust on its
dorsal surface indicative of bedding thus suggesring that it
was made of the local chert. The jasperflake is nonlocal and
is probably Blue Ridge Mountains jasper. It is as rhin as rhe
metarhyolite flakes, which suggests it was removed from a
bifacial tool as aresultofresharpening. Although the site was
only partially studied, field observations and the material
collected suggest that it may represent a transient exploitative
camp.

44Fk49

Site 44Fk49 (the Darlington marl pit) contains two
temporally distinct and spatially separated areas of cultural
activity (Figure 2). The earliest activity area, designated
Locus A, is situated on the south side of Redbud Run. This
area has produced no ceramics and it is here that a Kirk
Stemmed projectile point (Figure 3b), partially coared wirtr
marl, was found during an earlier visit. Artifacts in Locus A
were distributed along the edge of what appears to be an old
terrace of Redbud Run ffigure 2 and see discussion below).
The size of ttre activity locus was relatively small with
maximum west-east dimensions of 42.1m and north-south
dimensions of 6.1 m. The eastern and western limits are
defined by topogaphically lower areas, probably erosional
scars of Redbud Run or a pond which formed along the
stream.

Figure 3. hojectile poinrs from site 44Fk49: (a) Early Ar-
chaic metarhyolite pointbase, heavily resharpened; (b) diag-
nostic (point on right).

A surface collection in which every observed artifact
was collected was conducted at Locus A. Surface visibility
in the collecting area was excellent. Prior to the initiation of
the surface collection, the site area was divided into two col-
lecting units separated by an erosional low which appears to

have formed after mining of marl had ceased (post-1978).
While the division was arbitrary, differences in artifacts did
exist between the east and west collecting units, indicating
that the erosional declivity may have been extant during the
period$) of prehistoric occupation. The eastern unit was
1 9. 1x6. I m. The westem unit was 16.5x5. 5 m. The northern
perimeter of the collecting area was defined by the edge of a
slope, presumably a terrace edge and the original boundary of
the site. The southern margin was defined, in part, by a film
of calcium carbonate washed downslope from piles of over-
burden surrounding the marl pit. Artifacts were scarce to
absent before reaching this area, and it is presumed the
collecting area as defined represents ttre southern boundary
of the cultural activity.

The Table presents the results of the artifact collection.
The use of the category "with bulb of percussion" provides
the most accurate representation of flake totals (in the sense
of minimum number of flakes); debitage amounts are quite
low, indicatinglimitedactivityandoccupation(s) of shortdu-
ration. The absence of tools other than projectile points
furttrer supports this interpretation. Metarhyolite is the most
prevalent raw material and is also the material which can be
conclusively determined to be non-local. The absence of
metarhyolit€ cores and the presence of a number of flakes
with multiple flake scars on the dorsal surface indicate the
material was brought to the site in the form of late-stage
bifaces. More detailed analysis indicates that the metarhy-
olite flakes occur in two broad size clusters: 20x25 mm (to a
maximum of 35x40 mm) and less than I 5x I 5 mm. In the east
unit, there were only three of the larger flakes. In the west
unit, there were 10 flakes in ttre larger category. Overall, the
flakes from the eastern unit were thinner. This type of
evidence suggests somewhat different activities: tool resharp-
ening in the eastern unit and lool production in the western
section. Whether use of the two units was concurrent or rep-
resentative of different episodes of occupation cannot be de-
termined. The point recovered from the west collecting unit
(Figure 3a) has been heavily resharpened showing a long
his tory of use prior to being discarded. This use modification
also altered the shape making it difficult to determine the
actual form. The point, however, is Early Archaic and may
be corner notched, and, thus, it may predate by a few hundred
years the point collected earlier and illustrated in Figure 3b.
It is probable that all of ttre metarhyolite flakes belong to the
Early Archaic period.

The chert from the two collecting units is quite similar to
the local material and is probably representative of expedient
tool manufacture as opposed to the transport of previously
prepared tools into the site. The chert is black and comes from
small angular nodules. One of the chertbifaces is informative
about how tools were made from this material. In attempting
to reduce the raw material, the stone worker was constrained
to the thickness of the chert nodule. The thickness of 23 mm
is smaller than many of the larger sized flakes of the metarhy-
olite. A knapper starting from a core of such small size is
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or thickness of the bed is a limiting factor in flake and fin_
ished-artifact size. The scraper confains areas of crust on its
dorsal surface indicative ofbedding thus suggesting that it
was made of the local chert. The jasperflake is non-local and
is probably Blue Ridge Mountains jasper. It is as rhin as the
metarhyolite flakes, which suggests it was removed from a
bifacial tool as aresultof resharpening. Although the site was
only patially studied, field observations and the material
collected suggest that it may represent a transient exploitative
camp.

44Fk49

Sit€ 44Fk49 (ttre Darlington marl pit) contains two
temporally distinct and spatially separated areas of cultural
activity (Figure 2). The earliest activity area, designated
Locus A, is situated on the south side of Redbud Run. This
area has produced no ceramics and it is here that a Kirk
Stemmed projectile poinr @gure 3b), partially coared with
marl, was found during an earlier visit. Artifacts in Locus A
were distributed along the edge of what appears to be an old
terrace of Redbud Run (Figure 2 and see discussion below).
The size of the activity locus was relatively small with
maximum west-east dimensions of 42.1m and north-south
dimensions of 6.1 m. The eastern and western limits are
defined by topogmphically lower areas, probably erosional
scars of Redbud Run or a pond which formed along the
stream.

Figure 3. Projectile poinrs from sire 44Fk49: (a) Early Ar_
chaic metarhyolite point base, heavily resharpened; (b) diag_
nostic (point on right).

A surface collection in which every observed artifact
was collected was conducted at Locus A. Surface visibility
in the collecting area was excellent. prior to the initiation of
the surface collection, the site area was divided into two col_
lecting units separated by an erosional low which appears rc

have formed after mining of marl had ceased (posr1978).
While the division was arbitrary, differences in artifacts did
exist between the east and west collecting units, indicating
that the erosional declivity may have been extant during the
period(s) of prehistoric occupation. The eastern unit was
19.1x6.1m. Thewestem unitwas 16.5x5.5 m. Thenorthern
perimeter of the collecting arql was defined by the edge of a
slope, presumably aterrace edge and theoriginalboundary of
the site. The southern margin was defined, in part, by a frlm
of calcium carbonate washed downslope from piles of over-
burden surrounding the marl pif Artifacts were scarce to
absent before reaching this area, and it is presumed the
collecting area as defined represents the southern boundary
of the cultural activity.

The Table presents the results of the artifact collection.
The use of the category "with bulb of percussion" provides
the most accurate representation of flake totals (in the sense
of minimum number of flakes); debitage amounts are quite
low, indicating limitedactivity andoccupation(s) of short du-
ration. The absence of tools other than projectile points
further supports this intelpretation. Metarhyolite is the most
prevalent raw material and is also the material which can be
conclusively determined to be non-local. The absence of
metarhyolite cores and the presence of a number of flakes
with multiple flake scars on the dorsal surface indicate the
material was brought to the site in the form of late-stage
bifaces. More detailed analysis indicates that the metarhy-
olite flakes occur in two broad size clusters: 20x25 mm (to a
maximumof 35x40mm)andlessthan l5xl5 mm. In theeast
unit, there were only three of ttre larger flakes. In the west
unit, there were l0 flakes in the larger category. Overall, the
flakes from the eastern unit were thinner. This type of
evidence suggests somewhat differen t activities: tool resharp-
ening in the eastern unit and tool production in the western
section. Whether use of the two units was concurrent or rep-
resentative ofdifferent episodes of occupation cannot be de-
termined. The point recovered from the west collecting unit
(Figure 3a) has been heavily resharpened showing a long
history of use prior to being discarded. This use modification
also altered the shape making it difficult to determine the
actual form. The point, however, is Early Archaic and may
be corner notched, and, thus, it may predate by a few hundred
years the point collected earlier and illustrated in Figure 3b.
It is probable that all of the metarhyolite flakes belong to the
Early Archaic period.

The chert from dre two collecting units is quite similar to
the local material and is probably representative of expedient
tool manufacture as opposed to the transport of previously
prepared tools into Lhe site. The chert is black and comes from
small angularnodules. Oneof thechertbifaces is informative
about how tools were made from this matrerial. In attempting
to reduce the raw material, the stone worker was constrained
to the thickness of the chert nodule. The thickness of 23 mm
is smaller than many of the larger sized flakes of the metarhy-
olite. A knapper starting from a core of such small size is
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West Unit
metarhyolite chert

withoutbulb ofpercussion 96 2l
with hlb of percussion 25 5
chunks/core fragments 0 I
preforms/biface fragments | 2
point fragments I 0

perforce limited in what can be produced. It is therefore
probable that the goal of local tool production was small
unifacial informal flake tools which could be discarded after
a brief use. Such short t€rm use would not necessarily be
discemible unless the edges had been used on, or against, hard
material. The chalcedony is apparently also from local
sources and some of the coloration of the flakes grades into
the black chert. The chalcedony debitage occurred in a small
locus in the eastem unit and is probably represen[ative of a

Table. Artifact analysis of site 44Fk49 Locus A.

maybe thetimewhen the terrace on which theartifacts found
at Locus A was formed. The absence of a soil profile beneath

the prehistoric horizon dated benveen92ffi and 8800 B.P.

may indicate a period(s) of erosion. Colluvium derived from
the nearby slopes was alsopresenton the same surface as the

artifacts and may have resulted from the postulated erosional

episode. At Fifty and other sites on the South Fork, an

increase in slope erosion can be documented during the
period around 92n b 8800 B.P.

Some of the artifacts were coated wittt calcareous mate-

rial. Many artifacts were coated with a thin calcareous

deposit, almost like a whitewash, whereas an even greater

number were only slightly stained. At least some of tiese
latter artifacts were coated as a result of post-mining erosion

of waste piles. Other artifacts appear to have been in calcium
carbonate-rich soils and others appear to have actually been

in a setting in which calcium carbonate encrusted them. In the
interpretation offered here, the artifacts were deposited on a
single surface. The artifacts at the northern, or lowest, portion
of the site along the edge of the stream terrace were subse-

quently included in an environment in which calcium carbon-

ate could encrust tiem. Those artifacts slightly further south
were in a setting in which calcium carbonate-rich soil devel-
oped over them. They were coated with calcareous material

by water percolating through the soil. The southem-most
artifacts lay farenough from the terrace edge to bebeyond the
influence of the marl development and growth of the thin coat

of calcium carbonate developed after ttrey were exposed in
the 1960s.

The overall interpretation suggests a very small group of
people, possibly even an individual or [wo, stopping briefly
along the banks of Redbud Run, Locus A, at two or more
intervals during the period from circa 7500 to 6800 B.C. The
inhabitants were engaged in limited activities on an exploita-
tive foray from a longer term base camp which was probably

located along Opequon Creek. The configuration of ttre
app:rent terrace edge on which ttre site is located, the coinci-
denceof the termination of artifact disribution with this edge,

and the known propensity (Gardner, 1987) for prehistoric
groups to camp close to the water's edge on well-drained
surfaces indicates that water was immediately contiguous. It
is unclear if the adjacent setting at this juncture was that of a
fast-flowing stream, sluggish stream, partially ponded stream,

fully ponded stream, or some combination. Calcium carbon-

ate encrustations around plant stems immediately adjacent to
the site indicate relatively still water at some juncture but this
need not have been coterminous with the prehistoric occupa-

tion. Except for the extensively resharpened and discarded
projectile poins, the only artifacts recovered were metarhy-
olite flakes from modification of previously prepared bifaces

and flakes from knapping of local materials. This assemblage
is suggestive of activities involved in the processing of
vegetation as opposed to hunting, fishing, or birding, and it
suggests a relatively still-water environment adjacent to the

area of occupation.

quanz
10

0
0
0

0

total

without bulb of percussiur
with bulb of percussiur
chunks/core fragments
preforms/biface fragrnenrs
point fragmorts

total

ID

East Unit
metarhyolite

37
t4
0
0
I

10

chert quartz chalcedcry
907
102
442
010
000

single tool manufacturing episode. The quartz is probably
local. It was not possible to determine when tle chert, chal-
cedony, and quartz artifacts were produced. Expedient use of
local materials, however, is common in Archaic period sites
even when non-local materials were imported.

Conspicuous by their absence are Blue Ridge Mountains
jasper, or other types of high knapping quality chert, and
quartzite. The absence ofjasper is good evidence that Locus
A was not used by pre-7500 B.C. populations, whereas the
absence ofquartzite is equally good evidence for non-use by
cultures dating to 2500-1200 B.C. The absence of pocery is
supportive evidence for non-use of Locus A after 1000 B.C.
Taken as a whole, the indications are that the entire occupa-
tion of Locus A can be placed before 6000 B.C. The non-
occunence of local Blue Ridge Mountains lithic materials
suggests that the users of the site were moving south down
Opequon Creek and not the Shenandoah River.

The artifacts were found resting on the surface of an old
B horizon of a soil. The amount of clay on ttre individual peds

and color indicate this horizon is older than ttre 10,000-years-
B.P. surface at the Thunderbird and Fifty sites along the S outh
Fork of the Shenandoah River. The formation of these
horizons may coincide with the cool and wet episodes at the
close of the last Wisconsin glacial advance (Gardner, 1974;
Segovia, 1974). This timealso wascoincidentwith adowncut-
ting episode of the South Fork of ttre Shenandoah River and

1ll4
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At a time after the artifacts were developed, the extreme
northem edge of the site was inundated. The absence of in-
dications of artifact movement points toward a low-energy
environment which would indicate a pond edge. Calcium
carbonate subsequently was precipitated, burying this por-
tion of the site and coating the artifacts. Calcareous soil
developed in at least the middle section of the site. The
southern extreme seems to have been outside of the marV
calcareous soil environment. The chronological range of the
projectile points indicates that the inundation could have
taken place only after 6800 B.C. The site remained buried
until 1978, when soil was removed to build a lake at the site.
The mining of marl in 1981 and1982 does not seem to have
desnoyed any of the site at Locus A.

The second component at44Fk49,Locus B, lies on the
north side of Redbud Run (Figure 2). The artifacts consisred
of less than a dozen pottery fragments, all of which were re-
covered during Giannini's visit. The surfaces of the pottery
had been malleated with net and the paste mixed with crushed
rock prior to firing. The crushed-rock-tempered, net-im-
pressed pottery in the Shenandoah Valley dates to the first
part of the Middle Woodland, between approximately 500
B.C. to A.D. 200. During subsequent visits to the location, no
other evidence of human occupation was found even by
scraping with trowel and shovel. Only a few rocks broken by
fire, remnants of a stone-lined camp hearth, were noted. The
artifacts were found at the interface of the soil zone and the
underlying marl deposit, indicating the marl at this location
had formed by 500 B.C. !o A.D. 200. The depth of the soil
removed by the heavy machinery during lake construction
and mining operations is not known. The distance from the
reported artifact finds to the currentcreek channel is approxi-
mately 12 m; however, there could have been a channel in the
intervening area.

There is little information available for an interpretation
of the function of the Middle Woodland component of site
44Fk49. The small number of ceramics and the absence of
other recovered tools indicate a short-term occupation. The
hearth rocks do indicate at least an overnisht stay.

THEFALLING SPRING RUN SITE

Collins (1924) discusses ttre Falling Springs Run marl
deposit and notes an association oflndian artifacts. Falling
Springs Run is a first- or second-order tributary of the Middle
River and joins that river northwest of Verona, Virginia. Like
Redbud Run, a number of springs occur upstream from the
deposis. Three terraces of travertine-marl materials occur
along the stream valley. Collins notes that at the upstream end
of each terrace, contiguous with and upstream of the faver-
tine-mad are peat deposits. The reported vegetation buried in
the peat includes chestnut oak and sycamore which is consis-
tent with Holocene deposits (Gardner, 1 974 ; Carbon e, 197 6).

Similar vegetation was found in a buried meander loop or a
backwater swamp, dating to 7200 B.C., in the floodplain of
the South Fork of the Shenandoah River. This does not
preclude a Pleistocene date for the Falling Springs Run
deposis since the hydrophytic sere may well have been the
primary deciduous "relict" in the terminal Late Glacial vege-
tal mosaic (Carbone, 1976).

On the third terrace, Collins (1924) reports that "frag-
ments of Indian pottery and pieces of charcoal were found
buried to a depth of several feet." He further notes "the owner
of the property stated that 'several rings of fire discolored
stones witl charcoal in their midst' were uncovered when the
thin overburden of yellow clay was removed from the traver-
tine." The occurrence of prehistoric remains at the interface
of the soil and travertine-marl deposis is much like the
situation at the later component of site 44Fk49, where occu-
pation took place after the travertine-mad deposits had formed.
The presence of several hearths suggests a rather large site,
perhaps a base camp or hamlet, or a smaller, but frequently
revisited site. Since no other information is provided about
the pottery, all that can be stated with assurance is that the
hearths date to after 1000 B.C. when ceramics first appear in
the prehistoric record of ttre area. The presence of ceramics
to a depth of a meter in what can only be interpreted as the
underlying travertine-marl deposits can be accounted for in
two ways. First, pits into which refuse was deposited could
have been excavated into the underlying travertine by the
groups responsible for the hearths, in which case, the ceram-
ics would have to be concurrent in age with those at the
interface of the soil and the travertine. Pits are common in
riverine-associated base camps during the Woodland era.

Second, it is possible that the site may have had occupation
levels from different ceramic phases superimposed over one
anotler. If this were the case, a sequence of events wouldbe
necessary in which there was periodic mad deposition, occu*
pation of this surface, followedby abandonment, subsequent
marl deposition, and utilization of the new surface by other
prehistoric groups. The available data are insufficient to
evaluate either interpretation. Had the latter occurred, how-
ever, it is probable Collins (1924) would have commented on
calcium carbonate coatings on the ceramics.

CHAPELRUN

Chapel Run is a tributary of the Shenandoah River in
Clarke County. In the area near the mouth of the sEeam marl
deposis of considerable depth have formed. Their lateral
extent is not known. Viewed from the bank of Chapel Run,
the depth in this location appears to be close to 6 m. The
deposis were mined in the past (Sweet and Hubbard, this
volume), but the area is now overgrown. Several different
people (Julian Hammond, 1976, penonal communication; C.
lanier Rodgers, 1987, personal communication) have re-
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ported artifacts from this location. The reports are vague and

little other than "lots of axes" is known about ilrese artifacts.
Given the setting, a significant stream near its junction with
a major river, tie presence of an archaeological site is not

surprising. It is probable that most of the artifacts came from
the soil overlying the marl.

MARYLAND

Curry and Stewart (1986) report on archaeological sites

and a type of extinct pond in the Valley and Ridge province

of Maryland. The particular ponds which were the focus of
their study can often be determinedby the occurrence of marl.
In ttre definition employed in their work, mad "is a calcale-
ous clay or mixtue of clay and pafiicles of calcite or
dolomite, usually with fragments of shell" and "is a direct
result of previously ponded water in limestone regions"
(Curry and Stewart, 1986). They further note that in many
instances an alternating sequence of marl and silt can be

observed and that the deposits are thin. This description
differs from the deposits described by Hubbard and others
(1985) and Collins (1924), and it does not correspond with
observations at the Williams Spring complex or Chapel Run.
In each of these cases, the entire stream valley is filled with
marl. A similarity does exist, however, because many of the
ponds observed by Curry and Stewart (1986) formed in an

alluvial setting. The Maryland and Virginia sites represent

two different kinds of deposits. These differences are proba-

bly more importantfrom the geological than the archaeoiogi
cal perspective, because it was the water and the associated
flora and fauna that atEacted humans, not the specifics of the

chemical or hydrological setting.
In the Curry and Stewart (1986) archaeological over-

view, five types of sites are reported: pond-edge, pond-

oriented, sray points in mad, pond-oriented sites in marl
dating to dry intervals, and sites atop marl. Their pond-edge

sites correspond to the Early Archaic component at 44fu49 ,

while the Middle Woodland component as well as the hearths

at Falling Spring Run fall into the site-atop-marl category.
The remainder of the Williams Spring complex could be

considered pond-oriented, but ttrey could also simply be

spring-oriented. Of the sites they discuss, 18Wa281 is the

only pond-edge site. This site is located on a spur just above
flood-plain marl. Artifacts recovered at the site consisted of
approximately three dozen metarhyolite flakes (the study
area is on the }lagersown Valley floor near the metarhyolite
quarries and thepresence of metaftyolite in this setting is not
as time sensitive). On the spur the artifacts came from the
interface of the clay soil and the marl. Site 18Wa282
produced metarhyolite bifaces and flakes on well-drained
soil contiguous with marl. The artifacts came from the clay
soiVmarl interface. Both sites would be classified in the

short-term-use category. A small base camp dating from the

Middle Archaic was reportedon a low knoll overlooking one

of ttrese deposits. Isolated projectilepoints were found on the

surface of now cultivated extinct ponds' These represent the

stray-points-in-marl category. The points dated from the

Iate Archaic and, possibly, the terminal Early Archaic or

early Middle Archaic. A Late Woodland (post A.D- 1000)

village or hamlet site, 18Wa163, was found within brown

clay loam overlying marl.

CLIMATE AND TIME

Curry and Stewart(1986) attemptto correlate the history

of the Maryland ponds wittr the climatic sequence for tle area

put forth by Carbone (1976). This does not seem to be

feasible for the type of stream-valley marl deposis discussed

for the Virginia area because stream order, location along

stream, and other factors vary too widely, and, if Hubbard and

others (1985) are correct, the dynamics of the travertine-marl

deposits of stream valleys are continuous with growth both

across the stream valley and downstream. Hubbard and his

associates and Curry and Stewart (1986) all place thedevel-
opment of the respective deposits in the Holocene. This
seems to be the case at site 4 4Fk49. It is also possible that the

relative warmth of the post-glacial era, whether seasonal as

Hubbard and others ( 1985) suggest, or long term as Curry and

Stewart (1986) indicate, may have been necessary for this

kind of development to take place. Hubbard and his col-
leagues indicate continuing growth of the stream-associated

travertine-marl deposits up to &e historic period, with such

growth decreasing as a result of the accelerated erosion of the

post-l7th century. Curry and Stewart (1986) feel the marl

ponds in Washington County, Maryland, had all but dried up

by 700 B.C.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The earliestprehistoric material collectedfrom a traver-

tine-marl deposit in the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, or

other types of marl deposits in Maryland, comes from the

Darlington marl pit site (44Fk49) in Frederick County, Vir-
ginia. Locus A at this site produced one definite and one

possible Kirk Stemmed projectile point datable from 7200 ra

6800 B.C. This places it within the Holocene, the time

assumed by most workers to be when travertine-marl depos-

its first began to form. In the Virginia area, travertine-marl

deposits formed along streams which had their origins as

carbonate-rich springs or which had a significant portion of
their course through carbonate bedrock. Where travertine-

marl deposits formed, they may be as wide as the valley and

can reach considerable depths.

Arbitrary division of Locus A at site 44Fk49 into two
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collecting units in order to determine if activity or chrono-
logical differences existed across the site demonstrated the
existence of patterned cultural differences. Although ttre cul-
tural significance of this is not of particular import, the pat-
terning does indicate minimal post-deposition movement.
Use of the location took place prior to its being covered by
marl and on a land surface which probably was formed after
15,000 B.P. The artifact distribution at the site is associated
with what appears to have been a low terrace, probably
associated with an episode of ponding of the stream. The
location of the archaeological site was near the extreme
southern limis of the pond. Following inundation, calcium
carbonate was precipiated from solution, creating a thin cov-
ering of marl. Many of the artifacts were partially coated with
a carbonate material, presumably a result of deposition by
water percolating from above. Only a few artifacts were
coated with calcium carbonate, indicative of inundation by
water. Collecting procedures were not sufficiently controlled
to determine the location of the calcium carbonate-coated
artifacts. An attempt to develop a lake and commercial
mining of the marl deposit resulted in the removal of most of
the overburden. The remainder was eroded, thereby expos-
ing the artifacts.

Site 44Fk49 also yielded a Middle Woodland occupation
at Locus B dating to somewhere between 500 B.C. and A.D.
200. This occupafion was defined by a small hearth on the
surface of, but not within, the marl. Between 0.3 and 0.7 m
of soil had covered ttre artifacts and the associated hearth.
There was no evident post-habitation inundation by water,
and the carbonate coating of ttre artifacts appears !o be the
result of movement of calcium carbonate in solution through
the overlying soil horizon.

The two occupation loci at 44Fk49, although separated
by several millenia, fall into the generalized category of tran-
sient camps. Sites of similar function but unknown time
periods (the Williams Spring complex) are found around the
series of springs which form the head of Redbud Run a
hundred meters upstream. At the time of the Early Archaic
occupation at 44Fk49, the immediate environmental seuing
seems to have been that of a pond edge or other low-energy
aquatic environment. The Middle Woodland component
appears to have been associated with a stream-side habitat.

Reviews of other locations with reported travertine-marl
and prehistoric sites only provided indirect data. The Falling
Spring Run site contained ceramic-bearing hre hearths sitting
on marl deposits at the base of the overlying soil zone
(Collins, 1924). Ceramics found by Collins ( 1924) ar deprhs
of less than a meter into the mad could either be the result of
intrusive pits dug during prehistoric occupation or from a
series of occupations sitting on alternating layers of marl. In
this latter case, it would be necessary to postulate repeated
episodes of ponding and marl formation, occupation by
prehismric groups on the dry and hardened surface, and
inundation ofthis surface. All ofthis had to have occurred
after 1000 B.C., because pottery is present throughout.

A study of prehistoric artifacts in various associations
with extinct ponds containing marl in the Great Valley of
Maryland (Curry and Stewart, 1986) revealed a similar cul-
tural picture as tlat observed in Virginia. The geological
setting, however, differs. The Maryland marl deposits are re-
ported as low areas which were once ponds, ponded streams,
or ponded meander scars. The deposis are thin and occasion-
ally interbedded witl soil accumulations suggesting recur-
rent episodes of ponding, drying, and calcium carbonate pre-
cipitation. Although no artifacts have been found in direct
association with any of these deposits, prehistoric artifact
scatters have been found along the edges of these ponds, on
higher ground overlooking the ponds, and in extinct ponds
which have been cultivated. The context of these latter sites
cannotbe stated with assurancebecause cultivation in thehis-
toric period has mixed the deposits. The type of sites include
short term, base camps, and stray projectile point finds.
Based on climatic and settlement patt€rn models for the area,
Curry and Stewart (1986) predicted that the earliesr compo-
nents would date to the Early Archaic, whereas the latest
would be prior to 300 B.C. Both ends of this time range are
in accord with the evidence available from the sites in Vir-
ginia.

At least some of the marl deposits are post-Pleistocene,
based on the archaeological evidence and a lack ofreported
Pleistocene faunal remains coated with calcium carbonate. It
would be premature to generalize this chronology to all
deposits. There have been only two archaelogical snrdies and
one of tiese (the present study) has been incidental rather than
systematic. In order to address specific research questions, a
systematic study of the Virginia favertine-marl deposits
most likely to con[ain archaeological sites is needed. De-
tailed studies of several travertine-marl deposis might also
allow conelation of episodes of major travertine-marl devel-
opment with Holocene climatic episodes as suggestedforthe
Hagerstown Valley deposits studied by Curry and Stewart
(1986). In any ofthese studies, however, it is necessary [o
remember that it was tlte floraand fauna of the riparian setting
at different periods in its evolution which attracted prehis-
toric populaces and not the travertine-marl, because no evi-
dence exists of pre-Columbian use of this material.
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INTRODUCTION

Travertine is a form of limestone, formed from freshwa-
ter by chemical and biological processes. Most travertine
deposis that have been studied are relatively young in a
geological sense, dating from the Cenozoic Era and largely
from the last parts of it, the Pleistocene or Holocene epochs.
The age of a limestone is generally obtained paleontologi-
cally, by the study of the fauna and flora enclosed in it and
which were, in many cases, responsible for its deposition.
Travertine is not generally datable by this means, but various
physical methods of dating do exist ttrat are applicable to
them, depending on the actual time range over which they
were deposited. This chapter presents a brief summary of the
principal methods of absolute dating which are applicable to
travertine.

Dating travertine is interesting not only because it gives
an age for a geological deposit, but because travertine serves

as geological markers that can give dates to otherphenomena
such as erosion, faunal assemblages, faulting, and clastic
sedimentation. Techniques of dating travertine are essential
to the development of a timescale for a wide variety of
surficial processes, including biological evolution. Much of
the development of absolute dating of Eavertine has been
motivated by the fact that they are the loci of important ar-
chaeological sites such as Bilzingsleben, DDR (Schwarcz

and others, 1988).
For each of the dating methods described, there are

certain general precautions and limitations to consider when
collecting samples for dating. Most importantly, the traver-
tine should not show obvious signs of diagenesis, or having

been recrystallized, since it was initially deposited. The
"age" obtained from diagenetically altered travertine might
give the time of diagenesis, but, even more likely, the age

could be entirely meaningless.

METHODS OF DATING TRAVERTINE

RADIOCARBON

Radiocarbon (1t) is present in the atmosphere and is

assumed to have been there at about the same concentration
for many millenia. Any carbonate material, such as traver-
tine, which is deposited at the earth's surface will contain a
certain amount of laC fixed from the dissolved inorganic
carbon of the water from which the travertine is precipitated
(Taylor, 1987). The lt enters the water largely through
direct absorption (exchange) from CO, in the atmosphere,

through photosynttresis and respiration of plants, and by
decomposition of plants and animals in the water. The
measurement of a lt age requires a knowledge of the rt
activity in the carbonate at the time it was deposited. For
travertine, wecan only assume thattheactivify in thepast was

the same as for modern travertine being deposited at the same

spot today, given that the spring is still active. The emergent

spring waters which typically deposit ravertine usually contain

much "dead" (non-radioactive) carbon from their limestone
aquifer (Fontes, 1980). This dead carbon dilutes the "live"
(lt-bearing) atmospheric carbon, and, therefore, freshly
deposited travertine has alow 1t activity. Failure to correct

Department of Geology, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, L8S 4Ml
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for this low initial activity can lead to excessively old appar-
ent ages for travertine. When no modern equivalent is
present, lt dating is risky. It is also unsafe to date fossil
organic matter enclosed in travertine deposits because the
plants will have been respiring CO, escaping from tlre stream
water which is also depleted in laC compared with the atrnos-
phere. Carbon-l4 dates of travertine, therefore, should be
treated with caution.

The potential time range for laC dates is from a few
hundred years up to about 60,000 years. The limit is defined
by the half-life of 1t (5700 years). The new methds of ac-
celerator dating are not particularly helpful, because they do
not extend the time range. They are useful for small samples,
butlimited samplesize is notacommonproblem in thedating
of travertine.

URANIUMSERIES

Traces of uranium (I) are always deposited in the
carbonate mineral of travertine. Thorium (Th) is not very
soluble in spring waters and is usually absent from freshly
deposited travertine. Uranium-234 undergoes radioactive
decay to an isotope of *rorium e"Ih) with a half-life of
75,000 years. We can determine the age of a travertine by
measuring the amount of aoTh that has formed from the
radioactive decay of the 4U in the rock. This result is called
atsTh/tsaU or, simply, a Th{J date (Gascoyne and Schwarcz,
1982). The age range is up ro about 400,000 years. The
isotope protactinium -231 (tstPa) can also be used to date
travertine in the sameway overapproximately the same time
range (up to 300,000 years), but. the travertine must contain at
least I ppm U.

For both ThAJ and PalU dating, we have to avoid
travertine containing deFital contaminants (sand, silt, and
mud), because this material contains Th (and Pa) and can lead
to an apparently old age. Detrital Th can be detected, how-
ever, because it is always accompanied by the isotope23Ttt,
which is not a product of radioactive decay. It is usually
possible to find thin layers of travertine that are relatively
detritus-free. There are various methods that can be used to
correct for the defial contamination, but these procedures
are tedious and costly.

A few tens of grams of ftavertine are needed to obtain a
ThAI date. Most dating is done using the alpha-specrometric
method and has a precision of about +5 percent. A newer
method of mass spectrometric dating allows a precision of
about +1 percent, comparable to that of l4C (Li and others,
1989).

Radium (t'Ra) is also found in travertine and might be
useful for dating younger deposits, because it has a half-life
of 1600 years. One can measure the Ra content of modern
deposits. Assuming that the older deposis srarted out with
the same amount ofRa, the age back to about 10,000 years can

be estimated based on the radioactive decay of the radium.
The ages from this technique are not very precise.

The BUF8U isotope ratio of uranium in travertine also
provides a kind of clock. This ratio approaches a value of
1.000 in infinitely old materials. If the isotope ratios in
modem travertine at a given site are greater or less than 1.0
and if it is safe to assume that the initial ratio was always the
same, tien wecan estimateages backto aboutamillion years.
Esablishing that the initial ratio was constant is best done by
using the TVU method (see above) to date the younger
deposis. Then by back-calculating from the present-day
zuga3slJ raio of each travertine layer, its initial ratio can be
evaluated for constancy. The method works especially well
where tle spring depositing the travertine has emerged from
a major, long-lived aquifer, in which case the uranium isotope
ratio will probably have been the same for millions of years.

ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE

Electron spin resonance @SR) dating is based on the
measurement.of a type ofradiation damage that.the carbonate
crystals experience as a result of bombardment by cosmic
rays and natural radioactivity from their own atoms of ura-
nium, thorium, and potassium (Griin and others, 1988). The
mettrod has been shown to work well on relatively clean,
well-crystallized calcite that forms a minor part of some
travertine, especially tle overhangs (stalactites) on dam-like
deposis that line the edges of pools. The time range is from
a few thousand years up to a few hundred thousand years.
Calcite exhibits many ESR signals, each characterized by its
"g" value. This number determines where the signal occurs
in an ESR spectrum. Only the signal with a g value of 2.0007
appears to be reliable for dating. Some samples also contain
humic matter which gives a signal that appears to be datable.

THERMOLUMINESCENCE

Thermoluminescence (TL) dating ought to be applicable
to travertine since it has been shown to work on stalagmites
(Debenham and Aitken, 1984). There do not appear to be any
published reports of attempts at TL dating of travertine.
Thermoluminescence is applicable over the same time range
as ESR, but it is probably somewhat less reliable. It is also
extremely sensitive to detrital contamination.

PALEOMAGNETISM

When calcite is chemically precipitated in the form of
stalagmites or Eavertine, it usually traps a weak magnetic
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signal that records the direction and intensity of the earth's
magnetic field at the time it was deposited (Latham and

others, 1979). This remnant field can be used to learn
something about the age of a travertine. For example,

travertine older than 720,000 years may have a reversed

magnetic orientation, because this was the date of the last
reversal of the earth's field. The ages between then and now
can be determined less precisely from measluement of secu-

lar variation (SV) which is due to the slow drift of the
magnetic pole around the geographic (spin) pole. Age
measurements can only be done by comparison with a dated

record from somewhere else. Paleomagnetism of travertine
is probably more interesting for its geophysical record than as

a dating method.

PALEONTOLOGY

Many travertine deposits contain fossils, and these can
often be used to give some clue to the age of the travertine.
When combined with an absolute age method such as U-
series, we can leam about the possible date of deposition. For
example, the climatic cycles from glacial to interglacial
conditions that North America has experienced have caused

changes in faunal populations ttrat should be clearly recorded

in the travertine faunal assemblages. These can be correlated
to particular glaciafinterglacial stages (isotope stages) by
one of the physical methods described above.
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ABSTRACT

Most active travertine possesses a rich algal flora, with
the majority of algae belonging oo the classes Cyanophyceae
(cyanobacteria), Chlorophyceae (green algae), and Bacil-
lariophyceae (diatoms). Two filamenlous genera of
cyanobacteria, Phormidium and Schizothrix are abundant
and widely distributed, often forming nodular, calcified
growths. The commonest encrusted green algae are Gongro-
sira and Oocardium. Diatoms belonging !o the genera
Ac hnant hes, Cymbella, and G omphone ma are also abundant.
Ecologically, the algae can be divided roughly inro two
groups: l) a perennial, usually encrusted community which
include many cyanobacteria, Oocardium, andVauclrcria,

and the remains of these often become incorporated info the
travertine matrix; 2) a seasonal community composed of
superficial growths of diatoms, green, and other algae which
do not normally become encrusted or preserved wittrin the
travertine.

The formation of travertine is sometimes the result of
water alkalinizaionpromoted by algal photosynthesis. The
significance of algae in this respect depends mainly upon the
ratio of algal biomass to the rate of water discharge, inadi-
ance, and temperature. Some algae, especially cyanobacteria,
can ftap and bind suspended calcite. Although evidence is
limited, ttris process could initiate the extensive precipitation
of calcite at some travertine surfaces.

Biosphere Sciences Division, King's College, London, Campden Hill Road, London, W87AH, England
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INTRODUCTION

Most active travertine possesses a rich surface flora of
algae and bacteria (including cyanobacteria), bryophytes,
and sometimes spermatophytes. SinceFerdinand Cohn ( 1862)
fhst drew attention to the growth of algae on such deposits, a
substantial literature has developed describing the flora of
individual travertines, mainly in Europe andNorth America-
There have also been attempts to demonstrate specific plant
associations (Frey and Probst, 1974),bu,ause a specialized
flora is frequently found on favertine.

The deposition of travertine has also been attributed no

the metabolic activities of these plants. The importance of
algae in Eavertine formation has been long debated, because
tlte number of algae present can vary widely, and they
occasionally may be virtually absent @ia, 1933 and,1934:
Golubic, 1973; Pentecost, 1985a). Algal phorosynthesis
results in the removal of carbon dioxide from the surrounding
water, which, for the sake of simplicity, may be regarded as
a dilute calcium bicarbonate solution. The removal of carbon
dioxide alters the equilibrium of the CO"-bicarbonate-car-
bonate system @quation 1) leading to rtre precipitation of
calcium carbonate.

C*. +2 HCOr' *
CaCOr(s) + fLO + CO, t (photosynthesis) (t)

The amount of carbon dioxide removed by photosynthe-
sis depends upon many factors, chief among them are the
algal biomass present, the light intensity, and temperature.
The extent [o which photosynthesis can lead to the precipita-
tion of calcium carbonate will vary, and may not always be a
significant factor when compared with the outgassing of
carbon dioxide to tle atmosphere.

Many algae secrete mucilaginous substiances capable of
trapping and binding small particles of calcium carbonate.
Thus, algae may have an important role in the stabilization,
consolidation, and, perhaps, the initiation oftravertine depo-
sition, by providing centers of nucleation leading to general
precipitation (Pentecost and Riding, 1 986; Emeis and others,
1987).

This paper will review the distribution and ecology of
travertine algae and consider their influence upon deposition
processes.

THE ALGAE AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION

CYANOBACTERIA (BLUE-GREEN ALGAE)

The most frequently recorded genera of algae from
travertine are listed in Table 1 . Of these, the cyanobacteria are
usually the most conspicuous members, often imparting a
bluish-green or orange-yellow tinge !o the deposits. Many

Table 1 . Algae frequently recorded from travertine (author's
observations).

l. Cyanobacteria(blue-greenalgae)
Aplwrwcapsa *
Calothrk *
Chanaesiplnn
Dichothrk *
Hydrococcus
Gloeocapsa 't
Hornoeothrix *
Lyngbya *
Nostoc
Phormidiurn **
Plectonema
Rivularia
Schizothrk *!*

Scytonema

2. Chlorophyceae (green algae)
Chaetophora
Chlorotylium
Cladophora *
Cosmarium
Gongrosira **
Oocardiurn {'

Spirogyra
Zygrwma

3. Rhodophyceae(red algae)
Batrachosperrnum
Chartransia

4. Xanthophyceae
Varcheria *

5. Chrysophyceae
Chrysorcbula

6. Bacillariophyceae (diatoms)
Achrnnthes **
Amplura
Cocconeis "
Cymbella **
Diatoma *

Didymosphenia
Diploneis
Epithemia
Eunotia *

Fragilaria
Gornphonerna 't
Meridion
Navicula *
Nitzschia *

Rhoicosphenia
Rhopalodia
Synedra *

** Most commonly recorded.
* Frequentlyrecorded.
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species have been recorded from fiavertine by Pra/t (1929)
and Pia (1933 and 1934), who reviewed the earlier literature.
The number of species regularly recorded from travertine is,
however, small. Most species are encrusted with calcite and
the pattern of calcification is often similar to that found in
certain stromatolites. For example, modern Rivularia bears
a stiking resemblance to late Proterozoic stromatolites ex-
posed in the Sahara Desert (Janet Bertrand-Sarfati, 1987,
personal communication). The occurence of stromatolite-
like sEuctures in travertine may result from reduced burrow-
ing activity by animals and seasonal changes in water chem-
isry leading to regular deposit laminations.

A small number of species, such as P hormidium incrus-
tatum and H omo eothrix crustac ea,seemto occur exclusively
in carbonate-depositing environments (Fritsch, I 950; Golu-
bic, 1967 and 1973; Kann, 1973; Penrecost and Riding,
1986). P. incrustatum (Figure la), a filamentous species
exhibiting gliding motility, is probably tle most frequently
recorded spbcies on travertine. The richomes are ofindefi-
nite length,4 to 6 pm in diameter and sometimes grow to-
gether in fascicles, forming small botryoidal colonies, par-
ticularly in quiet, shaded areas. (A trichome is a single row
of cells, not to be confused with a filament, which in cyano-
bacterium terminology, consists of one or more tichomes
enclosed by a sheath of polysaccharide). These cyano-
bacteria form a calcite-encrusted mat a few millimeters in
thickness on the surface of travertine and their dependence
upon light for growth limits the depttr ar which they can
survive beneath the precipitated calcite @entecost, 1978).

Closely related to Phormidium is Schizothri.r, a genus
distinguished by is compound sheath @gure lb) enclosing
several parallel trichomes. The number of trichomes en-
closed is variable, and Schizothrix can be difficult to distin-
quish from Plr ormidium. The commonest species, S. fascicu-
lata 1= S. calcicola s. lato), is fairly easy to distinguish on
account of its very narow trichomes, 1 to 2 pm in diameter.
Lyngbya may also occur and is distinguished by its rigid
sheath enclosing a single trichome. In other respects, species
of Lyngbya resemble those of Phormidium.

The remaining important genera belong to the Rivulari-
aceae, which are characterized by their tapering trichomes
and the frequent production of heterocysts, specialized thick-
walled nirogen-fixing cells. There are four common genera
distinguished mainly by their morphology (Geitler, 1932).
Rivularia forms gelatinous colonies up to 15 mm across
(Figure 1c), which often extend to form a thin stratum in
flowing water. The colonies are remarkable for their copious
mucilage, within which calcite is precipitated as regular
bands. Dichothrix is similar, but it is non-gelatinous and
usually forms much smaller tufts. In Calorftrrr, the filaments
are unbranched. All three genera possess heterocysts at their
broad bases. Homaeothrix is distinguished by its lack of
heterocysts. Like other genera, the colonies are usually
densely encrusted with calcite, giving the travertine a charac-
teristic botryoidal appearance.

The remaining commonly reported cyanobacteria, al-
though frequently encountered, are not normally major
components (Golubic, 1973). Several are non-filamentous,
consisting of groups of rounded cells contained within a mu-
cilaginous coat and include Aphanocapsa (Figure ld), Hy-
drococcus, and Gloeocapsa. Aphanocapsa species are often
reported (Pia, 1934), but the range of cell size within the
colonies makes identification to species difficult.

Of the genera listed in Table l, only Nostoc is regularly
found uncalcified @gure 1e). This cyanobacterium forms
dark-brown, rubbery growttrs on the surface of travertine.
Occasionally, growths of Phormidium, Plectonenn, and
Tolypothrix may also be found free of calcite, particularly
during cold periods.

EUKARYOTIC ALGAE

These algae are invariably found growing on travertine
where there is sufficient illumination. Representatives from
five algal classes are frequently reported. Among the green
algae, the desmid Oocardium stratumhas only been found in
carbonate-depositing environments (Golubic and Marcenko,
19 58). O o c ar di um (Figwe 1 f) is a distinctive plant and is the
best example of an alga known to be specifically associated
with travertine formation. Oocardium forms pale-green
colonies orcrusts in flowing water, frequently where there is
rapid calcite precipitation. The colonies consist of columns
of mucilage, which support at their apices spheroidal, usually
bilobate, green cells containing two chloroplasts. The muci-
lage is densely encrusted with calcite microspar (Figure 2A
and B), and when the colonies are dried, the travertine surface
is found to consist of a myriad of crystal faces, resembling a
crust of sugar. The distribution of Oocardium stratum,the
only species in the genus, is shown in Figure 3. Although
infrequently reported, *re species occurs in tropical to cool-
temperate environments and appears to be more common in
warmer regions such as the southern United S tates. In Europe
the species has notbeen found north of latitude 55o. While it
iscommon inpars of Belgium (vanOye, 1937), itis veryrare
in the United Kingdom where it grows in a few streams with
temperatures averaging about 10oC (Whitton, 1974).

The most frequently reported green alga is Gongrosira
(Pentecost, 1988) which is a small, richly branched cushion-
forming plant @gure 1g) easily mistaken in the field for
Oocardium. About ten species of Gongrosira have been
found on travertine but some species characteristics are
known to be variable and the genus requires taxonomic
revision. Most material in Europe conforms to G. incrustans.
Gongrosiraforms densely calcified crusts or cushions, I to 5
mm wide, which are found worldwide. Frequently, decalci-
fied colonies reveal a mixture of Gongrosira and several
filamentous cyanobacteria forming "composite" cushiions.
Closely related to Gongrosira is Chlorotylium, which is
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Figure l. Illustrations of algal genem commonly associated with travertine: (a) Phormidium,

@) Schizothrix, (c) Rivularia with basal heterocysts, (d) Aphanocapsa, (e) Nostoc, (f) Oocar-
dium, (g) Gongrosira, (h) Cladophora, (i) Vaucheria, Q) Chrysonebula, (k) Cynbella,
(l) Gomphonerna, (m) Achnanthes. Scale bar 10 pm.
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Figure 2. Scanning electron micrographs of travertine algae.

A. Colony of Oocardium stratum from Honey Creek,
above TumerFalls, Arbuckle Mounlains, Oklahoma. Many
of the bilobate cells which measure 18 pm in diameter, have
become dislodged from their calcite tubes, leaving a honey-
comb structure. Critical-point dried in ethanol series and Au-
Pd coated. Collected January 1, 1988. Magnification 400X.

B. Detail of Oocardium colony. The calcite tubes form
around each cell and traces ofmucilage can be seen along the
inner margin and within the body of the tubes. The flat tube
ends are part of a single crystal face which can extend across
hundreds of cells. Bacteria may be seen on this face. Note the
ornamented cell wall of Oocardium, typical of the family to
which the species belongs. Magnification 1600X.

C. Fossil cf. Vauclrcriafrom the fravertine cliff overlook-
ing Turner Falls, Arbuckle Mountains, about 20 m down the

cliff. The smooth inner surface of one tube is exposed and
was probably originally in contact with the cell wall. Inner
tube diameter is 65 pm and the encrustation thickness is 15 to
20 pm. Air-dried and Au-Pd coated. Collected January 1,

1988. Magnification 200X.

D. Detail of the surface encrustation onVaucheriashow-
ing the comparatively coarse, randomly orientated crystals

on the outer tube surface. Crystals measure 20 to 40 pm in
diameter and are covered in small coccoid structures (ar-

rows), possibly bacteria. Magnification 375X.
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of thebilobate cells which measure 18 pm in diameter, have
become dislodged from their calcite tubes, leaving a honey-
comb structure. Critical-point dried in ethanol series and Au-
Pd coated. Collected January 1, 1988. Magnification 400X.

B. Detail of Oocardium colony. The calcite tubes form
around each cell and traces of mucilage can be seen along the
inner margin and within the body of the tubes. The flat tube
ends are part of a single crystal face which can extend across

hundreds of cells. Bacteria may be seen on this face. Note the
ornamented cell wall of Oocardium, typical of the family to
which the species belongs. Magnification 1600X.

C. Fossil cf. Vauclrcria from the travertine cliff overlook-
ing Turner Falls, Arbuckle Mountains, about 20 m down the

cliff. The smooth inner surface of one tube is exposed and

was probably originally in conhct with the cell wall. Inner

tube diameter is 65 pm and the encrustation thickness is 15 to

20 pm. Air-dried and Au-Pd coated. Collected January l,
1988. Magnification 200X.

D. Detail of the surface encrustation onVauclrcriashow-
ing the comparatively coarse, randomly orientated crystals

on the outer tube surface. Crystals measure 20 to 40 pm in
diameter and are covered in small coccoid structures (ar-

rows), possibly bacteria. Magnification 375X.
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Closely related tn Gongrosira is Chlorotyliurn, which is
rarely reported but is known from the United States (New
York State), Europe, and North Africa (Smith, 1933). The
species are distinguished by their alternate long and short
cells but are otherwise similar to Gongrosira. probably the
most conspicuous green alga of active travertine is Clado_
phora @igare th), which consists of dense, green, matted
filaments. They are frequently branched and have a coarse
texture but are generally uncalcified. Species ofC/a dophora
are also common worldwide in flowing hard waters and are
often present where tlere is some organic pollution, such as
the travertine falls at Tivoli, Italy. The remaining Chloro_
phyceae are of minor importance and growth s of C hae to phora,
Zygnema, Spirogyra, and Cosmarium are only occasionally
encrusted with calcite (kiit, 1929:pia,1933 and 1934; Wall_
ner, 1935a).

The red algae (Rhodophyceae) Barachospermum and,
C hantransia are frequently reported from travertine , but tley
are not normally present in large numbers and rarely become
encrusted with calcite ffritsch and pantin, 1946). These
algae are members of a lotic community thriving in clean,
hard water. Characteristic pale-green, densely encrusted
ttfts ofVaucheria (Xanthophyceae) are widespread on trav-
ertine and sometimes produce a distinctive matted fabric,
readily indentifiable in old deposis (Figure 2C and D).
Vauc heria is immediately distinguished fr om C ladop hor aby
is lack of internal septation and lack of branching figure li).
Material collected from travertine is usually infertile, but
Emig (1917) found V. geminata andV. sessilis in Oklahoma.

In common with Oocardiarn, colonies of Chrysonebula
(Chrysophyceae) have so far only been found associated with
travertine. In the United Kingdom, Chrysonebulc forms
masses of thick, white, polysaccharide jelly attached to
travertine in fast-flowing streams. The jelly surrounds small
brown-yellow cells (Figure 1j), and numerous modified cal_
cite crystals grow within the gel (I-und, t96l). The jelly is
readily detached from the ftavertine so most of the precipi_
tated calcite does not become consolidated.

The diatom flora of havertine is not well known even
though diatoms are usually easy to identify to species level,
which is not ttre case in many algal groups. Many diatoms are
known to inhabit specialized niches, making them good
"indicator" species (Patrick, 1977). There are 15 widely
reported genera on travertine (Table 1, Figure lk_m), but
some of the species, such as Achnanthes microcephala,
D i at o ms hie mal e, and D i dy mo s p he ni a g e mi narc, are widely
distributed in hard waters. In a recent study of stromatolitic
travertine, Winsborough and Golubic (1937) identified sev-
eral diatoms associated with calcification, including
G o mp hone mn o livac eum v ar. c al c ar e um and N it z s c hia de n-
ticula. The former may be characteristic of ravertine and is
possibly restricted to them. Diatoms rarely form distinctive
encrusted bioherms and usually produce an irregular, often
seasonal, growth on top of the perennial cyanobacterium/
chlorophyte flora. Diatom frustules, which are made of silica.

are infrequently preserved in carbonate matrices, so com-
paratively little use can be made of ttrem as paleoenvironmen-
tal indicators in travertine, although this does not imply that
they are insignificant in carbonate deposition. In common
with many cyanobacteria, the diatoms found on travertine
exhibit gliding motility associated with mucilage secretion.
This mucilage may assist in the consolidation of some ftav-
ertine (Wallner, 1935b; Emeis and orhers, 1987; Winsbor-
ough and Golubic, 1987).

TI{E BIOTA OF VIRGINIA TRAVERTINE

The algal flora of Virginia ftavertine has been studied
briefly by several workers. Steidtmann (1934,1936) drew
attention to algae and bryophytes on deposits at I€xington
and noted their signihcance as frameworks upon which
calcite is deposited. In two brief notes, Mathews (1962a,
I962b) mentioned the occurrenc e of Oocardium stratum in
deposits of Montgomery County and considered the species
an importantcarbonate-depositing agent. Thecyanobacterium
Calothrix viguieri and charophyte alga Chara vulgaris were
also reported. Charophytes often precipitate considerable
quantities of calcium carbonate as a result of their photosyn-
thetic activity (Pentecost, 1984; Raven and others, 1986), and
they can be important marl producers in shallow hard-water
lakes, but they are not generally found growing directly upon
travertine, preferring deep, calm waters. Gillespie and Clen-
dening Qg54) list eighteen algae from deposits in Hardy
County, West Virginia. Oocardium was not noted, but
C lado p hor a glo me r ata, P hormi di um i ncr u s t atum, Sy ne dr a
rumpens, and Diatomt hiemale were found to be abundant.

More recently, samples collected by D.A. Hubbard, Jr.
were examined briefly from three sites in Virginia: Falling
Spring Run and Folly Mills Creek in Augusta County and
Glenn Falls, Marl Creek, Rockbridge County. Material
collected from Falling Spring Run revealed the
cyanobacterium S c hizot hrk calcicola s. lato, with O oc ardium
stratum, Vauc lteria, and the diatams Ac hnanthe s, Cymbella,
and, Navicula angusta. Surface scrapes from Folly Mills
Creek were rich in diatoms, with Cymbeila naviculiformis
and species of G omphonema and N it z s c hia. AtGlenn Falls,
unencrusted tufts of Cladophora glomerata were common
(Figure 4) with the epiphytic diatoms Gomphonema and
Diatoma. Encrusted growths of Gongrosira incrustsns and
Vaucheria were also present. Thecyanobacterium phormi-
dium incrustatum was common at all three sites, and uncal-
cified mats of this species occurred in Folly Mills Creek.

ECOLOGY

Light and temperature exert a controlling influence on
the establishment and growth of algae, although extremes of
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Figure 3. The distribution of Oacardium stratum. Sources consulted: Caner (1926), West and Fritsch, (1927), Ruttner (1931),
Smith (1933), Wallner (1933), van Oye (1937), Golubic and Marcenko (1958), Mathews (1962a, 1962b), Golubic (1967), Hindak
(1978), and Whiuon (1974).

temperature are rarely encountered on moist ffavertine since
excess heat is rapidly conducted and convected away. For
algae, travertine deposits represent an ever-changing envi-
ronment with respect to light, and evidence for extremes of
intensity can be found in the upper I to 4 mm of the deposis
@entecost, 1978). The problems encountered are similar to
those in unencrusted algal mats, but the efficiency of light
utilization is lower because some light is absorbed and some
is reflected by the deposit, leaving less for photosynthesis.
Whettrer algae are more efficient at harvesting light in such
unadvanrageous situations is still uncertain. Cyanobacteria
areknown to grow under extremelylow illuminationandcan
survive heteronophically in the complete absence of light
(Smith, 1982). Recently, seasonal growttr-rate measure-
ments have been made for three calcified cyanobacteria:
C al o t hr k, H o mo e o t hrix, urd Riv ul ar i a (Pentecost, 1 987 and
1988b). The measurements revealed in every case maximum
growth during summer and minimum growth in winter. In
Riv ularia and C alo thr k growth was signihcantly correlated
with stream-water temperature. The measurements were
made in northern England where water temperatures aver-
aged7 to l0oc and radial growth rates of 0.4 to 2.5 mm per
year were obtained. Higher rates of growth would be ex-
pectred at lower latitudes although many cyanobacteria are

remarkably slow-growing, even under apparently optimal
conditions. StudiesbyLivingstone andothers (1984) suggest

that light intensity is the most important factor for the growth

of Rivularia. Both light and temperature, however, are im-
portant, and their relative significance may depend upon the

local environment. Light has other effects on growth, as

filamentous cyanobacteria are phototactic. Sometimes, the
colonies assume btznre shapes as a result (Golubic, 1973),

and this is often seen in growths of Rivularia and Homoeo-
thrix on the vertical sides of encrusted stones.

High levels of organic pollution are inhibitory to carbon-

ate precipitation and may alter the algal flora. Phormidium
incrustatum deposits, once a notable feature of some chalk
streams in the United Kingdom (Fritsch and Pantin, 1946),
have now disappeared as a result ofdredging and eutlophica-
tion, with levels of dissolved nitrate-ninogen andphosphate-
phosphorus now exceeding 6 and I mglL, respectively.
Edwards and Heywood (1960) found that pollution by do-
mestic sewage desroyed calcite encrus[ations on shells of
gastropods in England, but the algal flora was unaffected,
consisting of Cocconeis and Chantransla both above and
below ttre sewage outfall. High levels of phosphates are

known to inhibit calcite nucleation (Raistrick, 1949), but low
levels of organic polution appear to have a minimal effect on
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lravertine deposits. For example, at Falls Creek, Oklahoma,
untreated sewage discharge occurs fiom a village, whose
population reaches 2000 on weekends, but active deposition
of calcite and a rich algal flora still occur on the lower falls.
Emig (1917) reported that pollution by cattle may have
affected ttre algal flora of the upper reaches of a creek, but no
evidence of this remains today. Acidic pollution has been
deemed responsible for the destruction of the deposits along
Little ConestogaCreek,Pennsylvania (Golubic, 1973),where
increasing levels of pollution led to the total inhibition of
precipitation and loss of the associated cyanobacteria while
the green algaGongrosiraremainedbut in a morphologially
altered state (Golubic and Fischer,1975).

Figure 4. Colony of Cladophora glomerata along Marl
Creek, Rockbridge County, Virginia. Cladophorais a co:use,
hair-like, green alga which is very conspicuous and common
worldwide in flowing hard waters @hotograph by D. A.
Hubbard, Jr.).

Fluctuating water levels have a considerable effect on
the algal flora. Discharge over travertine dams and falls is
normally reduced during the wafiner months, resulting in the
exposure of deposits at the stream edge. Complete desicca-
tion may occur and this sometimes can be recognized in the
flora, since several cyanobacteria are adapted to regimes of

wetting and drying, notably species of Scyton ema and Gloe o -

capsa. These algae are common in seepages, particularly
where tlere is high evaporation (Jaag, 1945; Pentecost, 1982
and 1 985a). Other species, such as Rivz I aria can survive des-

iccation (Pentecost, I 987), but Sc hizo thrix, G o n gro sir a, and
many benthic diatoms, which grow in deeper water, appear to
be less tolerant (Pentecost, 1982). Flow rate is also known to
affect species composition. Rates of flow exceeding 1 m/s
restrict ttre development of trailing filamentous forms and
favor the development of small cushions of Homoeothrix
andGongrosira. Where gradients are steep and the flow rate
incessantly high, the algal flora may be extremely sparse.

Travertine-depositing rivers are well known for their
downsfteam concentration gradients ofcarbon dioxide, cal-
cium, and pH (Gruninger, 1965; Usdowski and others, 1979;,

Pentecost, 1981; Thorpe, 1981). Although calcium is an
important structural component of plant cells and a regulator
of metabolism (Campbell, 1983), tle effect of calcium con-
centration on the ecology of algae has received little attention.
The result of falling levels of calcium, typical of those
occurring in travertine-depositing streams, has not. been

investigated. There are problems designing experiments !o
measure this effect because the decrease in calcium concen-
tration is accompanied by a decrease and change in the spe-

ciation of the total dissolved carbon, and there is also a rise in
pH. Thus, observed changes in the algal flora could be due to
any combination of these factors. Furthermore, pH affects
the ionic speciation of dissolved phosphate and silica, which
could alter the uptake rates of these important algal nutrients.

The hydrogen ion concentration can fall by an order of
magnitude over distances of a hundred meters in travertine-
depositing streams, a much greater change in concentration
than that occuning in dissolved calcium or carbon dioxide. In
an English travertine-depositing sEeam, Waterfall Beck,
quantitative algal sampling has demonstrated downstream
changes in the algal flora @entecost, 1982). A significant
positive correlation was obtained between Schizothrix cal-
cicolantmbers and pH, andAchnanthes species were more
abundant when the pH rose above 8.0 and fravertine was
deposited.

Stream algae can be divided into two $oups: those
which become abundant only at pafiicular times of the year,
then dieorbecomerare or impossible to find, and ttrose which
are abundant throughout the year. Perennial components of
travertine-depositing waten include most of the cyanobacteria
species which have been mentioned together wirhOocardium,
Gongrosira,andVaucheria. Other algae may also be peren-
nial, but there have been few seasonal observations on such
streams. In Waterfall Beck, the algae Chrysonebula holme sii,
Didymo sphenia geminata, Fragilaria eire scens, and N o sto c

spp. have their growth optimum in early summer. Other
diatoms also appear [o show seasonal growth pattems because
Hom.oeothrix colonies become covered with a thin, brown
diatom stratum during the winter months in this stream. Dif-
ferencesbetween thetwo groups manynotalways be so clear-
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wetting and drying, notably species of Scy to ne ma and G I o e o -
capsa. These algae are common in seepages, particularly
where there is high evaporation (Jaag, 1 945; pen tecost, l 9 g2
and 1985a). Other species, such asRivzlariacanstnvive des-
iccation @entecost, 1987), but Sc hizothrix, Gongrosira, and,
manybenthic diatoms, which grow in deeperwater, appearto
be less tolerant @entecost, 1982). Flow rate is also known to
affect species composition. Rates of flow exceeding 1 m/s
restrict the development of trailing filamentous forms and
favor the development of small cushions of Homoeothrix
and Gongrosira. Where gradients are steep and the flow rate
incessantly high, the algal flora may be extremely sparse.

Travertine-depositing rivers are well known for their
downstream concentration gradients of carbon dioxide, cal-
cium, and pH (Gruninger, 1965; Usdowski and others ,1979:
Pentecost, 1981; Thorpe, 1981). Alrhough calcium is an
important sEuctural component of plant cells and a regulator
of metabolism (Campbell, 1983), ttre effect of calcium con_
centration on theecology ofalgaehasreceived little attention.
The result of falling levels of calcium, typical of those
occurring in travertine-depositing streams, has not been
investigated. There are problems designing experiments to
measure this effect because tlre decrease in calcium concen_
tration is accompanied by a decrease and change in the spe_
ciation of the total dissolved carbon, and there is also a rise in
pH. Thus, observed changes in the algal flora could be due to
any combination of these factors. Furthermore, pH affects
the ionic speciation of dissolved phosphate and silica, which
could alter the uptake rates of these important algal nutrients.

The hydrogen ion concentration can fall by an order of
magnitude over distances of a hundred meters in travertine-
depositing streams, a much grcater change in concentration
than that occurring in dissolved calcium or carbon dioxide. In
an English tmvertine-depositing stream, Waterfall Beck,
quantitative algal sampling has demonstrated downstream
changes in the algal flora @entecost, 1982). A significant
positive correlation was oblained between Schizothrix cal_
cicolansmbers and pH, andAchnanthes species were more
abundant when the pH rose above 8.0 and travertine was
deposited.

Stream algae can be divided into two groups: those
which become abundant only at particular times of the year,
then die or become rare or impossible to hnd, and those which
are abundant throughout the year. perennial components of
travertine-deposi ting waters include most of the cyanobacteria
species which havebeen mentioned togeth er withOocardium,
Gongrosira, andVaucheria. Other algae may also be peren_
nial, but there have been few seasonal observations on such
streams. In Waterfall Beck, the algae Chrysonebula tplmesii,
D idy mo s p he ni a g emi nata, F r a gi I ar ia v ir e s c e ns, and, N o s to c
spp. have their growtfr optimum in early summer. Other
diatoms also appearto show seasonal growth pattems because
Ilomoeothrix colonies become covered with a thin, brown
diatom stratum during the winter months in this stream. Dif-
ferencesbetween the twogroupsmany notalways be so clear-

travertine deposits. For example, at Falls Creek, Oklahoma,
untreated sewage discharge occurs tiom a village, whose
population reaches 2000 on weekends, but active deposition
of calcite and a rich algal flora still occur on the lower falls.
Emig (1917) reported that pollution by cattle may have
affected the algal flora of the upper reaches of a creek, but no
evidence of this remains today. Acidic pollution has been

for the destruction of the deposits along
ek,pennsylvania (Golubic, 1973), where
pollurion led to the total inhibition of

precipitation and loss of the associated cyanobacteria while
the green alga Gongro sira remained,but in a morphologially
altered state (Golubic and Fischer,191-5).

ladophora glomerata along Marl
y, Virginia. Cladophorais a coarse,
h is very conspicuous and common

worldwide in flowing hard waters (photograph by D. A.
Hubbard, Jr.).

Fluctuating water levels have a considerable effect on
the algal flora. Discharge over travertine dams and falls is
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cut, however. Marker and Casey (1982) observed irregular

fluctuations in the abundance of Gongrosira incrustans and

P hormidium incrustatum inan experimental stream deposit-

ing travertine. The algal flora of some calcareous European

streams (not all depositing travertine) has been studied by
Golubic (1967) who has provided a list of the common

species.
Aquatic bryophytes frequently become covered with a

dense growth of algae below their growing tips. Diatoms
(particularly species of Ac hnant he s, C o c c c o nei s, and E uno -

tia) areparticularly well represented and may be seen colo-

nizing the surfaces of bryophyte leaves, often almost cover-
ing them. These epiphytes may play an important role in the

early stages of travertine formation by providing a large

surface area for ttre nucleation of calcite crystals @meis and

ottrers, 1987). Bryophytes also provide a wide range of
microhabitats for algae, for example, flat, illuminated leaf
surfaces and shaded leaf axils and stems. In addition, bryo-
phytes shelter a rich invertebrate fauna including herbivores,

such as Tinodes, which feed on encrusted Homoeothrixand
Phormidium.

SIGNIFICANCE IN TRAVERTINE FORMATION

The formation of travertine is unlikely to occur in the

total absence of microorganisms. Microscopic algae and

bacteria are ubiquitous on the earth's surface and have been

found wherever they have been searched for.

The presence of algae can influence the precipitation of
calcium carbonate in several ways, but the most obvious
process is by the net removal of aqueous carbon dioxide by
photosynthesis. There is no doubt that such a process occurs

in marine algae,such as H alimedc, which possesses a special-

ized anatomy designed to enhance photosynthetic calcifica-
tion (Borowit*a, 1982). Freshwater algae do not possess

such an ana[omy, but any photosynttretic activity will be

favorable for travertine formation. There have been no

detailed field studies directly measuring photosynthesis rates

and degassing nttes simultaneously in travertine-depositing
waters, and photosynthetic uptake is frequently ignored in
geochemical studies. Barnes (1965) and Hoffer-French and

Herman (1 989) obtained evidence of photosynthetic activity,
whilst other investigators have either failed to obtain conclu-

sive evidence (Cole and Bachelder, 1969; Jacobson and

Usdowski, 1975) or failed to detect any photosynthetic activ-
ity at all (Usdowski and otlers, 1979; Lorah and Herman,

1988).
The imporlant factors affecting aquatic plant growth are

summarized in Table 2. Maximum growttr of a particular

species is observed under optimum levels of insolation,

temperature, and essential nutrients. Optimum is not neces-

sarily the same as maximum. For example, extreme levels of
inadiance and temperature can be detrimental to growttt

(Soeder and Stengel, 1 974). Because Eavertine suppods a di-

verse algatcornmunity, and not a single species, the optimum

conditions for one species do not necessarily coincide wittt

the optima for others. The role played by phosphorus is

particularly interesting as this element is often the major

limiting nutrient for algal growth (Healey, 1973), but many

phosphates are known to be effective inhibitors of calcite

nucleation Eaistrick, 1949). High levels of dissolved phos-

phates may thus encourage plant growttt but discourage

travertine formation. Thus, in the absence of a deailed

vegetation survey, all that can be said is that the contribution

of photosynthesis to calcium carbonate precipitation will
range from negligible to highly significant.

Table}. Plant-related factors favorable to travertine deposi-

tion.

LOWLEVELS
discharge
water pollution
plant-secreted

nucleation-inhibitors

HIGHLEVELS
insolation
water temperature
available nitrogen
available Si (diatoms)

COrand HCO3-

mucilage secretion

biomass/unit area

Algaemay also influencedeposition in ottrerways. The

construction of a physical framework for precipitation has

already been noted. Bryophytes in particular make possible

the exposure of a large surface area of water which facilitates

carbon dioxide exchange and the evaporation of water. The

algae Oocarditm, Chrysonebula, and Rivularia produce

copious mucilage within which calcite appean to be prefer-

entially nucleated @entecost and Riding, 1986; Emeis and

others, 1987). The nucleation of calcite may occur upon or

within the gelatinous sheaths or cell walls at favorable low-

energy organopolymer sites or upon bacteria, clay, silt, or

calcite which has become trapped among the cells or adhered

to the mucilage. Once crystals have formed, further precipi-

tation may be rapid through secondary nucleation on the

calcite already present. Theseprocesses are difficult to dis-

tinguish because the particles responsible for nucleation may

be of colloidal dimensions and would be hard to detect in an

experimental system. A wide range of bacteria has been

isolated from active travertine, but it has not yetbeen p.ossible

to demonstrate calcite deposition under apparently favorable

conditions (Pentecost and Terry, 1989).

Other mechanisms, such as tle osmotic uptake of water

(Pia, 1934; Hubbard and others, 1985), may occur, but they

would have a negligible effect in flowing waters because the

amount of water required by algae is exftemely small com-

pared to the amount available.
In conclusion, it is noted that although many algae have

been found growing on fiavertine, only a small number seem
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to be confined to this substratum. The algal flora of travertine
is incompletely known and there are few records from tropi-
cal andpolar sites. The diatom flora of travertine wouldrepay
further study considering the proven value of dialoms as
sensitive environmental indicators.

The deposition of travertine is known to be influenced by
algae in at least two ways, namely by the photosynthetic
uptake of carbon dioxide, promoting water alkalinization,
and the production of calcite-trapping, or, nucleating muci-
lages. Studies of biologically influenced nucleation are
difficult to perform but some progress is being made. One
simple line of enqulry would be the careful observation of
natural and artificial subsEates using scanning electron mi-
croscopy to observe the development of calcite associated
with the attached microorganisms.
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ABSTRACT

Travertine-marl deposits are reported in eighteen coun_
ties in the Valley andRidgeprovince of Virginia. production
figures are reported for eight counties, and reports ofopera_
tions are noted for four other counties. The earliest production
was in Rockbridge County in the mid 1800s, and the most
recent was in Frederick County in 1985. Most of the produc_
lion was from Alleghany, Clarke, and Giles counties for
agricultural lime. A total production of greater than I ,570,000
short lons of Virginia travertine-marl is documented by U. S.
Bureau of Mines and mining company records for the period
1880 ro 1985.

Raw material from deposits ranged from marl (uncon_
solidacd carbonate sediment) to travertine, which required
crushing. Deposic in some areas may be excluded from
future use because of zoning restrictions, residential develop_
ment, other sources of agricultural liming materials, and
environmental considerations.

INTRODUCTION

Travertine-marl deposits are known along 60 sfteams in
I 8 counties of ttre Valley and Ridgeprovince of Virginia. The
earliest reference to a travertine-marl deposit in ttre province
is an account of the Falling Spring Falls recorded by Thomas
Jefferson (1825). These freshwater carbonates range in form
from bluffs bearing waterfalls or cascades (cover photo_
graphs to volume) to broad, flat valley fills. Generally, as
travertine builds up along a sEeam, marl concurrently accu_
mulates upstream from the travertine buildup structure. The
resulting morphology is a series of cascading fravertine
buildups bounding marl-rich terraces deposited along a sec_
tion of the steam. Travertine-marl deposits are commonly
associated with springs related to faults or highly fractured
and folded rocks (Hubbard and others, l9g5).

Available chemical analyses of Favertine, freefromcon_
tamination of noncarbonate sediments, show ttrat it is com_
posed of more than 97 percent calcium carbonate (CaCOr).
Generally, the marl that occupies the flood plains of streams
is mixed with variable amounts of noncarbonate clastic sedi_
ment, resulting in CaCO, contents ranging from as little as 35
percent @ettijohn, 1957) to as much as 96 percent flMilliam
F. Giannini, 1988, personal communication). Magnesium
carbonate (MgCOr) content is typically less than two percent
in bottr travertine and marl materials (Herman and Hubbard.
this volume).

Travertine-marl materials havebeen utilized as a flux in
iron processing and for agricultural lime. An early reference
noted the use of marl from Hamilton's marl bank as a flux at
the Amherst iron furnace (Hotchkiss, 1880). The use of trav_
ertine-marl as a flux probably ceased in the early 1900s.

Travertine-marl malerials commercially utilized as an agri-
cultural lime must have a minimum lotal carbonate content of
85 percent. Crurent commercial trends are toward limes with
high magnesium carbonate content. The term marl has been
used by commercial operators !o describe all travertine-marl
materials worked for agricultural lime. The last Virginia
production of travertine-marl for agricultural lime was in
Frederick County in early 1985. Only one case is known
where travertine-marl was burned or calcined to produce a
quicklime for agricultural use (see section on Montgomery
County). This paper provides a summary of descriptive
information of known Eavertine-marl deposits in the Valley
and Ridge province of Virginia.

COUNTIES IVITH DOCTJMENTED PRODUC TION

Travertine-marl deposits were commercially utilized in
12 of l8 counties in which deposits areknown (Figure l). The
travertine mining history, including producers, production
figures, and pit locations, is discussed for each of the eight
counties with documented production and is summarized in
the Table. No production figures are available for sites in four
other counties which are discussed in a subsequent section.

ALLEGHANY

Travertine from Falling Spring Falls was worked for ag-
ricultural lime from 19 | 4 to the m id- I 940s. A brochure indi-
cates that agricultural lime from this site was marketed as
Barbers'Fallingsprings" Lime in the early to middle 1920s
(Ohio C. Barber Fertilizer Company, ctrca 1926: Table,
Alleghany 1a). In 1944 the Falling Springs Lime Company
was quarrying travertine just west of the present falls loca_
tion. Raw material was hauled ttrree kilometers by narrow
gauge railroad to the town of Falling Springs where it was
ground for agricultural use. A travertine sample from the
locality contained 97.85 percent CaCO3, 0.90 percent MgCO",
and 0.48 percent SiOz (Edmundson, 1958). The scenic 20-m
Falling Spring Falls (see cover, top right photograph) can be
viewed from an overlook on U.S. Highway 220. This site is
described furttrer by Dennen and others, Herman and Hub-
bard, and Lorah and Herman (all in this volume).

AUGUSTA

It. was noted that "tufaceous marl" was abundant along
Marl Run near Midway, l,ewis Creek near Staunlon, poague
Run near Millbrook, and elsewhere in the county (Hotchkiss,
1885). Midway was the old name for Steeles Tavem where
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Figure 1. Distribution of travertine-marl deposits (shaded) in ttre Valley and Ridge province. Counties that contain inactive Eav-

ertine-marl workings (X) or sites which were formerly in preparation for travertine-marl production (X) are indicated.

U.S. Highway I 1 crosses Marl Creek. A number of travertine
buildups occur downstream from this intersection. Gum
Springs Branch, a tributary of Lewis Creek, flows under the

town of Staunton. Marl and clay accumulations 6 to 18 m

thick were reported along this branch. A number of sinkhole
collapses developed in this deposit in 1910 (Van Horn, 1910;
Kindle, 1911). The Poague Run occurrence was near the
present day Mayfield Farm just south of the Ingleside golf
course along U.S. Highway 11.

Marl was recovered commercially along Falling Spring
Run near Quicks Mill at the Jordan marl-bed site. Collins
(1924) noted that the site was being worked when he visited
the area (Table, Augusta 5a). Marl was exFacted for agricul-
tural use at the site from the early 1900s until the 1940s (Mrs.
A. LaPort, 1984, personal communication). David J. Canoll
(1987, personal communication) stated that the site was first
workedby Mr. Jordan around 1917 (Figure2). Falling Spring
Run was diverted to the east-southeast side of the drainageby
a berm built up from topsoil stripped from the valley. A
concrete dam was constructed downstream !o impound water
to power a water wheel, 6 m in diameter and 0.9 m wide,
manufactured by the Friz Water Wheel Company of Ha-
nover, Pennsylvania (Figure 3). This wheel, which powered
the conveyors, was reportedly obtained second-hand from
travertine-marl operations in Rockbridge County. Marl
removed from the valley (Figure 2) was loaded into trucks
and transported to the plant site, where it was screened !o
remove sticks, pebbles, and other coarse materials. After
screening, the marl was transported by conveyors to several
loading ramps. The marl was loaded inlo trucks that were
weighed on a Frame Pitless Scale with a l5-ton capacity. The
scales remain on the site. In 1936. more than 5700 short tons

Figure 2. Jordan marl bed, with overburden removed, ready

for mining, Falling Spring Run, Augusta County (circa early
1920s).

of mad were sold for $0.93lshort ton. Several years later Mr.
Jordan died and his foster-son C. F. Marshall worked the site

from late 1941 until 1945, when the equipment was sold at

auction (Figure 4). During the early 1940s most of the loose

marl had been extracted and the use of hammer mills to
pulverize the travertine was investigated. From 1941 to 1945

it was difficult to obtain labor and machine parts because of
World War II. Subsequently, a flood ruined some of the

machinery and caused alluvium to be mixed into the marl

deposit. Data from a 1947 sample analysis indicated the site

was no longer commercially viable. From 1945 to 1947 the

Verona Marl Company (fable, Augusta 7) operated a site

upstream from the Jordan marl bed and about 30 m souttt of
the intersection of State Roads 612 and 626. Boyd F. Cupp
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Figure 1. Distribution of travertine-marl deposits (shaded) in the Valley andRidgeprovince. Counties thatconhin inactive trav-
ertine-marl workings (X) or sites which were formerly in preparation for travertine-marl production (X) are indicated.
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U.S. Highway I 1 crosses Marl Creek. A number of travertine
buildups occur downstream from this intersection. Gum
Springs Branch, a tributary of Lewis Creek, flows under the
town of Staunton. Marl and clay accumulations 6 to 18 m
thick were reported along this branch. A number of sinkhole
collapses developed in this deposit in 19l0 (Van Horn, 1910;
Kindle, 1911). The Poague Run occurrence was near the
present day Mayfield Farm just south of the Ingleside golf
course along U.S. Highway I l.

Marl was recovered commercially along Falling Spring
Run near Quicks Mill at the Jordan marl-bed site. Collins
(1924) noted that the site was being worked when he visited
the area (Table, Augusta 5a). Marl was extracted for agricul-
tural use at the site from the early 1900s until the 1940s (Mrs.
A. LaPort, 1984, personal communication). David J. Canoll
(1987, personal communication) stated that the site was first
workedby Mr. Jordan around 1917 (Figure 2). Falling Spring
Run was diverted to the east-southeast side of the drainage by
a berm built up from topsoil sripped from the valley. A
concrete dam was constructed downstream to impound water
to power a water wheel, 6 m in diameter and 0.9 m wide,
manufactured by the Friz Water Wheel Company of IIa-
nover, Pennsylvania (Figure 3). This wheel, which powered
the conveyors, was reportedly obtained second-hand from
travertine-marl operations in Rockbridge County. Marl
removed from the valley (Figure 2) was loaded into trucks
and transported to the plant site, where it was screened to
remove sticks, pebbles, and other coarse materials. After
screening, the marl was transported by conveyors to several
loading ramps. The marl was loaded into trucks that were
weighed onaFramePitless Scale with a l5-ton capacity. The
scales remain on the site. In 1936, more than 5700 short tons

Figure 2. Jordan marl bed, with overburden removed, ready
for mining, Falling Spring Run, Augusta County (cfuca early
1920s).

of marl were sold for $0.93/short ton. Several years later Mr.
Jordan died and his foster-son C. F. Marshall worked the site
from late 1941 until 1945, when the equipment was sold at
auction (Figure 4). During the early 1940s most of rhe loose
marl had been extracted and the use of hammer mills to
pulverize the travertine was investigated. From l94l to 1945
it was difficult to obtain labor and machine parts because of
World War II. Subsequently, a flood ruined some of the
machinery and caused alluvium to be mixed into the marl
deposit. Data from a 1947 sample analysis indicated the site
was no longer commercially viable. From 1945 to 1947 the
Verona Marl Company (Iable, Augusta 7) operated a site
upstream from the Jordan marl bed and about 30 m south of
the intersection of State Roads 612 and 626. Boyd F. Cupp
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Table. Travertine-marl production by producer in each county.

County Producer Address
Deposit
Name/Town

Years of
Production'

Total
Tonnage Yield of
Sold' Deposit (S.T.)

Alleghany

Augusta

1914-1926
l9n-D4l
1929
1940
t94t-t944
L92l-t922
r92r-1929
r92r-1945
(excl.1932,
'33,',42)
1942
194p-1941
1942-1945
194r-1947
1945-t947

r9r9-192r
t922-1930
1919-1920
1947
1940-1950

1946
1947-1981
(excl. 1951-1955)

1947-1949

1950
1952-t957"
(excl. 1952-1955)
1958-1962.
1923
1982-1985
1950
1945-t948

194r-1947
1942-1947
1945-t946
1947-1950
(1952)
1930-1938
(exd. 1932,'33
&'35-',37)
t948-1949
I 880

l9l8-1923

1925-t930
l9t8
t922-1923
1913-193 I
(excl. 1916-1917)
1923-1931

Total:

Botetourt

Clarke

Staunton, VA

Alexandria, VA

Roanoke, VA
Roanoke, VA
Roanoke, VA
Fhcastle, VA
Berryville, VA
White Post, VA

White Post, VA

Berryville, VA

Berryville, VA

BerryviJle,VA
Winchester,VA
White Post, VA

Nanows,VA
Huntington, WV
Narrows, VA
Narrows, VA

Salem,VA

Elliston,VA

Roanoke, VA

Wilmingtan, DE
Roanoke, VA
Marlbrook, VA

Buena Vista, VA

Kerr Pit
Ken Pit
Kerr Pit &
Verqra
Marl Pit
Daleville
Daleville
Springfield

Millwood
Old Chapel
Marl Pits
Old Chapel
Marl Pits
Old Chapel
Marl Pits
Old Chapel
Marl Pits

13,394
205 I

I,mo J

24,328

4,170 I
7,902 J
4,1 89

la. Ohio C. BarberFen. Co.
lb. Fa[ing Springs Lime Co.
la. A. S. Bailey
lb. G. S. Bailey
2. James L. Coffey
3. Farmen
4. Bennett W. Huff
5a. J. S. Jordan

5b. leased to Carver F. Manhall
6a. Arthur B. Kerr
6b. Wilson & Taylor
6c. leased to Verona Marl Co.
7. Verona Marl Co. Inc.

la. Daleville Lime Marl Co.
lb. Botetourt Lime Marl Co.
2. Roanoke Lime Co.
3. Robinssr Lime Marl Co.
l. Clarke Farmers Coop, Inc.
2a. W R. Thompson

2b. J. C. Digges & Sons

3. Fincham Marl Plant

4. A. Golightly & Burkner

5. Aimee Strorher & Bro.

Ba6er, VA
Barber, VA
Mount Sidney, VA
Mount Sidney, VA
Staunton, VA
Marl Lime Co.
Fort Defiance, VA
Staunton, VA Verqra

2or,s70 I 387,760
186,190 J

30J 42
12t

285 285
2,250 2,250
865 865

76,n4 76,234

13,394
1,205

24,328

n,atz

4,189
No production reported
137,497 137,497

l8,s4s 1 293,345
274,8n J

26,772 26,n2

13,000
1,500

l1,5r5
1,942

13,000
1,500

r 1,515
1,942

80,000 80,000
No production reported
84,242 84,U2

2,650 2,650
141,056 141,056
42,640 | 84,57r
4r,931 J

911 9u

No production reported
0.5 0.5

r6,540 I
I 29,r2r

r2.58r t6,000 6,000
No productiur reported
ro9,205

24,951

109,205

24,95r

6. Elmer Kinnev
Frederick l. Comwall Lime Marl

2. J. C. Digges & Sons
Giles l. Blankenship

3. Rufus C. Hale
4. Ianghome & Langhome
5a. Wolf Creek Marl
5b. leased to Narrows

Curtracting Company
Montgomery la. J. N. Lanz

lb. J. Gilbert Cox
Rockbridge 1. unnamed

2a. Calcium-Phosphate &
Fertilizer Company

2b. Farmers Marl Lime Co.(name change)
3. Dupont Chemical
4. F. M. Hughson
5. Marlbrook Lime Co.

6. United Chemical prod. Co.

'Production data from U.S. Bureau of Mines
bVirginia Division of Mineral Resources file data
"Data from miscellaneous sources

2. Gatewood & Talbott Co. Huntington, WV
(sold to l,anghome & langhome-l948)

Redbud Run

Narrows

Narrows
Narrows
Narrows

Hamilton's
marl bank
Riverside

Riverside
Rivenide
Rivenide
Marlbrook

1,570,313 (s.T.)
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( 1987, personal communication) stated that competition from

the lime-grinding plant in Staunton hurt the local marl opera-

tions. The property that Cupp now owns (about 400 m
downsfteam from the Jordan marl bed) was reportedly ex-

plored by afertilizer company just before World War I. The

Falling Spring Run deposits are further described by Herman

and Hubbard and Hoffer-French and Herman (both in this

volume).

Figure 3. Old plant at Jordan marl-bed site with Friz water

wheel, water pipe, and block of travertine, Augusta County
(photo taken November, 1987).

BOTETOURT

A marl deposit northwest of Daleville was worked for
"fertilizer" before 1920 (Woodwud,1932). The Spreading

Spring Branch site at Springwood (apparently mislabeled

Springfield in U. S. Bureau of Mines production records as

reported in Table, Botetourt2), was worked with a two-horse

scraper (George L. Ilayth, 1984, penonal communication).

Travertine-marl was put through a drier and then a crusher

before being screened. Mr. llayth reported his wages as a

general laborer in 1919 or 1920 as $0.90 a day; the scraper

operator made $2.50 a day.U. S. Bureau of Mines data

indicate that agricultural lime produced from this deposit sold

for about $3.00/short ton (Hubbard and others, 1985).

CLARKE

Travertine-marl deposits have been worked extensively,

and production records indicate that a total 483,000 short tons

of material were produced from I 940 through 198 I in Clarke

County. The eadiest commercial production was by Snow-

den Sroftrer in the mid-1930s. This operation was situated

near Old Chapel on ChapelRun just south of Briggs. Snother
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( I 9 87 , personal communication) stated that competition from
the lime-grinding plant in Staunton hurt the local marl opera-

tions. The property that Cupp now owns (about 400 m

downstream from the Jordan marl bed) was reportedly ex-
plored by a fertilizer company just before World War I. The
Falling SpringRun deposie are further described by Herman
and Hubbard and Hoffer-French and Herman (both in this
volume).

Figure 3. Old plant at Jordan marl-bed site with Friz water
wheel, water pipe, and block of travertine, Augusta County
(photo taken November, 1987).

BOTETOURT

A marl deposit northwest of Daleville was worked for
"fertilizer" before 1920 (Woodwud,1932). The Spreading
Spring Branch site at Springwood (apparently mislabeled
Springfield in U. S. Bureau of Mines production records as

reported in Table, Botetourt 2), was worked with a two-horse
scraper (George L. Hayth, 1984, personal communication).
Travertine-marl was put through a drier and then a crusher
before being screened. lvlr. Flayth reported his wages as a
general laborer in 1919 or 1920 as $0.90 a day; the scraper
operalor made $2.50 a day. U. S. Bureau of Mines dala
indicate that agricultural lime produced from this deposit sold
for about $3.00/short ton (Hubbard and others, 1985).

CLARKE

Travertine-marl deposis have been worked extensively,
and production records indicate that a total 483,000 short tons
of material were produced from 1940 through 198 I in Clarke
County. The eailiest commercial production was by Snow-
den Srother in the mid-1930s. This operation was situated
near Old Chapel on Chapel Run just south of Briggs. Strother

I
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sold his operation to W. R. Thompson in the mid_1940s, but
retained the rights to haul with one truck from the Old Chapel
site ffigure 5, location l).In 1947, J. C. Digges and Sons
bought out W. R. Thompson's operations at Old Chapel Run
and worked these deposits until about 1970 (Table, Cluke2a
and2b: Figure 5, locations I and2).In 1970, the Meade pit
was opened by J. C. Digges and Sons and worked until about
1981 figure 5, location 3). The southem-most of the Old
Chapel marl pits was known as ttre Fincham marl plant pit and
was operated by Simon Newland in the late 1940s (Table,
Clarke 3; Figure 5, location 4). A. Golightly and a Mr.
Burkner took over operations of the Fincham site in 1950
(Table, Clarke4). Aimee Strother, son of Snowden, operated
at the Fincham site from 1952 until l95g (Table, Clarke 5).

Figure 5. Location of travertine-marl production sites on Old
Chapel Run, Clarke County: (t) nd (2) Old Chapel pirs, (3)
Meade pir, and (4) Fincham marl plant pit (scale t:24,000y.

The second oldesttravertine-marl operation in the county
was situated on Spout Run just above its confluence with the
Shenandoah River at Calmes Neck. The Clarke Farmers
Cooperative opened this site about 1940 and operated here
until 1950 (Table, Clarke l; Figure 6, location 2). A.
Golightly was t}re managerof this operation until he tookover
the Fincham site at Old Chapel noted above. Other operarcrs
on Spout Run included Winsron and Nelson Sipes [t947 to
1950), who worked a sire on rhe wesr side of the run (Figure

6, location 1). Upstream from ttre Sipes and Cooperative
workings, J. C. Digges and Sons developed the Hollis pit in
1953 @igure 6,location 3) which operared until September
1960. Approximately 3.2km to the west, Elmer G. Kinney
opened a site on Spout Run at Millwood in 1958. Kinney's
operation continued xrftll 1962 (Table, Clarke 6).

Figure 6. Location of travertine-marl production sites on
Spout Run, Clarke County: (1) Sipes pit, (2) Clarke Farmers
Cooperative pits, and (3) Hollis pit (scale l:24,000).

The Weir Brothers' site on Dry Marsh Run, situated
about 2.0 km east of Bumt Factory, was operated from about
1948 until the 1950s with the Sipes brothers doing mostof the
hauling. A West Virginiafirm reportedly hauled some of this
material in the 1960s and 1970s.

The Huyett pit at Gaylord on Long Marsh Run was
worked by Paul Chapman in ttre late 1940s and early 1950s.
About 1.6 km east, on Long Marsh Run, Elmer Kinney
worked the Wolfe pit in 1958 and 1959. Much of the marl at
this site was borderline material, being only about g5 percent
total carbonate.

Clarke County travertine-marl materials range in texture
from fine-grained and friable marl to ..very 

hard ridges" of
travertine with leaf impressions, such as sycamore, Eee
lrunks, and root casts. Snail and small freshwater clam shells
are abundant. Marl materials are much more abundant than
travertine in the Clarke County deposits. Winston Sipes
(1985, oral communication) reported one of the best marls he
had seen was the Clarke Farmers Cooperative's..fine-grained
red marl." This material reportedly contained 9g percent
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marl. On the west side of Spout Run, the Sipes operation
worked marl as thick as 6 m. The Weir deposit is believed to
have only been about 1.5 m thick.

FREDERICK

Marl has been produced by two operators in tie county.
In 1923, marl was produced by Cornwall Lime Marl in Win-
chester. The company may have operated the pit on Abrams
Creek near the western edge of Winchester. The most recent
production was 80,000 short tons of 90 percent or greater

CaCO, along Redbud Run, just northwest of Winchester
(Figure 7). This deposit, worked from 1981-1982 and mar-
keted from 1982-1985, is further described by Giannini (this
volume).

Figure 7. View of Digges' marl operation on Redbud Run
showing marl exposure and loading of trucks, Frederick
County (photo taken by S. O. Bird, 1984).

GILES

Marl was dug by hand from 1935 to 1939 from the
hillside Gigure 8, location 1) southeast of Wolf Creek along
present State Road T24.Travertine was mined from this site
using dynamite shots placed in hand-drilledholes. In theearly
1940s, another pit and a plant were opened up in this area
(Figure 8, location 2) by Hale Brown and Link Buckland.
Later, this site was taken over by the railroad building
company of Langhorne and Langhorne, Inc., of Huntington,
West Virginia, whose subsidiary, Gatewood and Talbott, set
up an operation on the site !o extract, pulverize, and screen the
material (Table, Giles 4). Deterioration of grade of the
material led to the closing of this operation around 1947. A
marl site on the north side of present State Highway 61 and
Wolf Creek was hand dug by Rufus Hale in the late 1930s

(Figure 8,location 3; Table, Giles 3).

A hand-dug pit was opened on the Shepherd property

Gigure 8,location 4) in the late 1930s, and marl was hauled

by wagon for use on local farms. In the early 1940s, Willie W.
Wood of Oakwood Coal and Coke, from Vansant, along with
George and Frank Rosenbaum of Rosenbaum Brotlers, a

heavy equipment consEuction company from Tazewell, set

up theWolf CreekMarlCompany (Table,Giles 5a). They ne-
gotiated with James Shepherd's father, who sold the mineral
rights to 1012 hectares of land for $1000 cash; the site was up

the ridge from the older hand-dug pit (Figure 8, location 5).

James Shepherd (1987, personal communication) remarked

that if his father had accepted the proffered $0.05/short ton

royalty, instead of cash, he would have received more than

$2000 in the first 18 months of operation.
Processing at the Wolf Creek marl operation included

crushing in a jaw crusher and screening. Some materials

required additional pulverizing in two hammer mills. James

Shepherd hauled marl in the mid-1940s to bottr the Norfolk
and Westem and the Virginian railroads. The marl was loaded
into 70-ton hopper cars as well as into low-sided 0.9-m and
l5-m gondolas. Some days as many as 12 hoppercars ofmarl
were shipped at$1.37shortton, compared to values of $2.50-
$3.00/short ton at other sites in ttre state. The product, was
marketed in the eastern part of Virginia, especially in Not-
toway County, and in West Virginia. Floyd Graley (Wolf
Creek Marl Company) bought the operation in the early
1950s when the price of marl was up to $1.50/short ton. The
operation (Figure 8, location 5) was subsequently bought by
a group, which included Wetzel Bramner and Major Lilley
from Beckley, West Virginia, and was renamed Virginia
Marl Company. The mineral rights were retained by the
former Wolf Creek Marl Company and today are split up in
thirds between heirs of Wood and the Rosenbaum brothers.
The Virginia Marl Company ceased operations in the mid-
1960s.

The Blankenship property, in the area of Shumate, wzls

acquired by Berman Blankenship in December 1941 (Figure
8, location 6). Production was from a marl pit in the hillside
behind the present-day Turner house. This marl was report-
edly processed at the Wolf Creek Marl operation. In the
middle to late 1940s, a plant was set up near the present site
of the Tumer house by the Gatewood and Talbott Company
(Figure 9; Table, Giles 2). Material from this plant was

trucked across Wolf Creek and loaded on the Virginian
Railroad; production continued into the early 1950s. The
property subsequently was sold and broken up into subdivi-
sion lots and renamed Marlville. The marl depositsremaining
along the hillside near Shumate represent potential reserves

of agricultural lime.
The Giles County travertine-marl deposits described

above are associated witl the Narrows fault or the Piney
Ridge fault (T. M. Gathright, II, 1986, personal communica-
tion).
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marl. On the west side of Spout Run, ttre Sipes operation
worked marl as thick as 6 m. The Weir deposit is believed to
have only been about 1.5 m thick.

FREDERICK

Marl has been produced by two operators in the county.
In 1923, marl was produced by Cornwall Lime Marl in Win-
chester. The company may have operated the pit on Abrams
Creek near the western edge of Winchester. The most recent
production was 80,000 short tons of 90 percent or greater
CaCO, along Redbud Run, just northwest of Winchester
(Figure 7). This deposit, worked from 1981-1982 and mar-
keted from 1982- 1985, is further described by Giannini (this
volume).

Figure 7. View of Digges' marl operation on Redbud Run
showing marl exposure and loading of trucks, Frederick
County (photo taken by S. O. Btud, 1984).

GILES

Marl was dug by hand from 1935 !o 1939 from the
hillside (Figure 8, location 1) southeast of Wolf Creek along
present State Road 724.Traverine was mined from this site
using dynamite shots placed in hand-drilled holes. In ttreearly
1940s, another pit and a plant were opened up in this area
(Figure 8, location 2) by Hale Brown and Link Buckland.
Later, ttris site was taken over by the railroad building
company of Langhome and Langhorne, Inc., of Huntington,
West Virginia, whose subsidiary, Gatewood and Talbott, set
up an operation on the site to extract, pulverize, and screen the
material (Table, Giles 4). Deterioration of grade of the
material led to the closing of this operation around 1947. A
marl site on the north side of present State Highway 6l and
Wolf Creek was hand dug by Rufus Hale in the late 1930s

(Figure 8, location 3; Table, Giles 3).
A hand-dug pit was opened on the Shepherd property

(Figure 8,location 4) in the late 1930s, and marl was hauled
by wagon for use on local farms.In the early 1940s, WillieW.
Wood of Oakwood Coal and Coke, from Vansant, along with
George and Frank Rosenbaum of Rosenbaum Brothers, a
heavy equipment construction company from Tazewell, set
up theWolf CreekMarl Company (Table,Giles 5a). They ne-
gotiated with James Shepherd's father, who sold the mineral
rights to 1012 hectares of land for $1000 cash; the site was up
the ridge from the older hand-dug pit (Figure 8, location 5).
James Shepherd (1987, personal communication) remarked
that if his father had accepted the proffered $0.05/short ton
royalty, instead of cash, he would have received more than
$2000 in the first l8 months of operation.

Processing at the Wolf Creek marl operation included
crushing in a jaw crusher and screening. Some materials
required additional pulverizing in two hammer mills. James
Shepherd hauled marl in the mid-1940s to both the Norfolk
and Westem and the Virginian railroads. The marl was loaded
into 70-!on hopper cars as well as into low-sided 0.9-m and
l5-m gondolas. Some days as many as l2 hoppercars ofmarl
were shipped at$1.37lshort ton, compared to valuesof $2.50-
$3.00/short ton at other sites in the state. The product was
marketed in the eastern pafi of Virginia, especially in Not-
toway County, and in West Virginia. Floyd Graley (Wolf
Creek Marl Company) bought the operation in the early
1950s when the price of marl was up to $ 1.50/short [on. The
operation (Figure 8, location 5) was subsequently bought by
a group, which included Wetzel Bmmner and Major Lilley
from Beckley, West Virginia, and was renamed Virginia
Marl Company. The mineral rights were retained by the
former Wolf Creek Marl Company and today are split up in
thirds between heirs of Wood and the Rosenbaum brothers.
The Virginia Marl Company ceased operations in the mid-
1960s.

The Blankenship property, in the area of Shumate, was
acquiredby Berman Blankenship in December 1941 (Figure
8, location 6). Production was from a marl pit in the hillside
behind the present-day Turner house. This marl was report-
edly processed at the Wolf Creek Marl operation. In the
middle to late 1940s, a plant was set up near the present site
of the Turner house by the Gatewood and Talbott Company

figure 9; Table, Giles 2). Material from this plant was
trucked across Wolf Creek and loaded on the Virginian
Railroad; production continued into the early 1950s. The
property subsequently was sold and broken up into subdivi-
sion lots and renamed Marlville. The marl deposits remaining
along the hillside near Shumate represent potential reserves
of agricultural lime.

The Giles County fravertine-marl deposits described
above are associated with the Narrows fault or the Piney
Ridge fault (T. M. Gaftright,II, 1986, personal communica-
tion).


















































































































